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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The purpose of standardization is to aid the creative craftsman, not to enforce the common mediocrity [11].

In a programming environment such as that envisioned for ADA\textsuperscript{1}, there will be a number of tools—formatters (pretty printers), language-oriented editors, cross-reference generators, test-case generators, and the like. In general, the input and output of these tools is not the source text of the program being developed; instead it is some intermediate form that has been produced by another tool in the environment. This document defines DIANA, Descriptive Intermediate Attributed Notation for ADA. DIANA is an intermediate form of ADA programs which has been designed to be especially suitable for communication between two essential tools—the Front and Back Ends of a compiler—but also to be suitable for use by other tools in an ADA support environment. DIANA encodes the results of lexical, syntactic, and static semantic analysis, but it does not include the results of dynamic semantic analysis, of optimization, or of code generation.

It is common to refer to a scheme such as DIANA as an intermediate representation of programs. Discussions of DIANA, including those in this document, undoubtedly use this and similar terminology. Unfortunately, too often the word representation suggests a concrete realization such as a particular data structure in primary memory or on a file. It is important for the reader to keep in mind that DIANA does not imply either of these. Indeed, quite the opposite is the case: it was carefully defined to permit a wide variety of realizations as different concrete data or file structures.

A far more accurate characterization of DIANA is that it is an abstract data type. The DIANA representation of a particular ADA program is an instance of this abstract type. As with all abstract types, DIANA defines a set of operations that provide the only way in which instances of the type can be examined or modified. The actual data or file structures used to represent the type are

\textsuperscript{1}Ada is a registered Trademark of the Ada Joint Program Office, Department of Defense, United States Government.
hidden by these operations. in the sense that the implementation of a private type in ADA is hidden.

We often refer to a DIANA 'tree', 'abstract syntax tree', or 'attributed parse tree': similarly, we refer to 'nodes' in these trees. In the context of DIANA as an abstract data type, it is important to appreciate what is and is not implied by such terms. We are not saying that the data structure used to implement DIANA is necessarily a tree using pointers and the like. Rather, we are using the notion of attributed trees as the abstract model for the definition of DIANA.

An abstract data type consists of (a) a set of values (the domain of the type) together with (b) a set of operations on those values. The specification of an abstract type must define both its values and its operations. The abstract modeling method of specifying an abstract type provides these definitions by defining the values in terms of some mathematical entity with which the reader is presumed to be familiar: the operations of the type are then defined in terms of their effect on the modeling entities. In the case of DIANA, for example, the mathematical model is that of attributed trees. The reader should always bear in mind that the trees being discussed are merely conceptual ones: they are the model of the values in the DIANA domain. They may or may not exist as an explicit part of an implementation of the DIANA abstract type².

1.1. Design Principles

The design of DIANA is based on the collection of principles that are discussed in this section. As with any design intended for practical use, some compromise of these principles has on occasion been necessary. The frequency of deviations from the principles is extremely low, however, and an understanding of the principles will help the reader to understand DIANA.

Section 1.1.1 presents those principles that motivated the original design of DIANA, and Section 1.1.2 presents those principles that have governed changes made since. Section 1.1.3 defines what it means to be a DIANA user (i.e., producer or consumer) and Section 1.1.4 presents a lacuna of the entire DIANA definition effort.

²An alternative definitional method, algebraic axioms, would have avoided explicit reference to a model such as trees and hence might have been less suggestive of an implementation. We chose not to use this method in order to retain a close correspondence between Diana and Ada's formal definition [5].
1.1.1. Original Design

The following principles governed the original design of DIANA:

- **Diana is representation independent.** As noted above, we strove to avoid implying any particular implementation strategy for the DIANA abstract type. For example, where implementation-specific information is needed in a DIANA representation (such as values on the target-machine), we make reference to other abstract types for representing these data; each implementation is expected to supply the implementation of these types. In addition, we strove to avoid any implications for the strategies to be used in implementing Front or Back Ends of compilers, or, for that matter, any other environment tools. Finally, we provide an explicit mechanism for implementations to extend or contract the DIANA form in a consistent manner to cater to implementation-specific purposes.

- **Diana is based on ADA's formal definition** [6], referred to hereafter as the AFD. In defining an intermediate representation of ADA, we face three problems: what is the representation of a particular program, what does that representation mean (i.e., what is the semantics of the particular instance of the representational scheme), and when is the representation consistent (i.e., meaningful)? Since the AFD already provides the latter two of these, we have chosen to stay as close as possible to the definitional scheme used there—particularly to the abstract syntax. Thus, in this document we can focus exclusively on the first of these questions, namely how particular programs are represented.

- **Regularity is a principal characteristic of Diana.** Regularity of description and notation was a principal goal. We believe that this regularity is an important aspect of both understanding and processing a DIANA intermediate form.

- **Diana must be efficiently implementable.** As noted above, DIANA is best viewed as an abstract data type. Its specification is more abstract than is directly supported by current programming languages, including ADA. Nonetheless, DIANA is intended to be used! Hence, it is essential that there exist an efficient implementation of it (or actually, several different efficient implementations of it) in contemporary languages—especially ADA itself. Later chapters deal with this issue explicitly; for now, the important point is that implementability was a primary consideration and that such implementations do exist.

- **Consideration of the kinds of processing to be done is paramount.** Although the primary purpose of DIANA is communication between the Front and Back Ends of compilers, other environment tools will use it

---

3 Some problems with the AFD as an answer to these questions are addressed in Section 1.1.4 on page 14.
as well. The needs of such programs were considered carefully. They influenced a number of the DIANA design decisions, including the following:

- We define two trees—an Abstract Syntax Tree constructed prior to semantic analysis (see Appendix II), and an attributed tree (the DIANA structure) constructed as a result of static semantic analysis. These two structures are, of course, closely related. By defining both of them, we extend the applicability of DIANA to include those tools that need only the parsed form.

- We considered the size of (various implementations of) DIANA representations, and we made careful tradeoffs between this size and processing speed. We envision that at least some ADA support environments will be implemented on small computing systems; hence, we considered it essential that DIANA be usable on these systems.

- We never destroy the structure of the original source program; except for purely lexical issues (such as the placement of comments), it is always possible to regenerate the source text from its DIANA form. See Appendix III.

- We permit the possibility of extending the DIANA form to allow the inclusion of information for other kinds of processing. Of particular concern, for example, are extensions to encode information needed by various optimization and code-generation strategies.

- In DIANA, there is a single definition of each Ada entity. Each definable entity, e.g., variable, subprogram, or type, is represented by a single defining occurrence in DIANA. Uses of the entity always refer to this defining occurrence. Attributes at this definition point make it possible for all information about the entity to be determined. Thus, although the defining occurrences are part of the program tree, the set of them plays the same role as a dictionary or symbol table in conventional compiler terminology.

- DIANA must respond to the issues posed by Ada's separate compilation facility. It is not in the domain of DIANA to provide the library management upon which separate compilation of ADA is based. Nonetheless, the possibility of separate compilation affects the design

---

4 There is a single exception: Private types use a different defining occurrence for references inside the package body in which they are defined than they do elsewhere. See Section 3.5.1.2 on page 104.

5 Note, in particular, that an implementation may wish to separate these defining occurrences so that, for example, they may be the only portion of the representation present for separately compiled units. Such implementations are completely consistent with the DIANA philosophy. Other implementation options are discussed in Chapter 6.
Introduction

The possibility of separate compilation places certain restrictions on DIANA and requires the possibility of certain indirect references. We take care, for example, never to require forward references to entities whose definition may be separately compiled.

We recognize that many library systems may wish to store the DIANA form of a compilation unit—in order to support optimization across compilation units, for example. Various design decisions in DIANA were influenced by this possibility.

There must be at least one form of the DIANA representation that can be communicated between computing systems. We have defined in Chapter 5 an externally visible ASCII form of the DIANA representation of an ADA program. In this form, the DIANA representation can be communicated between arbitrary environment tools and even between arbitrary computing systems. The form may also be useful during the development of the environment tools themselves.

1.1.2. Principles Governing Changes

The design principles just listed that governed the original design of DIANA have been augmented during this phase of modification by additional principles. It is important that these, too, be documented.

- Diana will be changed only when something is sufficiently wrong that it requires change. We state this metric despite the fact it is such a broad characterization that deciding when something is "sufficiently wrong" is clearly judgmental. Nonetheless, the principle has utility. For example, it implies that we not make cosmetic changes, no matter how obvious it might be that the change would result in a better product. Our motto: 'If it's not broken, don't fix it.'

- We do not unduly impact existing DIANA users. Thus we refrain from changes whose impact on existing implementations significantly exceeds anticipated future benefits. Of course, changes with a large enough savings down the road may be made even if doing so affects current implementations. Again, there is a judgmental call here.

- It is often necessary to make some decision. In several cases, either of two or more ways to proceed has seemed equally plausible, and we have been unable to determine any significant advantage to any decision. Nonetheless, in such cases we have made a decision, since we judge a slightly incorrect decision to be better for the DIANA community than no decision. At least, there is a standard way for DIANA users to proceed.

- Where possible we have preserved the style of the original DIANA
design. Stylistic concerns include such issues as creating IDL classes for attributes, preserving the same naming conventions, and so on.

- Diana does not unnecessarily deviate from ADA's formal definition. Even though the formal definition effort apparently is no longer being actively pursued, we continue to adhere to its style.

Unfortunately the guidelines just presented and those of the previous section are sometimes in conflict. For example, consider a minor inconsistency found in the original design. The principle of consistency might suggest a change, while the principle of sufficiently wrong might suggest leaving it alone. What we have done is to be reasonable in considering changes. DIANA is intended to be used, and we continue to strive to keep DIANA responsive to the needs of its users.

1.1.3. What is a 'DIANA User'

Inasmuch as DIANA is an abstract data type, there is no need that it be implemented in any particular way. Additionally, because DIANA is extendable, a particular implementation may choose to use a superset of the DIANA defined in this DRM. In the face of innumerable variations on the same theme, we feel it is appropriate to offer a definition of what it means to use DIANA. Since it makes sense to consider DIANA only at the interfaces, it is appropriate to consider two types of DIANA users: those which produce DIANA, and those which consume it. In addition, some implementations (particularly compilers) may claim to employ DIANA as an intermediate form, even though neither interface to external DIANA is provided. We consider these three aspects in turn:

**producer** In order for a program to be considered a DIANA producer, it must produce as output a structure that includes all of the information contained in DIANA as defined in this document. Every attribute defined herein must be present, and each attribute must have the value defined for correct DIANA and may not have any other value. This requirement means, for example, that additional values, such as the evaluation of non-static expressions, may not be represented using the DIANA-defined attributes. An implementation is not prevented from defining additional attributes, and in fact it is expected that most DIANA producers will

---

6 The formal definition is based on Ada-80, and there is no visible intent to upgrade it to Ada-92.

7 These are not mutually exclusive; for example, a compiler Front End that produces Diana may also read Diana for separate compilation purposes.
also produce additional attributes.

There is an additional requirement on a DIANA producer: The DIANA structure must have the property that it could have been produced from a legal ADA program. This requirement is likely to impinge most strongly on a tool other than a compiler Front End that produces DIANA. As an example of this requirement, in an arithmetic expression, an offspring of a multiplication could not be an addition but would instead have to be a parenthesized node whose offspring was the addition, since ADA's parsing rules require the parentheses. The motivation for this requirement is to ease the construction of a DIANA consumer, since the task of designing a consumer is completely open-ended unless it can make some reasonable assumptions about its input.

In order for a program to be considered a DIANA consumer, it must depend on no more than DIANA as defined herein. This restriction does not prevent a consumer from being able to take advantage of additional attributes that may be defined in an implementation; however, the consumer must also be able to accept input that does not have these additional attributes. It is also incorrect for a program to expect attributes defined herein to have values that are not here specified. For example, it is wrong for a program to expect the attribute sm_value to contain values of expressions that are not static.

The definition of a DIANA employer is more difficult. The intent is that the intermediate form must be close to DIANA; the problem is that we have no useful metric for close. In addition, the lack of a visible external representation of the intermediate form apparently precludes application of any validation procedure. This point is addressed further below.

There are two attributes that are defined herein that are not required to be supported by a DIANA user: lx_comments and lx_srcpos. We believe that these attributes are too implementation specific to be required for all DIANA users.

It is instructive to examine the problems suggested above of defining a DIANA employer. Inasmuch as papers have begun to appear in the literature in which a given implementation claims 'to use DIANA' or 'to be DIANA-like', we feel that it is appropriate to offer a metric against which to judge such claims. Consider the following three candidates for such a metric:

- A representation can properly be called DIANA if it contains all the same information that DIANA contains.

- A representation can properly be called DIANA if one can provide a reader/writer for transforming between the representation and DIANA.
A representation can properly be called DIANA if it provides a package equivalent to the one described in Chapter 4 for accessing and modifying the structure.

Although the first two definitions have a certain appeal, it is unfortunately true that neither of them is at all adequate, since a little thought reveals that the original ADA source text meets either requirement. One repair possibility is to attempt to tighten up the second definition by restricting the reader/writer to be "simple". In some sense, but defining that sense appears to require Solomonic wisdom.

The third definition also has appeal, though it is again hard to use as a metric if the external interface is not actually provided in a useful way.

It is our opinion that it is not proper to claim that a given implementation uses DIANA unless either it meets the following two criteria:

- It must be able to read and/or write (as appropriate) the external form of DIANA defined in Chapter 5 of this document.
- That DIANA must meet the requirements of a DIANA producer or consumer as specified in this section.

or it meets this criterion:

- The implementation provides a package equivalent to that described in Chapter 4.

We hope that writers of papers will give consideration to this discussion.

1.1.4. Specification of DIANA

An important problem faced by new users of DIANA is to determine, for any particular ADA construct, just what DIANA is to be produced from it. Although the DIANA specification in Chapter 2 specifies precisely what nodes must exist, which attributes each node must contain, and what type the value of each attribute must have, it often says very little about what value the attribute is to have.

This problem is addressed in this document in several ways. Often, comments appear in Chapter 2 specifying or suggesting the intended value. In addition, the lengthy discussion of design rationale in Chapter 3 presents much additional information. Unfortunately, still more help is needed, and a complete solution to the problem of providing such help is beyond the capability of this document. The remainder of this section is speculation about the form such help might take.
What is needed is a formal way to determine, given an ADA source text and a DIANA structure purported to be a correct representation of the source, whether or not the DIANA is in fact correct. For example, suppose that $\alpha$ is some ADA text and that $\delta$ purports to be a DIANA representation of it. Needed is a predicate $\pi$ such that

$$\pi(\alpha, \delta)$$

is true if, and only if, $\delta$ correctly represents $\alpha$.

Ideally, the structure of $\pi$ should be such that it is accessible to a human reader who requires help in designing an ADA front end or other transformer from ADA to DIANA. No such predicate now exists. The kinds of questions that such a predicate should help to answer include the following:

1. Is a given abstract syntax tree (AST) correct for a given Ada program?

2. What should be the value of each semantic attribute in a DIANA structure?

3. When is sharing permitted in the AST?

4. May the same node appear in several sequences?

We believe that one way to meet these needs is by first specifying the transformation from ADA to AST and then defining a predicate, say $\pi_r$ on ASTs and DIANA such that for an AST $\tau$ and a DIANA structure $\delta$ the predicate

$$\pi_r(\tau, \delta)$$

returns true if the DIANA structure $\delta$ is a correct representation of the AST $\tau$. This dichotomy appears useful.

Translation of ADA source to abstract syntax tree (AST) is a two-step process:

- Translation of ADA source to parse tree (PT). The latter is a tree in which each node is labeled with the name of a non-terminal from ADA’s BNF definition and has as many offspring as clauses appear in the relevant definition of that non-terminal. Given a non-ambiguous BNF for ADA, such a tree is uniquely defined. Although the BNF in ADA’s LRM is ambiguous, it is not difficult to create a non-ambiguous version that preserves all essential structure.

- Translation of PT to AST. This step, though somewhat harder to specify than the previous one, is not conceptually difficult.

We believe it is possible to describe the PT to AST transformation by using
an attribute grammar to specify the AST as an attribute of the root of the PT. The specification of the AST to DIANA transformation (including specification of the semantic attributes) is a much harder problem and is still open. We are exploring methods of attacking these problems.

1.2. Structure of the Document

Abstractly, an instance of the DIANA form of an ADA program is an attributed tree. The tree's structure is basically that of the abstract syntax tree defined in the AFD. Attributes of the nodes of this tree encode the results of semantic analysis. Operations defined on the DIANA abstract data type (see Chapter 4) provide the predicates, selectors, and constructors required to manipulate this tree and its attributes. The structure of this document reflects the several facets of the DIANA definition.

- First we define precisely the domain of the DIANA data type. We do so by specifying the set of abstract trees, their attributes, and various assertions about them (which actually appear as comments). This definition is done in two steps:
  - In Section 1.4 we describe the notation, called IDL, for exhibiting DIANA's definition.
  - In Chapter 2, we use the notation to define the actual trees and attributes.

- Second, we provide a rationale for some of the more subtle design decisions—particularly with respect to the attributes of nodes in the abstract tree. This rationale appears in Chapter 3.

- Third, we define the operations on the DIANA abstract type. This definition appears in Chapter 4, and again is done in two steps. First, we describe generically the nature of these operations. Second, we show how these operations can be realized in conventional programming languages by showing how an interface can be derived from the DIANA definition and by showing the specification part (except for the private part) of an ADA package that specifies just such an interface. We also show here how the interface is altered when additional attributes or nodes are introduced.

---

8Note that a particular implementation may define an extended domain (additional attributes). What we define here is a required and adequate set.

9Note that an implementation may define additional operations. Again, we merely define a required and adequate set here.
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Fourth. In Chapter 5. we define a canonical way to represent DIANA structures external to a computer.

Finally, in Chapter 8. we discuss implementation issues and illustrate some of the various options that are available.

There are also six appendices. Appendix I provides the definition of the predefined environment for ADA compilations. In Appendix II we define the Abstract Syntax Tree from the AFD as a derivative of the DIANA representation. Appendix III describes how the source of an ADA program can be regenerated from the DIANA representation and includes a discussion of the normalizations of reconstructed source programs imposed by DIANA.

Appendices IV, V, and VI provide three summaries of the DIANA definition. These summaries provide an invaluable cross reference into the main definitions and should be an important aid to the reader.

There is an extensive index that lists separately topics, DIANA attributes, and DIANA node names.

1.3. Attribution Principles of DIANA

This section describes the general principles used to decide on the details of DIANA. A more detailed rationale is given in Chapter 3.

The design of an intermediate representation involves deciding what information to represent explicitly and what information to recompute from the stored information. There are two extreme positions one can take:

- The source program (or its abstract syntax tree) contains all the necessary information; other information can be recomputed when necessary.

- All information which can be computed should be computed and stored within the intermediate representation.

DIANA's underlying principles, which are a compromise between these extrema, can be derived from DIANA's intended role in an ADA Program Support Environment (APSE) [3]. We envisage DIANA as created by an ADA Front End, used as input to that Front End for separate compilation purposes, used as input to the compiler's Back End, and used (produced or consumed) by a variety of other tools of the APSE.

For all these tools DIANA should contain information that is both sufficient and
appropriate. There are two questions relevant to deciding, about a given attribute, whether or not to include it in the DIANA:

- Does the information the attribute contains belong in the intermediate representation?

- Should the information be represented explicitly, or should it be recomputed from the stored information?

We have used two criteria in deciding of a given attribute whether or not to include it:

- DIANA should contain only such information as would be typically discovered via static (as opposed to dynamic) semantic analysis of the original program.

- If information can be easily recomputed, it should be omitted.

These two points are discussed at length in the following two subsections.

First, however, a point must be made. Although the original DIANA design used the metric of ease of computation in deciding what attributes to include, the concept has been considerably expanded in revisions of DIANA and of this report. As a result, attributes now exist in DIANA which, according to this criterion, ought not to be there. We have elected to let them remain for two reasons: They are not sufficiently wrong to require fixing, and their removal would likely unduly impact existing DIANA users. Note that these are the first two principles enunciated in Section 1.1.2 on page 11.

1.3.1. Static Semantic Information

We believe that it is appropriate for DIANA to include only that information that is determined from static semantic analysis, and that DIANA should exclude information whose determination requires dynamic semantic analysis.

This decision affects the evaluation of non-static expressions and evaluation of exceptions. For example, the attribute sm_value should not be used to hold the value of an expression that is not static, even if an implementation's semantic analyzer is capable of evaluating some such expressions. Similarly, exceptions are part of the execution (i.e., dynamic) semantics of ADA and should not be represented in DIANA. Thus the attribute sm_value is no longer used to represent an exception to be raised, as it was in an earlier version of DIANA.

Of course, an implementation that does compute these additional values may record the information by defining additional attributes. However, any DIANA
consumer that relies on these attributes cannot be considered a correct DIANA 'user', as defined in Section 1.1.3 on page 12.

1.3.2. What is 'Easy to Recompute'?

Part of the criteria for including an attribute in DIANA is that it should be omitted if it is easy to recompute from the stored information. We feel it is important to avoid such redundant encodings if DIANA is to remain an usefully implementable internal representation. Of course this guideline requires that we define this phrase, and we suggest that an attribute is easily computed if

* It requires visits to no more than three to four nodes; or

* It can be computed in one pass through the DIANA tree, and all nodes with this attribute can be computed in the same pass.

The first criterion is clear: the second requires discussion.

Consider first an attribute that is needed by a compiler front end (FE) to do semantic analysis. As the FE does its work, it is free to create extra (non-DIANA) attributes for its purposes. Thus the desired attributes can be created by those who need them. To require them is an imposition on implementations which use algorithms that do not require these particular pointers. If we add every attribute that anyone requires, everyone will be overwhelmed.

Consider now an attribute needed by a back end (BE) to do code generation. As long as the attribute can be determined in a single pass, the routine that reads in the DIANA can readily add it as it reads in the DIANA. Again, some implementors may not need the attribute, and it is inappropriate to burden everyone with it.

It is for these reasons that we have rejected suggestions for pointers to the enclosing compilation unit, pointers to the enclosing namescope, and back pointers in general. These are attributes that are easily computed in one pass through the DIANA tree and indeed may not be needed by all implementations.

Of course, a DIANA producer can create a structure with extra attributes beyond those specified for DIANA. Nevertheless, any DIANA consumer that relies on these additional attributes is not a DIANA user, as that concept is defined in Section 1.1.3 on page 12.
1.3.3. Other Principles

There are other reasons why particular classes of attributes are present in DIANA.

- A tree-like representation of the source program is well-suited for many of the tools that will exist in an APSE, such as semantic analyzers, optimizers, and syntax-directed editors. The tree structure is represented in DIANA via the structural attributes; we use the same abstract syntax tree as given by the AFD, with a few differences described in Section 3.1 on page 80.

- Lexical attributes (such as symbol and literal representations and source positions) are needed by the compiler (e.g., for error messages). They are also useful to other APSE tools for referring back to the source or for regenerating source text from the intermediate representation.

- ADA provides the attribute 'SIZE to determine the minimum number of bits needed to represent some object or subtype. If this attribute is applied to a static type, the result is static and is therefore required by ADA’s semantics to be known at compile time. It represents a target-machine property properly computed by a code generator. However, as it can be used in static expressions, the Front End must know its value in some contexts. For example, the selection of a base type for a derived integer type depends on a range constraint. Without this information, the semantic analyzer cannot perform one of its most important tasks, type and overload resolution. Since the value must be known to the Front End, it is recorded as the value of an attribute to avoid the need for recomputation by the Back End.

1.3.4. Examples

A few examples illustrate these principles:

- The structure of a type (whether it is an integer, an array, a record, and so on) can be deduced by searching backward through the chain of derived types and subtypes. This chain could be of arbitrary length, and so the search is not tolerable. Thus, a subtype specification (a DIANA constrained node) has an attribute sm_type_struct to record this information.

- The parent type of a derived type is identical to the base type of the subtype indication given in the derived type definition, and this information is already recorded in the sm_base_type attribute of the constrained node which is a child of the derived node. Thus no parent type indication is needed in the derived node.

- Some DIANA users have suggested adding an attribute to each DEF_OCCURRENCE node to denote the node for the enclosing namescope. Although locating the enclosing namescope (if the at-
tribute is not available) can involve visits to more than three or four nodes. a DIANA reader can readily compute this attribute and decorate the tree with it as the DIANA is read in. Since this attribute contains information that may not be useful to every implementation and furthermore is easy to compute in the above sense, it is not provided in DIANA.

1.4. Notation

As we have stated several times, DIANA is an abstract data type that can be modeled as an attributed tree. In this document we are concerned with defining this abstract type—both its domain and its operations. The domain of the DIANA type is a subset of the (mathematical) domain known as attributed trees. In order to specify this subset precisely, we introduce some special notation, a subset of a notation called IDL [9]. A knowledge of IDL is not necessary to read or understand this document—all necessary information about the notation is defined in this section. (A few additional features are defined in Appendix II as they are used only there.)

To assist the reader in understanding this material, certain typographic conventions are followed consistently throughout this document, as illustrated in Figure 1-1.

```
DECL  OP  DEF_OCCURRENCE    IDL class names
constant var const_id       IDL node names
ix_srcpos sm_address as_exp IDL attributes
Structure Root Type         reserved word in IDL
begin case pragma           ADA reserved words
INTEGER 'SIZE BOOLEAN       Identifier defined by ADA
Tax_rate Walk1 Tree         Identifier in an ADA program
```

Figure 1-1: Typographic Conventions used in this Document

The set of abstract trees used to model the DIANA type can be viewed as a language, one whose terminal sentences happen to be attributed trees rather than strings of characters. The definition of this language can, therefore, be given in a form similar to BNF. In particular, we use two definitional forms that
resemble the production rules of BNF. The first of these defines non-terminals of the description. Consider, for example, the following definition:

\[ \text{EXP} ::= \text{leaf} \mid \text{tree} ; \]

As is customary, this definition may be read, 'The notion of an EXP is defined to be either a leaf or a tree.' Symbols such as EXP are called class names; names of nodes in the 'tree language' are called node names. In this case, both alternative definitions for EXP are node names. Class names, like non-terminals in BNF, never appear in the sentences of the language; their only use is in defining that language. Node names, on the other hand, appear in the sentences (that is the trees of our tree language). Notice, by the way, that each definitional rule is terminated by a semicolon.

The use of this form of definition is more restricted than in usual BNF. The right hand side of the production may be only an alternation of one or more class or node names and may not be a concatenation of two items (as it may be in BNF). In addition, class names may not depend upon themselves (in a circular fashion) involving only the `::=' form of definition rules. Thus a directed graph constructed with an edge from each class name on the left to each alternate on the right will be acyclic: that is, it will be a DAG.

As is usual with BNF, there may be more than one such production with the same left hand side (class name): definitions after the first merely introduce additional alternatives. Thus, the effect of the two definitions

\[ \text{EXP} ::= \text{leaf} ; \]
\[ \ldots \]
\[ \text{EXP} ::= \text{tree} ; \]

is no different from that of the single definition given earlier.

The definition of the node names must specify the attributes that are present in that node, as well as the names and types of these attributes. We again use a BNF-like form for such definitions. To prevent confusion, this form is slightly different from the definition of class names: for example

\[ \text{tree} \implies \text{op: OPERATOR, left: EXP, right: EXP} ; \]

Here we define the node tree and associate with it three attributes with their names (op, left, and right) and their respective types (OPERATOR, EXP, and EXP). Unlike BNF (or record declarations), the order of attribute specifications does not matter.

The right hand side of a production defining a node name is also restricted: it may be only a sequence of zero or more attribute specifications separated by
commas and terminated by a semicolon. Multiple definitions of a node name are permitted: definitions after the first add additional attribute specifications—they are not alternatives but, rather, define additional attributes of the node. Thus, for example,

```
    tree => op: OPERATOR;
    ...
    tree => left: EXP, right: EXP;
```

and

```
    tree => op: OPERATOR;
    ...
    tree => right: EXP;
    ...
    tree => left: EXP;
```

are both identical in effect to the single definition given earlier. Note also that the order of both the `:=` and `=>` definition rules is irrelevant: all orders are equivalent (as in BNF). In particular, we reversed the order of definition of the left and right attributes in the last example above: doing so has no effect.

On occasion it is useful to specify a node which has no attributes, as for example

```
    foo =>;
```

Nodes so defined are used much like enumeration literals in ADA. See, for example, the nodes plus, minus, times, and divide in Figure 1-2 on page 26.

There are two kinds of permissible attribute types: basic types defined by the IDL notation, and private types. The basic types are:

- **Boolean**
  These are the conventional boolean type: the only permissible values of such an attribute are true and false.

- **Integer**
  This is the 'universal integer' type.

- **Rational**
  This is the 'universal rational number' type, which includes all values typically found in computer integer, floating point and fixed point types.

- **String**
  These are ASCII strings.

- **Seq Of T**
  This is an ordered sequence of objects of type T.

- **<name>**
  The <name> must be that of either a node or class name defined elsewhere. Use of <name> as an attribute type denotes a reference to either an instance of that node (in the case of a node name) or any of the nodes that can be derived from it (in the case of a class name). Note that
a reference here does not necessarily mean a pointer in the concrete implementation; direct inline inclusion of the node is permitted, as well as a number of other implementations. (See Chapter 6 for a discussion of some of the implementation alternatives.)

A private type names an implementation-specific data structure that is inappropriate to specify at the abstract structure level. For example, in DIANA we want to associate a source_position attribute with each node of the abstract tree. This attribute is useful for reconstructing the source program, for reporting errors, for source-level debuggers, and so on. It is not a type, however, that should be defined as part of this standard since each computer system has idiosyncratic notions of how a position in the source program is encoded. For that matter, the concept of source position may not be meaningful if the DIANA arises from a syntax editor. For these reasons, attributes such as source position are merely defined to be private types.

A private type is introduced by a type declaration. The declaration of the private type 'MyType' would be

```plaintext
Type MyType;
```

Once such a declaration has been given, the type name may be used in an attribute specification. For example,

```plaintext
tree => xxx: MyType;
```

Before proceeding, we need to make a few remarks about the lexical structure of the IDL notation. First, as in ADA a comment is introduced by a double hyphen `--' and is terminated by the end of the line on which it appears. Second, the notation is case sensitive; that is, identifiers that are spelled identically except for the case of the letters in them are considered to be different identifiers. Finally, names (identifiers), as in ADA, consist of a letter followed by an optional sequence of letters, digits, and isolated underscore characters ('_').

The final point to be made about the notation is that the definitional rules illustrated above are enclosed in a syntactic structure that provides a name for the entity being defined together with the type of the goal symbol of the grammar. For example, the IDL text

10Case sensitivity is viewed by some as a questionable notational property; in this instance it was adapted to support a direct correspondence with the AFD (which is case sensitive).
Structure SomeName Root EXP Is
   — some sequence of definitional rules
End

asserts that the collection of production rules defines an abstract type (or Structure in IDL terminology) named ‘SomeName’ and that the root of this structure is an EXP, where EXP is defined by the set of definitional rules. In the case of DIANA we are defining a single abstract type, so there is a single occurrence of this syntax that surrounds the entire DIANA definition; other uses of IDL may require several Structure definitions. Expanding on the analogy that IDL is like BNF, the root defined here is the ‘goal symbol’ of the grammar; all valid instances of the type defined by the IDL specification are derived by expanding this symbol.

1.4.1. Example of the IDL Notation

The following example illustrates the use of the notation. It is intentionally chosen not to be DIANA to avoid confusion. Suppose, then, that we wish to describe an abstract type for representing simple arithmetic expressions. We might use a definition such as the one shown in Figure 1-2 on page 26. Although this example is quite simple, it does illustrate the use of all of the features of the IDL notation that are used to define DIANA. Two class names are defined: EXP and OPERATOR. Since they name classes and not nodes (as indicated by our typographic conventions), neither appears in the trees in the abstract type (structure) 'ExpressionTree'. There are six node names defined: tree, leaf, plus, minus, times, and divide. Each of these may appear as a node in the trees. Of the nodes, only trees and leaves have attributes, and the names and types of these attributes are given. An implementation-defined private type, Source_Position, is defined: both trees and leaves have attributes of this type. Finally, the fact that the root of the tree must be an EXP, that is, either a tree or a leaf node, is specified. Figure 1-3 on page 27 illustrates several trees that are defined members of ExpressionTree; for expository reasons the names of the attributes and the source position attribute have been deleted from these pictures. Similar conventions are used in the figures in Chapter 3.

1.4.2. Specification of Representations

IDL can be used to define a refinement of a structure as well as an abstract data structure. A refinement is treated the same as any other abstract structure specified in IDL. A refinement of a structure is used to provide more detail about the abstract structure. In this document we define a refinement of DIANA
Structure Expression Tree Root 

- First we define a private type.
  
  Type Source_Position;

- Next we define the notion of an expression, EXP.
  
  EXP ::= leaf | tree;

- Next we define the nodes and their attributes.

  tree -> op: OPERATOR, left: EXP, right: EXP;
  tree -> src: Source_Position;
  leaf -> name: String;
  leaf -> src: Source_Position;

- Finally we define the notion of an OPERATOR as the union of a collection of nodes; the null productions are needed to define the node types since node type names are never implicitly defined.

  OPERATOR ::= plus | minus | times | divide;
  plus =>; minus =>; times =>; divide =>; 

End

Figure 1-2: Example of IDL Notation

that provides representation information for the private types defined in DIANA.

IDL can be used to define the package that contains the internal representation of a private type, and can specify the external representation of a private type. We add this information to the DIANA abstract type in the structure Diana_Concrete in Chapter 2 on page 77.

The internal representation of a private type is described by a definition of the form

For MyType Use MyPackage;
Figure 1-3: Some Trees in ExpressionTree
This definition introduces the name of the package ('MyPackage' in this case) where the definition of a private type ('MyType' in this case) is found.

The way a private type is to be represented externally can be described in a definition of the form

```idl
For MyType Use External ExternType;
```

This definition asserts that the private type MyType is represented by the type 'ExternType' externally. The external type may be one of the basic IDL types or a node type.

The refinement of a structure is specified with the following syntax

```idl
Structure AnotherTree Renames ExpressionTree Is
    -- Additional IDL statements to further define the
    -- structure ExpressionTree, such as a specification of the
    -- internal and external representations for private
    -- types in the abstract structure ExpressionTree.
    -- New nodes may be defined.
End
```

1.4.3. Example of a Structure Refinement

The following example illustrates the use of the structure refinement notation. To continue with our example, suppose we wished to refine the abstract type ExpressionTree by adding an internal and external representation to be used for the private type Source_Position. We might refine the structure:

```idl
Structure AnotherTree Renames ExpressionTree Is
    -- first the internal representation of Source_Position
For Source_Position Use Source_Package;
    -- next the external representation of Source_Position
    -- is given by a new node type, source_external_rep
For Source_Position Use External source_external_rep;
    -- finally, we define the node type source_external_rep

source_external_rep => file : String,
                      line : Integer,
                      char : Integer;

End
```
This example completes the discussion of IDL. Notice that in the second example the internal representation and the external representation for the private type are both given. The internal representation is described in a separate package called Source_Package. The external representation is defined as a node, source_external_rep, that has three attributes, a file name, represented externally as a string, and a line number and character position, both of which are represented externally by the basic type 'integer'. At the end of Chapter 2 we present a refinement Diana_Concrete of DIANA. In Chapter 5 we define the canonical external representation of DIANA.

1.4.4. DIANA Notational Conventions

The definition of DIANA given in the next chapter observes some notational conventions that are intended to improve the readability of the presentation. These include:

- Wherever reasonable, both nodes and classes are named as in the AFD.

- Typographic conventions are adhered to for class names, node names, and attributes to assist the reader. These conventions, which are are listed in Figure 1-1 on page 21, are that class names appear in all upper-case letters, nodes names in all lower case, and attribute names italicized.

- A class name or node name ending in '_S' or '_s' respectively is always a sequence of what comes before the '_'. Thus the reader can be sure on seeing a class name such as FOO_S that the definitions

  \[ FOO_S \rightarrow \text{foo}_{-}S \]
  \[ \text{foo}_{-}S \rightarrow \text{as}_{-}\text{list}: \text{Seq of FOO} \]

  appear somewhere.

- A class name ending in '_VOID' always has a definition such as

  \[ FOO_{-}\text{VOID} \rightarrow \text{foo} \_\text{void} \]
  \[ \_\text{void} \rightarrow \]

  The node void has no attributes.

- There are four kinds of attributes defined in DIANA: structural, lexical, semantic, and code. The names of these attributes are lexically distinguished in the definition as follows:

  \[ \text{as}_{-} \text{structural attribute. The structural attributes define the abstract syntax tree of an ADA program. Their names are} \]
those used in the AFD, prefixed with `as_`.

\textit{lx}_

lexical attributes. These provide information about the source form of the program, such as the spelling of identifiers or position in the source file.

\textit{sm}_

semantic attributes. These encode the results of semantic analysis—type and overload resolution, for example.

\textit{cd}_

code attributes—there is only one. This provides information from representation specifications that must be observed by the Back End.

- Although IDL is insensitive to the order of attribute definitions with `=>` rules, we have preserved the order used in the AFD. Additionally, for emphasis we have grouped structural, lexical, semantic, and code attributes, always in that order.  

- The DIANA definition is organized in the same manner as the ADA LRM. To establish the correspondence, each set of DIANA rules begins with a comment that gives the corresponding section number of the ADA LRM and the concrete syntax defined there.
CHAPTER 2
DEFINITION OF THE DIANA DOMAIN

This chapter is devoted to the definition of the domain of the DIANA abstract type -- that is, to the definition of the set of attributed trees that model the values of the DIANA type. The definition is given in the notation discussed in section 1.4.

A simple refinement of the DIANA abstract structure follows the definition of the DIANA domain. This refinement defines the external representation of the private types used.

Before beginning the definition, which constitutes the bulk of this chapter, we make two observations about things that are not defined here.

- First, there are six private types used in the definition. Each of these corresponds to one of the kinds of information which may be installation or target machine specific. They include types for the source position of a node, the representation of identifiers, the representation of various values on the target system, and the representation of comments from the source program. The DIANA user must supply an implementation for each of these types.

- Second, as is explained in the ADA reference manual, a program is assumed to be compiled in a 'standard environment'. An ADA program may explicitly or implicitly reference entities defined in this environment, and the DIANA representation of the program must reflect this. The entities that may be referenced include the predefined attributes and types. The DIANA definition of these entities is not given here but is assumed to be available. See Appendix I for more details.

With these exceptions, the following completely defines the DIANA domain.
Structure Diana

Root COMPILATION is

Diana Reference Manual

Version of 17 February 1983

Type source_position; — defines source position in original
  source program; used for error messages.
Type comments; — representation of comments; used for
  source reconstruction.
Type symbol_rep; — representation of identifiers,
  strings, and characters
Type value; — implementation defined
  gives value of a static expression;
  can indicate that no value is computed.
Type operator; — enumeration type for all operators
  used in implementation
Type number_rep; — representation of numeric literals

— 2. Lexical Elements

— Syntax 2.0
  — has no equivalent in concrete syntax

void => — has no attributes

— 2.3 Identifiers, 2.4 Numeric Literals, 2.6 String Literals

— Syntax 2.3
  — not of interest for Diane

ID ::= DEF_ID | USED_ID;
OP ::= DEF_OP | USED_OP;
DEsignator ::= ID | OP;
DEF_OCCURRENCE ::= DEF_ID | DEF_OP | DEF_CHAR;
— see 4.4 for numeric Literal
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--- 2.6 Pragmas

These productions do not correspond to productions in the concrete syntax.

--- Syntax 2.6.A

pragma ::= [pragma identifier [(argument_association [, argument_association])];

---

PRAGMA ::= pragma;
pragma => as_id as_param_assoc_s : ID, — a 'used_name_id'
pragma => ix_arcpos : PARAM_ASSOC_S;
pragma => ix_comments : comments;

PARAM_ASSOC_S ::= param_assoc_s;
param_assoc_s => as_list : Seq Of PARAM_ASSOC;
param_assoc_s => ix_arcpos : source_position,
param_assoc_s => ix_comments : comments;

--- Syntax 2.6.B

argument_association ::= [argument_identifier => name
expression

--- see 6.4 for associations

--- 3. Declarations and Types

--- 3.1 Declarations

--- Syntax 3.1

declaration ::= [object_declaration | number_declaration
| type_declaration | subtype_declaration
| task_declaration | package_declaration
| generic_declaration | generic_instantiation
| renaming_declaration | deferred_constant_declaration

DECL ::= constant | ver | object_declaration (3.2.A)
| number | number_declaration (3.2.B)
| type | type_declaration (3.3.1)
| subtype | subtype_declaration (3.3.2)
| subprogram_decl | subprogram_declaration (6.1)
| package_decl | package_declaration (7.1)
| task_decl | task_declaration (9.1)
| generic | generic_declaration (12.1)
| exception | exception_declaration (11.1)
--- See 12.3 for generic_instantiation,
--- See 8.5 for renaming_declaration,
| deferred_constant | deferred_constant_declaration (7.4)

DECL ::= pragma; — pragma allowed as declaration

ADA Section 2.3
3.2 Objects and Named Numbers

Syntax 3.2.1

- object_declaration ::= identifier_list [constant] subtype_indication [:= expression];
- identifier_list ::= [constant] constrained_array_definition [:= expression];

OBJECT_DEF ::= EXP_VOID;
EXP VOID ::= EXP '1 void';
TYPE_SPEC ::= EXP_VOID;

constant ::= as_id_s
as_type_spec
as_object_def
lx_srcpos
lx_comments

constant ::= as_id_s
as_type_spec
as_object_def
lx_srcpos
lx_comments

var ::= as_id_s
as_type_spec
as_object_def
lx_srcpos
lx_comments

var ::= as_id_s
as_type_spec
as_object_def
lx_srcpos
lx_comments

DEF_ID ::= var_id;
var_id ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments
lx_symrep

var_id ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments
lx_symrep

DEF_ID ::= const_id;
const_id ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments
lx_symrep

const_id ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments
lx_symrep

--- see rationale Section 3.5.2 for discussion of deferred constants

--- used for deferred
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-- Syntax 3.2.B
-- number_declaration ::= identifier_list : constant := universal_static_expression;

number => as_id : ID_S, always a sequence of 'number_id'
number => as_exp : EXP;
number => ix_arcpos : source_position,
number => ix_comments : comments;
DEF_ID ::= number_id;
number_id => ix_arcpos : source_position,
number_id => ix_comments : comments,
number_id => ix_symrep : symbol_rep;
number_id => am_obj_type : TYPE_SPEC, always refers to a universal type
number_id => am INIT Exp : EXP;

-- Syntax 3.2.C
-- identifier_list ::= identifier [, identifier]

ID_S ::= id_s;
id_s => as_list : Seq Of ID;
id_s => ix_arcpos : source_position,
id_s => ix_comments : comments;

-- 3.3 Types and Subtypes
-- 3.3.1 Type Declarations

-- Syntax 3.3.1.A
-- type_declaration ::= full_type_declaration [incomplete_type_declaration | private_type_declaration]
-- full_type_declaration ::= type identifier [discriminant_part] is type_definition;

-- see 7.4 for private_type_declarations
-- see 3.8.1 for incomplete_type_declarations

TYPE Spec ::= as_id : ID, always a type_id,
TYPE Spec ::= as_private_type_id or
TYPE Spec ::= as_private_type_id,
as_dscrmt_var_s : DSCRMT_VAR_S, discriminant list, see 3.7.1
as_type spec : TYPE SPEC;
type => ix ARCPOS : source_position,
type => ix_comments : comments;
DEF_ID ::= type_id;
type_id => ix ARCPOS : source_position,
type_id => ix Comments : comments,
type_id => ix_symrep : symbol_rep;
type_id => am_type_spec : TYPE_SPEC,
type_id => am INIT : DEF_OCCURRENCE; used for multiple def
--- Syntax 3.3.1.B
--- type_definition ::= 
---   | enumeration_type_definition | integer_type_definition
---   | real_type_definition | array_type_definition
---   | record_type_definition | access_type_definition
---   | derived_type_definition

TYPE_SPEC ::= enumeration_literal_s | integer | real | array | record | access | derived
--- enumeration_type_definition (3.5.1)
--- integer_type_definition (3.5.4)
--- real_type_definition (3.5.6)
--- array_type_definition (3.6)
--- record_type_definition (3.7)
--- access_type_definition (3.8)
--- derived_type_definition (3.4)

--- 3.3.2 Subtype Declarations
--- Syntax 3.3.2.A
--- subtype_declaration ::= subtype_identifier is subtype_indication;

subtype => as_id : ID;
subtype => as_constrained : CONSTRAINT;
subtype => lex_srcpos : source_position;
subtype => lex_comments : comments;

DEF_ID ::= subtype_id;
subtype_id => lex_srcpos : source_position;
subtype_id => lex_comments : comments;
subtype_id => lex_symrep : symbol_rep;
subtype_id => am_type_spec : CONSTRAINT;

--- Syntax 3.3.2.B

--- subtype_indication ::= type_mark [constraint]
--- type_mark ::= type_name | subtype_name

CONSTRANDED ::= constrained;
CONSTRANENT ::= void;
constrained => as_name : NAME;
constrained => as_constraint : CONSTRAINT;
constrained => lex_srcpos : source_position;
constrained => lex_comments : comments;
constrained => am_type_struct : TYPE_SPEC;
constrained => am_base_type : TYPE_SPEC;
constrained => am_constraint : CONSTRAINT;
constrained => cd_impl_size : integer;

ADA Section 3.3.1.A
--- Syntax 3.3.2.C

- constraint ::= range_constraint | floating_point_constraint | fixed_point_constraint

  | index_constraint | discriminant_constraint

CONSTRAN : RANGE

- range_constraint ::= range_constraint (3.5)
- floating_point_constraint ::= floating_point_constraint (3.5.7)
- fixed_point_constraint ::= fixed_point_constraint (3.5.9)
- defi_range ::= index_constraint (3.6.C)
- descrnt_aggregate ::= descrnt_constraint (3.7.2)

--- Derived Type Definitions

--- Syntax 3.4

- derived_type_definition ::= new subtype_indication

  derived => derived => derived => derived =>

  as_constrained ix_crapos ix_comments sm_size
  sm_actual_size
  sm_pecking
  sm_controlled
  sm_storage_size

  derived =>

  cd_impl_size

  : CONSTRAINTED;

  : source_position,

  : comments;

  : EXP;

  : Rational;

  : Boolean;

  : Boolean;

  : EXP;

  : Integer;

--- Scalar Types

--- Syntax 3.5

- range_constraint ::= range range

  range ::= range_attribute

  | simple_expression simple_expression

  RANGE ::= range range_attribute.attribute_call;

  range =>

  as_exp1
  as_exp2
  ix_crapos
  ix_comments
  sm_size

  : EXP;

  : EXP;

  : source_position;

  : comments;

  : TYPE_SPEC;

--- Enumeration Types

--- Syntax 3.5.1.A

- enumeration_type_definition ::= enumeration_type_definition (enum Literal.type specification, enum Literal.type_specification)

enum Literal s =>

  as_list
  ix_crapos
  ix_comments
  sm_size
  cad_impl_size

  : Seq Of ENUM_LITERAL;

  : source_position;

  : comments;

  : EXP;

  : Integer;

ADA Section 3.3.2.B
-- Syntax 3.5.1.B
-- enumeration_literal_specification ::= enumeration_literal
--
-- enumeration_literal ::= identifier | character_literal

ENUM_LITERAL ::= enum_id | def_char;
DEF_ID ::= enum_id;
DEF_CHAR ::= def_char;
enum_id =>
   lx_srcpos : source_position;
   lx_comments : comments;
   lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
enum_id =>
   sm_obj_type : TYPE_SPEC;
   sm_pos : integer;
   sm_rep : integer;
   -- user supplied representation value
   def_char =>
      lx_srcpos : source_position;
      lx_comments : comments;
      lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
   def_char =>
       sm_obj_type : TYPE_SPEC;
       sm_pos : integer;
       sm_rep : integer;
       -- user supplied representation value

-- 3.5.4 Integer Types
-- Syntax 3.5.4
-- integer_type_definition ::= range_constraint

integer =>
   as_range : RANGE;
   lx_srcpos : source_position;
   lx_comments : comments;
integer =>
   sm_size : EXP_VOID;
   sm_type_struct : TYPE_SPEC;
   sm_base_type : TYPE_SPEC;
   cd_impl_size : Integer;

-- 3.5.6 Real Types
-- Syntax 3.5.6
-- real_type_definition ::= floating_point_constraint | fixed_point_constraint

-- see 3.5.7, 3.5.9
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- 3.5.7 Floating Point Types

- Syntax 3.5.7
  - floating_point_constraint ::= 
    - floating_accuracy_definition [range_constraint]
    - floating_accuracy_definition ::= digits static_simple_expression

RANGE_VOID ::= RANGE | void;

float => aa_exp
  aa_range_void
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments
  am_size
  am_type_struct
  am_base_type
  cd_impl_size

- 3.5.9 Fixed Point Types

- Syntax 3.5.9
  - fixed_point_constraint ::= 
    - fixed_accuracy_definition [range_constraint]
    - fixed_accuracy_definition ::= delta static_simple_expression

fixed => aa_exp
  aa_range_void
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments
  am_size
  am_actual_delta
  am_bits
  am_base_type
  cd_impl_size

ADA Section 3.5.8
3.6 Array Types

Syntax 3.6.A

array_type_definition ::= unconstrained_array_definition | constrained_array_definition

unconstrained_array_definition ::= array(index_subtype_definition {, index_subtype_definition}) of
    component_subtype_indication

constrained_array_definition ::= array index_constraint of component_subtype_indication

array => as_dscrt_range_s : DSCRT_RANGE_S; -- index subtypes or constraint
array => as_constrained : constrained; -- component subtype
array => ix_srcpos : source_position;
array => ix_comments : comments;
array => em_size : EXP_VOID;
array => em_packing : Boolean;

DSCRT_RANGE_S ::= dscrt_range_s;

dscrt_range_s => as_list : Seq Of DSCRT_RANGE;
dscrt_range_s => ix_srcpos : source_position;
dscrt_range_s => ix_comments : comments;

Syntax 3.6.B

index_subtype_definition ::= type_mark range <>

DSCRT_RANGE ::= index;

index => as_name : NAME;
index => ix_srcpos : source_position;
index => ix_comments : comments;

Syntax 3.6.C

index_constraint ::= (discrete_range [, discrete_range])

discrete_range ::= discrete_subtype_indication | range

DSCRT_RANGE ::= constrained | RANGE;
3.7 Record Types

Syntax 3.7.A

record_type_definition ::= record
  component_list
  end record

REP_VOID ::= REP | void;

record => ss_list : Seq Of COMP;
  lx_arcspec : source_position,
  lx_comments : comments;
  sm_size : EXP VOID,
  DSRM_VAR_S,
  sm_discriminants : Boolean,
  sm_packing : exp_void;
  sm_record_spec : REP VOID;

Syntax 3.7.B

component_list ::= component_declaration (component_declaration)
  | (component_declaration) variant_part
  | null;

component_declaration ::= identifier_list : component_subtype_definition ::= subtype_indication

COMP ::= var
  | variant_part
  | null_comp;

COMP ::= pragma;

null_comp => lx_arcspec : source_position,
  lx_comments : comments;

DEF_ID ::= comp_id;

COMP_REP_VOID ::= COMP_REP | void;

comp_id => lx_arcspec : source_position,
  lx_comments : comments,
  sm_proctype : TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_init_exp : EXP VOID,
  sm_comp_spec : COMP_REP_VOID;
3.7.1 Discriminants

- Syntax 3.7.1
- discriminant_part ::= 
  (discriminant_specification (; discriminant_specification))
- discriminant_specification ::= 
  identifier_list : type_mark [= expression]

DSCRMT_VAR_S ::= descrmt_var_S;

dscrmt_var_S => as_list : Seq Of DSCRMT_VAR;
dscrmt_var_S => lx_scbrpo : source_position;
    lx_comments : comments;

DSCRMT_VAR ::= descrmt_var;

where 'ID' is always a 'descrmt_id'

dscrmt_var => as_id_s : ID_S, — a sequence of 'var_id'
    as_name : NAME,
    as_object_def : OBJECT_DEF;
    lx_scbrpo : source_position,
    lx_comments : comments;

DEF_ID ::= descrmt_id;

dscrmt_id => lx_scbrpo : source_position,
    lx_comments : comments,
    lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
    sm_obj_type : TYPE_SPEC,
    sm_init_exp : EXP_VOID,
    sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE,
    sm_comp_spec : COMP_REP_VOID;

3.7.2 Discriminant Constraints

- Syntax 3.7.2
- discriminant_constraint ::= 
  (discriminant_association (, discriminant_association))
- discriminant_association ::= 
  [discriminant_simple_name (discriminant_simple_name) =>] expression

descrmt_aggregate => as_list : Seq Of COMP_ASSOC;
    descrmt_aggregate => lx_scbrpo : source_position,
        lx_comments : comments;
    descrmt_aggregate => sm_normalized_comp_s : EXP_S;

— see 4.3.8 for discriminant association

ADA Section 3.7.8
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- 3.7.3 Variant Parts

- Syntax 3.7.3.A
- variant_part ::= case discriminant_simple_name is
- variant (variant)
- end case;
- variant ::= when choice ( \{ choice \} =>
- component_list

| variant_part        | aa_name       | NAME,  
| variant_part        | aa_variant_s  | VARIANT_S, 
| variant_s           | ix_srcpos     | source_position, 
| variant_s           | ix_comments   | comments;  
| variant             |              | 
| inner_record        |              | 
| choice_s            | aa_list       | Seq Of CHOICE; 
| choice_s            | ix_srcpos     | source_position, 
| choice_s            | ix_comments   | comments; 
| variant             | aa_choice_s   | CHOICE_S, 
| variant             | aa_record     | INNER_RECORD; 
| variant             | ix_srcpos     | source_position, 
| variant             | ix_comments   | comments;  
| inner_record        | aa_list       | Seq Of COMP;  
| inner_record        | ix_srcpos     | source_position, 
| inner_record        | ix_comments   | comments;  

- Syntax 3.7.3.B
- choice ::= simple_expression
- | discrete_range | others | component_simple_name

| choice            | EXP | DESERT RANGE | others;  
| others            | ix_srcpos | source_position, 
| others            | ix_comments | comments;  

ADA Section 3.7.2
3.8 Access Types

Syntax 3.8

| access_type_definition ::= access subtype indication |

| access => | as_constrained | CONSTRANDED; |
| access => | lx_arropos | source_position; |
| access => | lx_comments | comments; |
| access => | sm_size | EXP_VOID, |
| access => | sm_storage_size | Boolean; |

See Section 4.4.3 for null access value.

3.8.1 Incomplete Type Declarations

Syntax 3.8.1

| incomplete_type_declaration ::= type identifier [discriminant_part]; |

| TYPE_SPEC ::= void; |

Incomplete types are described in the rationale Section 3.5.1.1.

3.9 Declarative Parts

Syntax 3.9.A

| declarative_part ::= |
| [basic_declarative_item] [later_declarative_item] |
| basic_declarative_item ::= basic_declaration |
| representation_clause | use_clause |

| DECL ::= REP | use; |

—representation is declarative item

Syntax 3.9.B

| later_declarative_item ::= body |
| [subprogram_declaration] package_declaration |
| [task_declaration] generic_declaration |
| [use_clause] generic_instantiation |

| body ::= proper_body | stub |

| proper_body ::= subprogram_body | package_body | task_body |

ITEM ::= Item_s;
ITEM ::= DECL | subprogram_body | package_body | task_body;

—see 3.1, 6.1, 7.1, 9.1, 10.2 (stub included in body definitions)

| item_s => | as_list | Seq Of ITEM; |
| item_s => | lx_arropos | source_position, |
| item_s => | lx_comments | comments; |
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--- 4. Names and Expressions
    4.1 Names

    Syntax 4.1.A
    name ::= simple_name
        | character_literaI | operator_symbol
        | indexed_component | slice
        | selected_component | attribute
    simple_name ::= identifier

NAME ::= DESIGNATOR
    | used_char
    | indexed
    | slice
    | selected | all
    | attribute | attribute_call

USED_ID ::= used_object_id | used_name_id | used_btn_id;
used_object_id ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_object_id ::= am_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
        | am_defn : DEF_OCCURRENCE;
        | am_value : value;
used_name_id ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_name_id ::= am_defn : DEF_OCCURRENCE;
used_btn_id ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_btn_id ::= am_operator : operator;

追加の注釈: see 3.6.5 of rationale for a discussion of built-in subprograms

USED.OP ::= used_op | used_btn_op;
used_op ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_op ::= am_defn : DEF_OCCURRENCE;
used_btn_op ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_btn_op ::= am_operator : operator;
used_char ::= lx_srcpos : source_position,
        | lx_comments : comments,
        | lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
used_char ::= am_defn : DEF_OCCURRENCE;
        | am_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
        | am_value : value;

--- Syntax 4.1.B
prefix ::= name | function_call

NAME ::= function_call;  see 5.4

ADA Section 3.9.B
— 4.1.1 Indexed Components

— Syntax 4.1.1
— indexed_component ::= prefix(expression [, expression])

EXP_S ::= exp_S;
exp_S => as_list : Seq Of EXP;
exp_S => ix_arcpo : source_position, ix_comments : comments;
indexed => as_name : NAME,
indexed => as_exp_S : EXP_S;
indexed => ix_arcpo : source_position, ix_comments : comments;
indexed => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;

— 4.1.2 Slices
— Syntax 4.1.2
— slice ::= prefix(discrete_range)

slice => as_name : NAME,
slice => as_dscrt_range : DSCRT_RANGE;
slice => ix_arcpo : source_position, ix_comments : comments;
slice => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;

— 4.1.3 Selected Components

— Syntax 4.1.3
— selected_component ::= prefix.selector
— selector ::= simple_name
| character_literal | operator_symbol | all

DESIGNATOR_CHAR ::= DESIGNATOR | used_char; — character literals allowed as selector

selected => as_name : NAME,
slected => as_designator_char : DESIGNATOR_CHAR;
selected => ix_arcpo : source_position, ix_comments : comments;
selected => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
all => as_name : NAME; — used for name, all
all => ix_arcpo : source_position, ix_comments : comments;
all => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
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4.1.4 Attributes

Syntax 4.1.4

attribute ::= prefix*attribute_designator

attribute_designator ::= simple_name [(universal_static_expression)]

attribute ::= as_name : NAME; — always a 'used_name_id',
          as_id : ID; — whose attributes point to
          [universal_static_expression]

attribute ::= lx_srcpos : source_position;
attribute ::= lx_comments : comments;
attribute ::= sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
attribute ::= sm_value : value;

attribute_call ::= as_name : NAME, — used for attributes
       with arguments
       NAME can only be attribute

attribute_call ::= as_exp : EXP;
attribute_call ::= lx_srcpos : source_position;
attribute_call ::= lx_comments : comments;
attribute_call ::= sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
attribute_call ::= sm_value : value;

4.2 Literals

Refer to 4.4.4 for numeric_literal, string_literal,
and null_access.
Refer to 4.1 for character_literal

— The enumeration_literal is represented as a 'used_object_id' or a
— 'used_char' whose attributes point to an 'enum_id' or a 'def_char'.
— See 3.5.1.6

4.3 Aggregates

Syntax 4.3.1.6

aggregate ::= (component_association [, component_association])

EXP ::= aggregate;
aggregate ::= as_list : Seq Of COMP_ASSOC;
aggregate ::= lx_srcpos : source_position;
aggregate ::= lx_comments : comments;
aggregate ::= sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC;
aggregate ::= sm_constraint : CONSTRAINT;
aggregate ::= sm_normalized_comp_s : EXP_S;

Syntax 4.3.2

component_association ::= [choice] [choice] expression

COMP_ASSOC ::= named | EXP;
named ::= as_choice_u : CHOICE_S;
named ::= as_exp : EXP;
named ::= lx_srcpos : source_position;
named ::= lx_comments : comments;
--- Section 2 DIANA Reference Manual

--- 4.4 Expressions

--- Syntax 4.4.A

--- expression ::=
---   relation (and relation) | relation (and then relation)
---   | relation (or relation) | relation (or else relation)
---   | relation (xor relation)

--- EXP ::= binary;      — only for short-circuit
---     | only for short-circuit expressions; see 3.3.4 of rationale
---     | EXP binary;
---     | EXP;  
--- binary => aa_exp1  
---     | aa_binary_op  
---     | aa_exp2
--- binary => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments
--- binary => sm_exp_type
---     | sm_value
--- BINARY_OP ::= SHORT_CIRCUIT_OP;
--- SHORT_CIRCUIT_OP ::= and_then | or_else;
--- and_then => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments
--- or_else => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments

--- Syntax 4.4.B

--- relation ::= simple_expression [relational_operator simple_expression]
--- | simple_expression [not] in_range
--- | simple_expression [not] in_type_mark

--- EXP ::= membership;
--- TYPE_RANGE ::= RANGE | NAME;
--- membership => aa_exp  
---     | aa_membership_op  
---     | aa_type_range
--- membership => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments
--- membership => sm_exp_type
---     | sm_value
--- MEMBERSHIP_OP ::= in_op | not_in;
--- in_op => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments
--- not_in => ix_srcpos
---     | ix_comments

ADA Section 4.3.8
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Syntex 4.4. C
- simple_expression ::=
  - [unary_operator] term [binary_adding_operator term]

- term ::= factor [multiplying_operator factor]

- factor ::= primary [* primary] | abs primary | not primary

Syntex 4.4. D
- primary ::= numeric_literal | null | aggregate | string literal | name | allocator

  - function_call | type_conversion | qualified_expression | (expression)

EXP ::= NAME

- numeric_literal
- null_access
- aggregate
- string_literal
- allocator
- conversion
- qualified
- parenthesized

- This is not a construct in the Formal Definition.
- See rationale

parenthesized => as_exp : EXP; parenthesized => lx_srcpos : source_position,
parenthesized => lx_comments : comments;
parenthesized => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
parenthesized => sm_value : value;
numeric_literal => lx_srcpos : source_position,
numeric_literal => lx_comments : comments,
numeric_literal => lx_numrep : number_rep;
numeric_literal => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
numeric_literal => sm_value : value;

- if there is implicit conversion sm_exp_type reflects conversion;
- otherwise it references a universal type

string_literal => lx_srcpos : source_position,
string_literal => lx_comments : comments,
string_literal => lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
string_literal => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
string_literal => sm_constraint : CONSTRAINT,
string_literal => sm_value : value;
null_access => lx_srcpos : source_position,
null_access => lx_comments : comments;
null_access => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
null_access => sm_value : value;
4.5 Operators and Expression Evaluation

Syntax 4.5
- logical_operator ::= and | or | xor
- relational_operator ::= = | /= | < | <= | > | >=
- adding_operator ::= + | - | &
- unary_operator ::= + | -
- multiplying_operator ::= * | / | mod | rem
- highest_precedence_operator ::= ** | abs | not

- operators are incorporated in function calls, see 3.3.4 of rationale
- operators are defined in Diana refinement, Diana_Concrete

4.6 Type Conversions

Syntax 4.6
- type_conversion ::= type_mark(expression)

conversion ::= as_name : NAME,
conversion ::= as_exp : EXP;
conversion ::= ix_arcpos : source_position,
conversion ::= ix_comments : comments;
conversion ::= sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
conversion ::= sm_value : value;

4.7 Qualified Expressions

Syntax 4.7
- qualified_expression ::= type_mark(expression) | type_mark*aggregate

qualified ::= as_name : NAME,
qualified ::= as_exp : EXP;
qualified ::= ix_arcpos : source_position,
qualified ::= ix_comments : comments;
qualified ::= am_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
qualified ::= am_value : value;

4.8 Allocators

Syntax 4.8
- allocator ::= new subtype_indication | new qualified_expression

EXP_CONSTRAINED ::= EXP | CONSTRAINED;
allocator ::= as_exp_constrained : EXP_CONSTRAINED;
allocator ::= ix_arcpos : source_position,
allocator ::= ix_comments : comments;
allocator ::= am_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
allocator ::= am_value : value;
5. Statements

5.1 Simple and Compound Statements - Sequences of Statements

Syntax 5.1.A
sequence_of_statements ::= statement (statement)

STM ::= stm_s;
stm_s ::= as_list
stm_s ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments : Seq Of STM;

Syntax 5.1.B
statement ::= (label) simple_statement | (label) compound_statement

STM ::= labeled;
labeled ::= as_id_s
as stm
lx_comments

DEF_ID ::= label_id;
label_id ::= lx_srcpos
lx_comments
lx_symrep
sm stm

Syntax 5.1.C
simple_statement ::= null_statement
| assignment_statement | procedure_call_statement
| exit_statement | return_statement
| goto_statement | entry_call_statement
| delay_statement | abort_statement
| raise_statement | code_statement

STM ::= null stm
| assign
| procedure_call
| exit
| return
| goto
| entry_call
| delay
| abort
| raise
| code;

STM ::= pragma;

ADA Section 4.8
--- Syntax 5.1.D

```plaintext
compound_statement ::= if_statement | case_statement
if_statement ::= if | else | accept_statement | select_statement

STM ::= if_statement | case_statement | loop_statement | block_statement | accept_statement | select_statement

--- Syntax 5.1.E

```plaintext
label ::= <<label_simple_name>>

--- see 5.1.B

--- Syntax 5.1.F

```plaintext
null_statement ::= null;

null_stmt => lx_srcpos : source_position,
            lx_comments : comments;
```

--- 5.2 Assignment Statement

--- Syntax 5.2

```plaintext
assignment_statement ::= variable_name := expression;

assign => ee_name : NAME;
        ee_exp  : EXP;
```

--- Ada Section 5.1.C
5.3 If Statements

Syntax 5.3.A

if_statement ::= 
  if condition then
    sequence_of_statements
  (else condition then
    sequence_of_statements)
  [else
    sequence_of_statements]
end if;

if: as_list
if: lx_srcpos
if: lx_comments

COND_CLAUSE ::= cond_clause;

cond_clause ::= as_exp
cond_clause ::= as_stm
cond_clause ::= lx_srcpos
cond_clause ::= lx_comments

Syntax 5.3.B

condition ::= boolean_expression

condition is replaced by EXP

5.4 Case Statements

Syntax 5.4

case_statement ::= 
  case expression is
    case_statement_alternative
      (case_statement_alternative)
    end case;
  case_statement_alternative ::= 
    when choice [else choice] =>
      sequence_of_statements

ALTERNATIVE_S ::= alternative_s;
ALTERNATIVE ::= alternative | pragma;

case =>
  as_exp
  as_alternative_s
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments
case =>
  as_stm_s
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments
alternative_s =>
  as_list
alternative_s =>
  lx_srcpos
alternative_s =>
  lx_comments
alternative =>
  as_choice_s
alternative =>
  as_stm_s
alternative =>
  lx_srcpos
alternative =>
  lx_comments

Seq Of COND_CLAUSE;
source_position;
comments;
EXP_VOID, --void for else
STM_S;
source_position;
comments;
Seq Of ALTERNATIVE;
source_position;
comments;
CHOICE_S,
STM_S;
source_position;
comments;
5.5 Loop Statements

Syntax 5.5.A

loop_statement ::= [loop_simple_name:] [iteration_scheme] loop

sequence_of_statements end loop [loop_simple_name];

named_stm => as_id

as_stm

ID; ID, always a 'named_stm_id'

named_stm => ix_srcpos

ix_comments

STM; 'loop' or 'block'

named_stm_id ::= named_stm_id;

DEF_ID ::= named_stm_id;

named_stm_id => ix_srcpos

ix_comments

source_position,

comments;

named_stm_id => ix_srcpos

ix_comments

ix_symbolrep

symbol_rep;

named_stm_id => ix_srcpos

ix_comments

sm_stm

STM; always 'named_stm'

LOOP ::= loop;

void;

ITERATION ::= void;

loop => as_iteration

as_stm_s

ITERATION,

STM_S;

loop => ix_srcpos

ix_comments

source_position,

comments;
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--- Syntax 5.5.B
--- iteration_scheme ::= while condition
--- | for loop_parameter_specification
--- | loop_parameter_specification ::= identifier in [reverse] discrete_range

ITERATION ::= for l reverse;
for =>
  as_id
  as_descrt_range : ID, always an 'iteration_id'
  as_descrt_range : DSCRT_RANGE;
for =>
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments : source_position,
  comments;
reverse =>
  as_id
  as_descrt_range : ID, always an 'iteration_id'
  as_descrt_range : DSCRT_RANGE;
reverse =>
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments : source_position,
  comments;
DEF_ID ::= iteration_id;
iteration_id =>
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments : source_position,
  comments,
  symbol_rep ;
iteration_id =>
  sm_obj_type
  TYPE_SPEC;
ITERATION ::= while;
while =>
  as_exp
  EXP;
while =>
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments : source_position,
  comments;

--- 5.6 Block Statements

--- Syntax 5.6
--- block_statement ::= [block_simple_name:
---  [declarative_part]
---  begin
---  sequence_of_statements
---  [exception
---   exception_handler
---   [exception_handler]
---  end [block_simple_name];
--- 
--- see 5.5.A for named block
block =>
  as_item_s
  as_stmt_s : ITEM_S,
  STM_S,
  ALTERNATIVE_S;
block =>
  lx_srcpos
  lx_comments : source_position,
  comments;
5.7 Exit Statements

- Syntax 5.7
- exit_statement ::= exit [loop_name] [when condition];

NAME_VOID ::= NAME 1 void;
exit => as_name void as_exp_void := NAME_VOID,
exit => as_exp_void as_srcpos := EXP_VOID,
exit => ix_comments ix_srcpos := source_position,
exit => sm_stm := comments;

- Computed even when there is no name given in the source program.

5.8 Return Statements

- Syntax 5.8
- return_statement ::= return [expression];

return => as_exp_void := EXP_VOID;
return => as_srcpos := source_position,
return => ix_comments := comments;

5.9 Goto Statements

- Syntax 5.9
- goto_statement ::= goto label_name;

goto => as_name := NAME;
goto => as_srcpos := source_position,
goto => ix_comments := comments;
6. Subprograms

6.1 Subprogram Declarations

Syntax 6.1.A

subprogram_declaration ::= subprogram_specification;

SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= void;

— for procedure and function subprogram designator is one of 'proc_id',
— 'function_id', or 'def_op'
— for entry subprogram designator is 'entry_id'
— for renaming can be any of above or 'enum_id' see 3.7 in rationale

subprogram_dec =>
  ae_designator : DESIGNATOR,
  ae_header : HEADER,
  ae_subprogram_def : SUBPROGRAM_DEF;
subprogram_dec =>
  ix_srcpos : source_position,
  ix_comments : comments;
DEF_ID ::= proc_id;

proc_id =>
  ix_srcpos : source_position,
  ix_comments : comments,
  ix_symrep : symbol_rep;
proc_id =>
  sm_body : SUBP_BODY_DESC,
  sm_location : LOCATION,
  sm_stub : DEF_OCCURRENCE,
  sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE;

DEF_ID ::= function_id;

function_id =>
  ix_srcpos : source_position,
  ix_comments : comments,
  ix_symrep : symbol_rep;
function_id =>
  sm_body : SUBP_BODY_DESC,
  sm_location : LOCATION,
  sm_stub : DEF_OCCURRENCE,
  sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE;

DEF_OP ::= def_op;

def_op =>
  ix_srcpos : source_position,
  ix_comments : comments,
  ix_symrep : symbol_rep;
def_op =>
  sm_body : SUBP_BODY_DESC,
  sm_location : LOCATION,
  sm_stub : DEF_OCCURRENCE,
  sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE;

LANGUAGE ::= argument_id;

LOCATION ::= EXP_VOID | pragma_id;

SUBP_BODY_DESC ::= block | stub | instantiation |
  FORMAL_SUBPRES | rename | LANGUAGE | void;

— 'pragma_id' and 'argument_id' only occur in the predefined environment
ADA Section 6.1.A
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--- Syntax 6.1.B

```
formal_part ::= (parameter_specification ; parameter_specification)

parameter_specification ::= identifier_list : mode type_mark [= expression]

mode ::= [in] | in-out | out
```

```
PARAM_s ::= param_s;
param_s ::= as_list
          | lx_srcpos lx_comments
PARAM ::= in;
in ::= as_id_s
     | as_name
     | as_exp_void
     | lx_srcpos
     | lx_comments
     | lx_default
out ::= as_id_s
     | as_name
     | as_exp_void
     | lx_srcpos
     | lx_comments
DEF_ID ::= in_id;
in_id ::= lx_srcpos
       | lx_comments
       | lx_symrep
       | sm_obj_type
       | sm_int_exp
       | sm_first
out_id ::= lx_srcpos
      | lx_comments
      | lx_symrep
      | sm_obj_type
      | sm_first
```
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--- 6.3 Subprogram Bodies

--- Syntax 6.3
--- subprogram_body ::= subprogram_specification is [declarative_part]
--- begin sequence_of_statements [exception]
--- exception_handler [exception_handler]
--- end [designator];

--- BLOCK_STUB ::= block;
subprogram_body => as_designator : DESIGNATOR, -- one of 'proc_id',
                  as_header    : HEADER,
                  as_block_stub: BLOCK_STUB;
subprogram_body => ix_srcpos  : source_position,
                  ix_comments  : comments;
6.4 Subprogram Calls

Syntax 6.4

- procedure_call_statement ::= 
  - procedure_name [actual_parameter_part];
- function_call ::= 
  - function_name [actual_parameter_part]
- actual_parameter_part ::= 
  - (parameter_association (, parameter_association))
- parameter_association ::= 
  - [formal_parameter =>] actual_parameter
- formal_parameter ::= parameter_simple_name
- actual_parameter ::= 
  - expression | variable_name | type_mark(variable_name)

procedure_call => as_name : NAME,
procedure_call => as_param_assoc_s : PARAM_ASSOC_S;
procedure_call => lx_srcpos : source_position,
procedure_call => lx_comments : comments;
procedure_call => sm_normalized_param_s : EXP_S;
function_call => as_name : NAME,
function_call => as_param_assoc_s : PARAM_ASSOC_S;
function_call => lx_srcpos : source_position,
function_call => lx_comments : comments;
function_call => sm_exp_type : TYPE_SPEC,
function_call => sm_value : value,
function_call => sm_normalized_param_s : EXP_S,
function_call => lh_prefix : Boolean;
PARAM_ASSOC ::= EXP | assoc;
assoc => as_designator : DESIGNATOR,
assoc => as_actual : ACTUAL;
assoc => lx_srcpos : source_position,
assoc => lx_comments : comments;
ACTUAL ::= EXP;
7. Packages

7.1 Package Structure

Syntax 7.1.A

package_declaration ::= package_specification;

```
package_decl =>
   ea_id : ID,  -- always 'package_id'
   as_package_def : PACKAGE_DEF;

DEF_ID ::= package_id;

package_id =>
   lx_srcpos : source_position,
   lx_comments : comments,
   lx_symrep : symbol_rep;

package_id =>
   sm_spec : PACKAGE_SPEC,
   sm_body : PACK_BODY_DESC,
   sm_address : EXP_VOID,
   sm_stub : DEF_OCCURRENCE,
   sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE;

PACK_BODY_DESC ::= block | stub | rename | instantiation | void;
```

Syntax 7.1.B

package_specification ::= package_identifier is
   [basic_declarative_item]
   [private]
   [package_simple_name]
   end [package_simple_name];

```
PACKE_SPEC ::= package_spec;
PACKAG_EF ::= package_spec;

package_spec =>
   as_decls : DECL_S,  -- visible declarations
   as_decls2 : DECL_S;  -- private declarations

package_spec =>
   lx_srcpos : source_position,
   lx_comments : comments;

DECL_S ::= decl_s;
```

```
decl_s =>
   as_list : Seq Of DECL;
   lx_srcpos : source_position,
   lx_comments : comments,
```
--- Syntax 7.1.C
--- package_body ::= 
--- package_body package_simple_name is 
--- [declarative_part]
--- [begin
--- sequence_of_statements
--- [exception
--- [exception_handler
--- [exception_handler]]]
--- end [package_simple_name];

package_body ::= as_id
package_body ::= as_block_stub
package_body ::= li_srcpos
package_body ::= li_comments

--- 7.4 Private Type and Deferred Constant Declarations

--- Syntax 7.4.A
--- private_type_declaration ::= 
--- type_identifier [discriminant_part] is [limited] private;

TYPE_SPEC ::= private;
TYPE_SPEC ::= _private;
private ::= li_srcpos
private ::= li_comments
private ::= sm_discriminants
private ::= li_srcpos
private ::= li_comments
private ::= sm_discriminants
l_private ::= li_srcpos
l_private ::= li_comments
l_private ::= sm_discriminants
DEF_ID ::= private_type_id | l_private_type_id;
private_type_id ::= li_srcpos
private_type_id ::= li_comments
private_type_id ::= li_symrep
private_type_id ::= sm_type_spec
l_private_type_id ::= li_srcpos
l_private_type_id ::= li_comments
l_private_type_id ::= li_symrep
l_private_type_id ::= sm_type_spec

--- Refers to the complete
--- type specification of the
--- private type.
--- See 3.4.2.4 of rationale.

--- Refers to the complete
--- type specification of the
--- limited private type.
--- See 3.4.2.4 of rationale.

--- Syntax 7.4.B
--- deferred_constant_declaration ::= 
--- identifier_list : constant type_mark;
--- deferred_constant ::= as_id_s
--- deferred_constant ::= as_name
--- deferred_constant ::= li_srcpos
--- deferred_constant ::= li_comments
--- deferred_constant ::= id_s, sequence of 'const_id'
--- name;
--- source_position;
--- comments;
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### 8. Visibility Rules

#### 8.4 Use Clauses

**Syntax 8.4**

```plaintext
use_clause ::= use package_name (, package_name);
```

```plaintext
use => as_list :
use => lx_srcpos :
    use => lx_comments :
```

#### 8.5 Renaming Declarations

**Syntax 8.5**

```plaintext
renaming_declaration ::= identifier : type_mark renames object_name;
| identifier : exception renames exception_name;
| package_identifier renames package_name;
| subprogram_specification renames subprogram_or_entry_name;
```

---

See Section 3.7 of rationale for discussion of renaming

```plaintext
OBJECT_DEF ::= rename;
EXCEPTION_DEF ::= rename;
PACKAGE_DEF ::= rename;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= rename;
```

```plaintext
rename => as_name :
rename => lx_srcpos :
    rename => lx_comments :
```

---

**Ada Section 7.4.8**
9. Tasks

9.1 Task Specifications and Task Bodies

--- Syntax 9.1.A

- `task_declaration ::= task_specification;`
- `task_specification ::=`
  - `task [type] identifier [is`  
    - `[entry_declaration]`  
    - `[representation_clause]`  
  - `end [task_simple_name]];`

--- see 3.3 for task type declaration

```
TASK_DEF ::= task_spec;  
task_dec => as_id : ID, — always a var_id  
task_dec => as_task_def : TASK_DEF;  
task_dec => ix_srcpos : source_position,  
            ix_comments : comments;  

TYPE_SPEC ::= task_spec;  
task_spec => as_decl_s : DECL_S;  
task_spec => ix_srcpos : source_position,  
            ix_comments : comments;  
task_spec => sm_body : BLOCK_STUB_VOID, — Void only  
            — in the presence  
            — of separate compilation.  
            — See 3.5.5 of rationale.  
            sm_address : EXP_VOID,  
            sm_storage_size : EXP_VOID;  

BLOCK_STUB_VOID ::= block | stub | void;
```

--- Syntax 9.1.B

- `task_body ::=`
  - `task_body (task_simple_name is`  
    - `[declarative_part]`  
    - `begin`  
    - `sequence_of_statements`  
    - `[exception`  
      - `exception_handler`  
      - `[exception_handler]`  
    - `end [task_simple_name];`

```
task_body => as_id : ID, — always "task_body_id"  
task_body => as_block_stub : BLOCK_STUB;  
            ix_srcpos : source_position,  
            ix_comments : comments;  

DEF_ID ::= task_body_id;  
task_body_id => ix_srcpos : source_position,  
                ix_comments : comments,  
                ixsymrep : symbol_rep;  
task_body_id => sm_type_spec : TYPE_SPEC,  
                sm_body : BLOCK_STUB_VOID,  
                sm_first : DEF_OCCURRENCE,  
                sm_stub : DEF_OCCURRENCE;
```
- 9.5 Entries, Entry Calls and Accept Statements

- Syntax 9.5.A
  - entry_declaration ::=  
    entry_identifier [(discrete_range)] [formal_part];
  - entry uses subprogram_decl, see 6.1  

  HEADER ::= entry;  
  DSCRT_RANGE_VOID ::= DSCRT_RANGE | void;  

  entry ::=  
    as_dscrt_range_void: DSCRT_RANGE_VOID,  
    as_param_s: PARAM_S;  

  entry ::=  
    ix_srcpos: source_position,  
    ix_comments: comments;

  DEF_ID ::= entry_id;  
  entry_id ::=  
    ix_srcpos: source_position,  
    ix_comments: comments,  
    ix_symrep: symbol_rep;  

  entry_id ::=  
    sm_spec: HEADER,  
    sm_address: EXP_VOID;

- Syntax 9.5.B
  - entry_call_statement ::= entry_name [actual_parameter_part];

  entry_call ::=  
    as_name: NAME, -- indexed when entry of family  

  entry_call ::=  
    as_param_assoc_s: PARAM_ASSOC_S;  

  entry_call ::=  
    ix_srcpos: source_position,  
    ix_comments: comments;

  entry_call ::=  
    sm_normalized_param_s: EXP_S;

- Syntax 9.5.C
  - accept_statement ::=  
    accept entry_simple_name [(entry_index)] [formal_part] [do  
    sequence_of_statements  
    end [entry_simple_name]];  
  - entry_index ::= expression

  accept ::=  
    as_name: NAME,  
    as_param_s: PARAM_S,  
    as stm_s: STM_S;  

  accept ::=  
    ix_srcpos: source_position,  
    ix_comments: comments;

- 9.6 Delay Statements, Duration and Time

- Syntax 9.6
  - delay_statement ::= delay simple_expression;

  delay ::=  
    as_exp: EXP;  

  delay ::=  
    ix_srcpos: source_position,  
    ix_comments: comments;
9.7 Select Statements

Syntax 9.7

- select_statement ::= selective_wait
- | conditional_entry_call | timed_entry_call

- see below

9.7.1 Selective Waits

Syntax 9.7.1.A

- selective_wait ::= select
- | select_alternative
- [ or
- | select_alternative]
- [ else
- | sequence_of_statements]
- and select;

select =>

as_select_clause_s : SELECT_CLAUSE_S,
as_stm_s : STM_S;
select =>

lx_arcpos : source_position,
ix_comments : comments;

SELECT_CLAUSE_S ::= select_clause_s;
select_clause_s ::= as_lex
lx_arcpos : source_position,
ix_comments : comments;

Syntax 9.7.1.B

- selective_alternative ::= [ when condition => ]
- | selective_wait_alternative
- | selective_wait_alternative ::= accept_alternative
- | delay_alternative | terminate_alternative
- accept_alternative ::= accept_statement [ sequence_of_statements]
- delay_alternative ::= delay_statement [ sequence_of_statements]
- terminate_alternative ::= terminates;

SELECT_CLAUSE ::= select_clause;
SELECT_CLAUSE ::= pragma;
select_clause =>

as_exp_void : EXP_VOID,
as_stm_s : STM_S; -- first stm is accept or delay
select_clause =>

lx_arcpos : source_position,
ix_comments : comments;
STM ::= terminate;
terminate =>

lx_arcpos : source_position,
ix_comments : comments;
9.7.2 Conditional Entry Calls

Syntax 9.7.2
- conditional_entry_call ::= 
  - select 
    - entry_call_statement 
    - [sequence_of_statements] 
  - else 
    - sequence_of_statements 
  - end select;

cond_entry => as_sim_s1 : STM_S; -- first stm is entry_call
cond_entry => as_sim_s2 : STM_S;
cond_entry => is_archpos : source_position,
cond_entry => is_comments : comments;

9.7.3 Timed Entry Calls

Syntax 9.7.3
- timed_entry_call ::= 
  - select 
    - entry_call_statement 
    - [sequence_of_statements] 
  - or 
    - delay_alternative 
  - end select;

timed_entry => as_sim_s1 : STM_S; -- first stm is entry_call
timed_entry => as_sim_s2 : STM_S; -- first stm is delay
timed_entry => is_archpos : source_position,
timed_entry => is_comments : comments;

9.10 Abort Statements

Syntax 9.10
- abort_statement ::= abort task_name (, task_name);

NAME_S ::= name_s;
name_s => as_list : Seq OF NAME;
name_s => is_archpos : source_position,
name_s => is_comments : comments;

abort => as_name_s : NAME_S;
abort => is_archpos : source_position,
abort => is_comments : comments;
10. Program Structure and Compilation Issues

10.1 Compilation Units - Library Units

Syntax 10.1.A

- compilation ::= (compilation_unit)

COMPILATION ::= compilation;
compilation => as_list : Seq Of COMP_UNIT;
compilation => ex_arcpoe : source_position,
ex_comments : comments;

Syntax 10.1.B

- compilation_unit ::= context_clause library_unit | context_clause secondary_unit

library_unit ::= subprogram_declaration | package_declaration
| generic_declaration | generic_instantiation

- secondary_unit ::= library_unit : subunit

library_unit_body ::= subprogram_body | package_body

COMP_UNIT ::= comp_unit;
UNIT_BODY ::= package_body | package_dec | subunit | generic

- UNIT_BODY is void only when comp_unit consists of only pragmas

PRAGMA_S ::= pragma_s;
pragma_s => as_list : Seq Of PRAGMA;
pragma_s => ex_arcpoe : source_position,
ex_comments : comments;

comp_unit => as_context : CONTEXT,
as_unit_body : UNIT_BODY,
as pragma_s : PRAGMA_S; -- extension to FD.
comp_unit => ex_arcpoe : source_position,
ex_comments : comments;

CONTEXT_ELEM ::= pragma; -- pragma allowed in clause

- Context Clauses - With Clauses

Syntax 10.1.1.A

- context_clause ::= (with_clause {use_clause})

CONTEXT_ELEM ::= use;
CONTEXT ::= context;
context => as_list : Seq Of CONTEXT_ELEM;
context => ex_arcpoe : source_position,
ex_comments : comments;

ADA Section 9.10
— Syntax 10.1.1.1
— with_clause ::= with unit_simple_name [, unit_simple_name];

CONTEXT_ELEM ::= with;
with => as_list : Seq Of NAME;
with => lx_arcpco : source_position,
lx_comments : comments;

— 10.2 Subunits of Compilation Units
— Syntax 10.2.1
— subunit ::= separate (parent_unit_name) proper_body

subunit => as_name : NAME,
subunit => as_subunit_body : SUBUNIT_BODY;
subunit => lx_arcpco : source_position,
lx_comments : comments;
SUBUNIT_BODY ::= subprogram_body | package_body | task_body;

— Syntax 10.2.2
— body_stub ::= 
— subprogram_specification is separate;
— | package_body package_simple_name is separate;
— | task_body task_simple_name is separate;

BLOCK_STUB ::= stub;
stub => lx_arcpco : source_position,
lx_comments : comments;

— 11. Exceptions
— 11.1 Exception Declarations
— Syntax 11.1
— exception_declaration ::= identifier_list : exception;

EXCEPTION_DEF ::= void;
exception => as_id_a : ID_S, — 'exception_id' sequence
exception => as_exception_def : EXCEPTION_DEF;
exception => lx_arcpco : source_position,
lx_comments : comments;

DEF_ID ::= exception_id;
exception_id => lx_arcpco : source_position,
lx_comments : comments,
lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
exception_id => sm_exception_def : EXCEPTION_DEF;

ADA Section 10.1.1.1
- 11.2 Exception Handlers

- Syntax 11.2

exception_handler ::= 
  when exception_choice { | exception_choice} => 
    sequence_of_statements 
  
exception_choice ::= exception_name | others

- see 5.4, 5.6, 3.7.3.B

- 11.3 Raise Statements

- Syntax 11.3

raise_statement ::= raise [exception_name];

raise => 
raise => name_void : NAME VOID;
raise => lxrarcpos : source_position;
raise => lx_comments : comments;

- 12. Generic Program Units

- 12.1 Generic Declarations

- Syntax 12.1.A

generic_declaration ::= generic_specification;

generic_specification ::= 
  generic_formal_part subprogram_specification
  | generic_formal_part package_specification

GENERIC_HEADER ::= procedure | function | package_spec;
generic => 
  as_id : ID, — 'generic_id'
  as_generic_param_s : GENERIC_PARAM_S,
  as_header : GENERIC_HEADER;
generic => 
  lx_arccpos : source_position,
  lx_comments : comments;
DEF_ID ::= 
  generic_id;
generic_id => 
  lx_symrep : symbol_rep,
  lx_arccpos : source_position,
  lx_comments : comments;
generic_id => 
  am_generic_param_s : GENERIC_PARAM_S,
  am_spec : GENERIC_HEADER,
  am_body : BLOCK_STUB_VOID,
a Programmer's Notes
-- Syntax 12.1.B
-- generic_formal_part ::= generic [generic_parameter_declaration]  

GENERIC_PARAM_S ::= generic_param_s;

generic_param_s >= as_list Seq Of GENERIC_PARAM;
generic_param_s >= ls_arcpos source_position;
ls_comments comments;

-- Syntax 12.1.C
-- generic_parameter_declaration ::=  
--   identifier_list [ in [ out] ] type_mark [ := expression];
--   type identifier is generic_type_definition;
-- private_type_declaration
-- with subprogram_specification [ is name];
-- with subprogram_specification [is <>];

GENERIC_PARAM ::= in | in_out | type | subprogram_decl;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF;
FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF ::= NAME box no_default;
box => ls_arcpos source_position;
no_default => ls_comments comments;

-- Syntax 12.1.D
-- generic_type_definition ::=  
--   (<> | range <> | digits <> | delta <>  
--     | array_type_definition | access_type_definition

TYPE_SPEC ::= FORMAL_TYPE_SPEC;
FORMAL_TYPE_SPEC ::= formal descr (<>)
formal descr => ls_arcpos source_position;
formal_fixed => ls_arcpos source_position;
formal_float => ls_arcpos source_position;
formal_integer => ls_arcpos source_position;

ADA Section 12.1.A
12.3 Generic Instantiation

Syntax 12.3.A

generic_instantiation ::= 
  procedure_identifier is
  new generic_package_name [generic_actual_part];
  function_identifier is
  new generic_procedure_name [generic_actual_part];
  new generic_function_name [generic_actual_part];

generic_actual_part ::= 
  (generic_association [, generic_association])

See 3.6 of rationale for discussion of instantiation

SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= instantiation;
PACKAGE_DEF ::= instantiation;
GENERIC_ASSOC_S ::= generic_assoc_s;

generic_assoc_s => as_list as_name : source_position,
  ix_srcpos ix_comments : comments;

instantiation => as_list as_generic_assoc_s : NAME,
  ix_srcpos ix_comments : comments;

instantiation => sm_decl_s : DECL_S;

Syntax 12.3.B

generic_association ::= 
  [generic_formal_parameter =>] generic_actual_parameter

generic_formal_parameter ::= parameter_simple_name | operator_symbol

GENERIC_ASSOC ::= assoc;

Syntax 12.3.C

generic_actual_parameter ::= expression | variable_name
  | subprogram_name | entry_name | type_mark

GENERIC_ASSOC ::= ACTUAL;
13. Representation Clauses and

Implementation Dependent Features

13.1 Representation Clauses

Syntax 13.1
representation_clause ::= type_representation_clause | address_clause
| type_representation_clause ::= length_clause
| enumeration_representation_clause | record_representation_clause

REP ::= simple_rep
     | length_clause and
     | address_clause (13.2)
     | address_clause (13.5)
     | record_rep; record_representation_clause (13.4)

13.2 Length Clause
13.3 Enumeration Representation Clauses

Syntax 13.2
length_clause ::= for attribute use simple_expression;

Syntax 13.3
enumeration_representation_clause ::= for type_simple_name use aggregate;

simple_rep => as_name
            as_exp
            NAME.
            EXP;

simple_rep => ls_arcp
            ls_comments
            source_position,
            comments;

13.4 Record Representation Clauses

Syntax 13.4.A
record_representation_clause ::= for type_simple_name use
record [alignment_clause]
(end record);

alignment_clause ::= at mod static_simple_expression;

ALIGNMENT ::= alignment;
alignment => as_pragme_s
            as_exp_void
            PRAAGMA S, pragma allowed in clause
            EXP VOID;

record_rep => as_name
            as_alignment
            NAME,
            ALIGNMENT,
            COMP REP S;

record_rep => ls_arcp
            ls_comments
            source_position,
            comments;
Definition of the Diana Domain

--- Syntax 13.4.B
--- component_clause ::= component_simple_name at static_simple_expression range static_range;

COMP_REPS ::= comp_rep_s;
COMP_REP ::= comp_rep;
COMP_REP ::= pragma; -- pragma allowed in clause
comp_rep_s => as_list : Seq Of COMP_REP;
comp_rep_s => is_arcspos : source_position,
is_decrypt : comments;

comp_rep => as_name : NAME,
as_exp : EXP;
comp_rep => as_range : RANGE;
comp_rep => is_arcspos : source_position,
is_decrypt : comments;

--- 13.5 Address Clauses
--- Syntax 13.5
--- address_clause ::= for simple_name use at simple_expression;

address => as_name : NAME,
as_exp : EXP;
address => is_arcspos : source_position,
is_decrypt : comments;

--- 13.8 Machine Code Insertions
--- Syntax 13.8
--- code_statement ::= type_mark? record_aggregate;

code => as_name : NAME,
as_exp : EXP;
code => is_arcspos : source_position,
is_decrypt : comments;

--- 14.0 Input-Output
--- I/O procedure calls are not specially handled. They are
--- represented by procedure or function calls (see 6.4).


--- Predefined Diana Environment ---

--- see Appendix I of this manual ---

DEF_ID ::= attr_id | pragma_id | ARGUMENT;
ARGUMENT ::= argument_id;
attr_id -> lx_symrep : symbol_rep;

TYPE_SPEC ::= universal_integer | universal_fixed | universal_real;
universal_integer =>;
universal_fixed =>;
universal_real =>;
argument_id => lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
pragma_id => as_list : Seq_of ARGUMENT;
pragma_id => lx_symrep : symbol_rep;

End
Structure Diana_Concrete
Refines Diana is

Refined Diana Specification

Version of 11 February 1983

For source_position Use USERPK.SOURCE_POSITION;
— defines source position in original
— source program, used for error messages.

For symbol_rep Use USERPK.SYMBOL_REP;
— representation of identifiers,
— strings and characters

For value Use USERPK.MACHINE_VALUE;
— implementation defined
— gives value of an expression,
— can indicate that no value is computed.

For operator Use USERPK.OPERATOR;
— enumeration type for all operators

For number_rep Use USERPK.NUMBER_REP;
— representation of numeric literals

For comments Use USERPK.COMMENTS;
— representation of comments from source program

This defines the external representations

For symbol_rep Use External String;
— the external representation of
— symbol_rep uses IDL basic type string.

For number_rep Use External String;
— the external representation of
— number_rep uses IDL basic type string.

For operator Use External OP_CLASS;
— the external representation of operator
— uses the private type OP_CLASS

For value Use External VAL_CLASS;
— the external representation of values
— uses the private type VAL_CLASS
OP_CLASS is an enumeration class that defines the Ada operators

---

Syntax 4.5

- logical operator ::= and | or | xor
- relational operator ::= = | /= | < | <= | > | >=
- adding operator ::= + | - | &
- unary operator ::= + | -
- multiplying operator ::= * | / | mod | rem
- highest_precedence_operator ::= ** | abs | not

---

OP_CLASS ::= and | or | xor | eq | ne | le | ge | lt | gt | plus | minus | cat | unary_plus | unary_minus | abs | not | mult | div | mod | rem | exp;

---

VAL_CLASS is a class that defines the possible Diana values

---

VAL_CLASS ::= no_value | string_value | bool_value | int_value | real_value;

---

End
CHAPTER 3
RATIONALE

The design of DIANA is based on the principles listed in Section 1.1. Unfortunately these principles are not always compatible with each other and with ADA. Under some circumstances it was necessary to deviate from them, albeit in minor ways. The main purpose of this chapter is to clarify the DIANA approach and to give reasons for our compromise decisions.

An important principle in the design of DIANA was to adhere to the Formal Definition of ADA (AFD), and in particular, to the abstract syntax defined there. The first section below compares DIANA trees with those of the Abstract Syntax and shows the transformations from the DIANA form back to that given in the AFD. The second section describes the effects of separate compilation on DIANA. The third section discusses the DIANA approach to the notion of a dictionary or symbol table. In the fourth section we discuss an important output of the semantic analyzer—the type information about objects. We point out special situations and solutions which may not be obvious from the definition given in the last chapter. The fifth section discusses another principle that it was not possible to apply consistently—the requirement that there be a single definition for each entity. Here the language, and especially its separate compilation facility, impose a compromise on DIANA. The sixth and seventh sections discuss the special problems of instantiations and renaming. The eighth section deals with implementation dependent attribute types that are introduced in DIANA in order to avoid constraining an implementation. The ninth section discusses the notions of equality and assignment for attributes. A summary of the non-structural attributes closes the chapter.

This chapter contains a number of examples where the structure of DIANA trees is given in a graphical manner to illustrate the relations between attribute values and nodes. To emphasize the important points, we show only those parts of the structure which are of interest for the particular example. Thus, a subtree is sometimes replaced by the string which it represents or by ellipses if it is not important. If attributes are attached to a node, then the kind of the node and the attributes of interest are enclosed in a box. It is our intention that these figures capture only the essential information for the purpose at hand and hence suppress unnecessary detail; they should not be viewed as complete.
3.1. Comparison with the Abstract Syntax Tree

In this section we show that the Abstract Syntax Trees used in the AFD [6] and the DIANA trees (with only structural attributes) are equivalent. This equivalence is useful for the description of the semantics of a DIANA tree; we simply inherit the semantics from the AFD. Further, it enforces standardization of the abstract syntax representation of programs. Since, however, it was necessary to deviate from the AFD in minor ways, we list these deviations and point out the reasons why they are necessary; we also indicate how the Abstract Syntax Tree can be reconstructed from the DIANA tree.

We recognize that the ADA AFD is based on the 1980 revised ADA Language Reference Manual [7] and does not reflect changes made to the syntax in the 1982 reference manual. This issue is addressed in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.1. Semantic Distinctions of Constructs

Several nodes in DIANA have no counterpart in the Abstract Syntax of the AFD. They are introduced in cases where a single construct in the AFD may have several distinct semantic meanings. Different nodes allow us to attach appropriate semantic attributes to each. In all such cases the name of the original construct is extended with prefixes which denote the distinction. The largest number of splits has been made for the id-construct: we not only distinguish between a defining occurrence and a used occurrence of an identifier, but also between the kinds of the items denoted by it. For example,

- **const_id** is a node which can appear in a constant declaration to define a constant object. If such an object is referenced by an identifier in an expression, the construct

- **used_object_id** is used. The semantic attributes of both constructs can be found in the DIANA definition.

Note that the attributes of these two types of "_id" nodes are disjoint and that their union contains all the information needed.

The original Abstract Syntax Tree can easily be reconstructed by omitting the prefix of these nodes. It should be noted that no tree transformation is necessary, since the structure of the new DIANA nodes is the same as that of their counterparts in the Abstract Syntax.
3.1.2. Additional Concepts

There are nodes introduced in DIANA which are used to deal with issues that are not considered in the AFD. They are used to represent pragmas and parentheses in expressions. If the nodes for parentheses and pragmas are removed from the tree, the original Abstract Syntax structure is restored.

Under some circumstances parentheses have a semantic effect in ADA. Consider the following examples:

- \( F( (A) ) \) — Parameter cannot be in or in out
- \( A + (B + C) \) — Parentheses force the grouping
- \( (A + B) * C \) — Parentheses force the proper parse

In each of these cases the parentheses have a semantic effect. In addition, the ADA conformance rules (see Section 6.3.1 of the ADA LRM [8]) require that parentheses be preserved in order to check that subprogram specifications match. DIANA requires that all parentheses in the original ADA source are preserved through the use of parenthesized nodes. See Section 1.1.3.

Pragmas may carry the commands given by the user to other compiler modules after semantic analysis and must be preserved. Since pragmas may occur in so many places in ADA (see Section 2.8 of the ADA LRM [8]), many DIANA classes were expanded to allow pragmas. This does not affect the structure of the abstract syntax tree. However, the presence of pragmas also caused us to change the structure of the comp_unit node of the abstract syntax. Pragmas can be given for a compilation unit and are therefore represented together with the corresponding node. The comp_unit node now has three children:

```
comp_unit =>
  context : CONTEXT,
  unit_body : UNIT_BODY,
  pragma_e : PRAGMA_S;
```

From the abstract datatype viewpoint, DIANA has merely added one additional selector. The original selectors of the AFD are retained unchanged.

3.1.3. Tree Normalizations

The AFD uses various normalizations of the tree. Most, but not all, of them are also imposed by DIANA. Those which are not performed in DIANA were elided because after such normalizations it is difficult, and sometimes impossible, to reconstruct the source text.

We do not follow the AFD in normalizing anonymous types. The AFD proposes that all anonymous types be replaced by type marks and have an
explicit declaration just before their original appearance. This tree transformation is not required by DIANA. For example, the declaration of a task object does not require a declaration of an anonymous task type to be placed in the DIANA tree before the task object.

We do not normalize parameter associations. In the AFD, all subprogram calls have their parameter sequences normalized to the named association form. DIANA leaves positional parameters as the user wrote them and avoids filling in default parameters. (DIANA does have a semantic attribute for subprogram calls that normalizes parameter sequences and fills in default parameters, but semantic attributes are not represented in the Abstract Syntax Tree).

All other normalizations in the AFD (e.g., treating built-in operators as function calls) are imposed by DIANA. The impact of these normalizations on reconstruction of the original source program from the DIANA tree is discussed in Appendix III. The normalizations which are not assumed by DIANA must be done to get the Abstract Syntax Tree; the AFD defines how these are done.

3.1.4. Tree Transformation According to the Formal Definition

Some ambiguities of the concrete syntax cannot be resolved by the parser, but must be removed during semantic analysis. For example, the Abstract Syntax contains an apply construct, covering indexed expressions, calls, conversions, and slices. In most cases semantic analysis merely has to rename the node to encode the nature of the construct; there are no structural differences. The result of this process is assumed in DIANA as well as in the AFD (See Appendix II). It should be noted that one possibility requires a structural transformation of the tree, namely when an apply node has to be changed into a call to a parameterless entry family member. Figure 3-1 illustrates this case. All these changes are in accordance with the AFD and require no actions to reconstruct the Abstract Syntax Tree.

3.1.5. Changes to the AST

The majority of the changes in ADA syntax have not produced a change in the structure of the Abstract Syntax Tree. For example, the change in syntax that requires the result subtype of a function to be specified by a type mark instead of a subtype indication has allowed DIANA to use a NAME as a child of the function instead of a CONSTRAINED node. This does not affect the structure in the sense that the number of children that the function node has has not
changed. One node has been changed structurally, the allocator node, which has been changed to have only one child, `as_exp_constrained`, instead of the two children specified in the Abstract Syntax Tree defined in the AFD.

Two DIANA nodes have been introduced to consistently represent the changes to ADA syntax. The discriminant specification requires a type mark instead of a subtype indication. The Abstract Syntax Tree uses a var node to represent both discriminant specifications and variable declarations. DIANA uses a separate node, `discrmt_var`, to represent the discriminant specification. Similarly, a deferred constant declaration differs from a full constant declaration in that it requires a type mark instead of a subtype indication. Both are represented by a constant node in the Abstract Syntax Tree. DIANA represents the deferred constant declaration with the `deferred_constant` node.

3.2. Consequences of Separate Compilation

The separate compilation facility of ADA affects the intermediate representation of programs. The Front End must be able to use the intermediate representation of a previously compiled unit again. Further, the Front End may not have complete information about a program unit.

The design of DIANA carefully avoids constraints on a separate compilation system, aside from those implied directly by the ADA language. The
design can be extended to cover the full APSE requirements. We have taken special care that several versions of a unit body can exist corresponding to a single specification, that simultaneous compilation within the same project is possible, and that units of other libraries can be used effectively [5].

The basic decision which makes these facilities implementable is to forbid forward references: this decision is explained in the next section. We then point out some limitations imposed on the Front End by the separate compilation facility.

3.2.1. Forward References

The basic principle of DIANA that there is a single definition point for each ADA entity conflicts with those ADA facilities that have more than one declaration point. In these cases, DIANA restricts the attribute values of all the defining occurrences to be identical (see Section 3.5). In the presence of separate compilation, the requirement that the values of the attributes at all defining occurrences are the same can only be met temporarily. The forward references (sm_body) assumed by DIANA are void in these cases. The reasons for this approach are:

- A unit can be used even when the corresponding body is not yet compiled. In this case, the forward reference must have the value void since the entity does not exist.

- Updating a DIANA representation would require write access to a file which may cause synchronization problems (see [5]).

- A library system may allow for several versions of bodies for the same specification. If we were to update an attribute, we would overwrite its previous value. Moreover, we believe that the maintenance of different versions should be part of the library system and should not influence the intermediate representation.

3.2.2. Separately Compiled Generic Bodies

The ADA separate compilation facility does not impose a total order on compilations. It is possible to use a unit whose body has not yet been compiled, provided that its specification has been compiled. This procedure does not normally cause a problem, since the specification usually contains all the information needed to use a unit.

However, a generic unit can be instantiated regardless of whether the generic
body has been compiled. Thus, in many cases the Front End cannot instantiate the body at the time it compiles an instantiation. It would be possible to keep track of the instantiations and compile them once the body becomes available. But this method would imply that already-stored intermediate representations have to be modified. After such an update, existing references to the updated unit might be invalid.

DIANA assumes that only the specification is instantiated (see Section 3.6 for how this is done). This assumption is safe, since the specification must already have been analyzed. The task of instantiating the body is left to the Back End; the Back End cannot be run until the body of the generic unit has been analyzed. This procedure has the advantage of allowing the Back End to decide whether to use common code for several instantiations of the same generic unit.

3.3. Name Binding

Each entity of an ADA program is introduced by a declaration with a defining occurrence of the name of that entity. Uses of the entity always refer back to this defining occurrence. Attributes at the definition point make it possible for all information about the entity to be determined. The defining nodes for entities together with their attributes play the same role as a dictionary or symbol table in a conventional compiler strategy. To support the DIANA approach, the appearances of an identifier in the tree have to be divided into defining and used occurrences (see Section 3.1.1).

3.3.1. Defining Occurrences of Identifiers

All declarative nodes (see DECL, Section 2.3.1) have a child which consists of a sequence of one or more nodes representing the identifiers used to name the newly defined entities. These nodes are termed the defining occurrence of their respective identifiers; they carry all the information that describes the associated entity. Because the set of attributes which is necessary for this purpose depends heavily on the nature of the denoted entity, we distinguish the defining identifiers according to the nature of the entity which they denote. Thus we have the following set of node types:
The defining occurrence of an enumeration character (DEF_CHAR) and of an
operator (DEF_OP) fall into the class of defining occurrences as well.

The consistency of the whole scheme requires that we provide a definition
point for predefined identifiers as well. These are pragma names (pragma_id),
attribute names (attr_id), and the names of the arguments of pragmas
(argument_id). The predefined identifiers are described in Appendix I.

It should be noted that although label names, loop names, and block names
in ADA are implicitly declared at the end of the corresponding declarative part,
they are not explicitly represented in DIANA. The defining occurrence of a label
(label_id) is its appearance in a labeled statement. The defining occurrence of
a named_stmt_id is its appearance in a named statement.

3.3.2. Used Occurrences of Identifiers

All occurrences of identifiers which are not mentioned in Section 3.3.1 are
treated as used occurrences. The node for a used occurrence of an entity has
an attribute (sm_defn or sm_operator) that refers to the node for the defining
occurrence of that identifier (where all information is stored). DIANA distin-
guishes between three different kinds of usage depending on the context in which
the entity is referenced.

\[
\text{USED_ID ::= used_name_id | used_object_id | used_bitn_id;}
\]
A used_object_id is used when the sm_defn denotes an object, an enumeration literal, or a number. In all other contexts, the use of an entity is represented by a used_name_id, whose only attribute refers to the definition of the entity. Additionally, we have a used_char (treated as a used_object_id) and a used_op (treated as a used_name_id). Identifiers for built-in entities are discussed in Section 3.3.4.

3.3.3. Multiple Defining Occurrences of Identifiers

Recall that one of the basic principles of the DIANA design stated that every entity has a single defining occurrence. As this is not the case in ADA itself (e.g., incomplete types, deferred constants), DIANA cannot strictly follow this principle. In the instances where multiple defining occurrences can occur, DIANA uses the following solution. All defining occurrences of an entity that could be multiply defined are represented by a DEF_ID as described above in Section 3.3.1. However, these defining occurrences have an attribute, sm_first, that refers to the node for the first defining occurrence of the identifier, similar to the sm_defn attribute of used occurrences (Section 3.3.2). Nonetheless, the several defining occurrences of the entity all have the same attribute values. The complete details of how DIANA treats multiply defined identifiers are described in Section 3.5.

3.3.4. Subprogram Calls

In ADA it is possible to write built-in operators as function calls and to write user-defined operators as operators. For example,

\[
\text{standard."*"(x \to 1, y \to 2)}
\]

In DIANA all function calls and operators are represented as function calls. The only exceptions to this method are the short-circuit operators and then and or else and the membership operators in and not in, which cannot be overloaded, cannot be represented as functions, and cannot be written as function calls.

DIANA records whether a function call was made using infix or prefix notation through the ix_prefix attribute. This information is necessary for subprogram specification conformance rules (Section 6.3.1 of the ADA LRM [8]).

The kind of function call is indicated by the first child of the function_call node, which represents the name of the function. This attribute may be a USED_ID or USED_OP, or a selected component where the DESIGNATOR_CHAR child is a USED_ID or USED_OP. This used occurrence
distinguishes built-in operators (or even procedures and entries) from user-defined subprograms.

In a used_op or used_name_id node, the sm_defn attribute denotes the defining occurrence of the user-defined entity. In a used_bitn_op (or used_bitn_id), the sm_operator attribute indicates the built-in entity: this attribute is a private type and is implementation-defined. It represents numeric operators such as "+" and "*", but also represents the implicitly-defined relations for user-defined types.

Derived subprograms are indicated by the original definition from which they are derived. The actual parameters all have type information attached. It is sufficient to compare the actual types to the original ones to determine the implicit type conversion necessary for parameter association if the representation changes. Since type checking has already been performed, if the sm_exp_type of an actual parameter is not equal to the sm_obj_type of the corresponding formal (in the sense described in Section 3.9), it must be the case that the actual parameter is of a type ultimately derived from that of the formal. Following the chain of derivations starting with the type of the actual parameter will give the sequence of type conversions which must be performed. Similarly for a derived function, the result type of the function_call node can be compared with the result type of the function_id.

If a user defines an equality operator for a limited private type, then inequality is introduced implicitly. The user-defined equality is identified by the sm_defn attribute of a used_op node. In the case of inequality, there is no defining occurrence. The tree is therefore transformed to a standard "not" operation applied to the user-defined equality. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3-2.

The parameter associations for a subprogram call are in the user-written order: it is therefore possible to reconstruct the source program in most cases. It would be awkward to introduce named associations in the case of predefined operators. It would be impossible for implicit ones such as equality, since there is no defining occurrence of the formal parameters. Therefore, DIANA does not normalize parameter associations to named associations. However, DIANA does use the sm_normalized_param_s attribute to record the normalized positional list of actuals used in the subprogram call, including any default actual parameters. (The attribute sm_normalized_comp_s serves a similar purpose for record aggregates and discriminant constraints).
3.4. Treatment of Types

Since anonymous types do not have an explicit declaration in DIANA (see 3.1.3), we cannot use the type identifier as the description of the type. Instead we use the type specification (TYPE_SPEC). In all contexts where structural type information is required, the attributes have values which denote a TYPE_SPEC. e.g., sm_exp_type in expressions and sm_base_type in constrained nodes. This treatment implies that all nodes which can represent a type specification must carry those attributes which describe the detailed type. The meaning of these attributes is explained in the following sections.

It should be noted that most of the attributes described in these sections can be computed from other attributes which are also present in DIANA. The main reason for adding them is that it makes code generation easier. The attributes represent information which the Front End already has and which would be difficult for the code generator to recompute (especially in the presence of separate compilation).
3.4.1. Machine Dependent Attributes

DIANA originally required machine dependent attributes to be computed because their values were allowed in ADA static expressions and therefore could appear in type declarations. The rules for static expressions (Section 4.9 of the ADA LRM (8)) now only allow attributes of static subtypes in static expressions: attributes whose values are no longer machine dependent.

3.4.2. Type Specifications

There are several ways to specify a type in ADA. Fortunately they all have different syntactic structures so that we are not forced to introduce new node types to carry the different semantic attributes appropriate to each type (as was done for identifiers, see 3.1.1). The following sections give a detailed description of the attributes for each kind of type specification. These descriptions involve the notion of structural type information: this notion is defined in the following section.

3.4.2.1. Structural Type Information

The structural information for a type is expressed by the following nodes of a DIANA Tree:

- `integer, fixed, float` for numeric types
- `enum_literal_s` for enumeration types
- `record` for record types
- `array` for array types
- `access` for access types
- `task_spec` for task types

and the universal types (see Appendix I). Each of these has attributes for values of user defined or implementation chosen attributes.

There are language pragmas (PACK, CONTROLLED) which can be applied to types and which are used instead of a representation specification. Occurrences of these pragmas remain in the DIANA Tree to reconstruct the source, but they are additionally recorded with the type structures they affect using the `am_packing` and `am_controlled` attributes.

For record types, there may be representation specifications for the record and its components (including discriminants). A reference to this specification is recorded in semantic attributes of the `record_id`, `comp_id`, and `deormat_id` nodes. Similarly for enumeration types, information from representation specifications for the enumeration literals is recorded with the `enum_id`. 
3.4.2.2. Subtype Specifications

All subtype indications are represented by a constrained node which has type mark and constraint attributes. The constraint can be void. A subtype declaration can also be used just to rename a type (when no constraint is given), so there may be a sequence of subtype declarations without constraint information. For code generation purposes, it is necessary to know the last applicable constraint, hence a constrained node in DIANA has a corresponding attribute, sm_constraint, that points directly to this constraint; the code generator is not forced to walk backwards through the chain of subtype declarations to find the appropriate constraint.

For fixed and floating point types the last applicable constraint may have two parts, a digits (or delta) constraint and a range. In order for the sm_constraint to point to the last applicable constraint, a fixed or float node may need to be created for the purpose of representing this constraint. For source reproducibility reasons, the structural constraint may not contain all of the relevant information. Figure 3-3 illustrates the float node that DIANA creates for the following example:

```
type MYFLOAT is digits 6 range -1.0..1.0;
subtype MYFLOAT2 is MYFLOAT digits 2;
```

The code generator also needs the information about the type structure, which is obtained from the original type from which all intermediate derived types and subtypes are constructed. This attribute is named sm_type_struct. Note that for derived record and enumeration types it denotes the duplicated type structure, if any. This situation is discussed in the next section, 3.4.2.3.

In a chain of type specifications, a user can add attributes to each type by representation specifications; these specifications are possible only for types, not for subtypes. The type from which a subtype is constructed is called its base type. The attribute sm_base_type denotes its type specification, i.e., a derived type (see Section 3.4.2.3) or a type structure (see Section 3.4.2.1) where all representation information can be found. The DIANA structure that results in such a case is illustrated for the following example in Figure 3-4. Note that all information is present at the last subtype declaration: It is an integer type, the values are in the range 1..9, and its representation must not exceed 6 Bits.
Figure 3-8: Float constraint created by DIANA
type T1 is range 1..1000;
subtype T2 is T1 range 1..9;
type T3 is new T2;
subtype T4 is T3;
subtype T5 is T4;
...
for T3'SIZE use 8;
...

3.4.2.3. Derived Types

A derived type is used to introduce a new type which inherits characteristics of the parent type. A user can give a new representation specification for every derived type. If no representation is specified, then the attributes of the parent type are inherited. To treat all derived types uniformly, the corresponding DIANA attributes are copied and stored with the derived type specification. The values are overwritten if the user gives a new representation. To support this, the attributes `sm_size`, `sm_storage_size`, `sm_actual_dela`, `sm_packing`, and `sm_controlled`, as well as `cd_impl_size`, are present in a derived node.

The subtype indication defines the parent subtype and the parent type is the base type of the parent subtype (ADA LRM [8], Section 3.4), so the information about the parent type can be obtained from the subtree of the derived node. The corresponding subtype indication is represented by a constrained node which has an attribute `sm_base_type` (which denotes the base type) and an attribute `sm_type_struct` (which denotes the structural information for that type); see Section 3.4.2.2.

If this structure is a record or an enumeration type, then it is possible that a representation specification is given for the derived structure—overwriting the old values. For a record structure, these values are recorded with the component declarations (e.g., `comp_id` has the attribute `sm_comp_spec`). In the case of an enumeration type, the values are recorded with the enumeration literal (`enum_id` has an attribute `sm_rep`). The solution of this problem in DIANA requires the creation of a new type structure where the new attribute values can be filled in. This new structure is referenced by the `sm_type_struct` attribute of the constrained node of the derived type declaration.

Duplication has another advantage for enumeration literals: since we now have a defining occurrence for a literal, the derivation of an enumeration type introduces new defining occurrences for literals that belong to the derived type and overload the old ones.
Figure 3-4: DIAA Form of type/subtype Specification
The duplication of the record structure is only meaningful and necessary if a representation specification is given by the user. An implementation of DIANA can choose whether to copy or to denote the old structure. It makes no difference from the logical point of view.

In figure 3-5 we illustrate the DIANA structure that results from the following ADA source.

```ada
type T1 is (RED, GREEN);
type T2 is new T1;
for T2 use (5, 10);
```

Figure 3-5: An Example for Derived Enumeration Types
3.4.2.4. Incomplete and Private Types

For incomplete and private types, there are two defining occurrences of the same entity. The general solution for entities with several declaration points is discussed in Section 3.5; the approach for incomplete and private types in particular is described in Section 3.5.1.

3.4.2.5. Anonymous Array Types

The ADA rules for multiple elaborations (ADA LRM [8] Section 3.3.1) require that the object declaration:

\[ X, Y : \text{array}(1..10) \text{ of } \text{INTEGER} := (1..10 \rightarrow 0) \]

result in \( X \) and \( Y \) having different types and in fact also cause the aggregate occurring above to be evaluated twice with two different types in the two evaluations. DIANA requires that the var_id's for \( X \) and \( Y \) refer to different intermediate nodes so that the fact \( X \) and \( Y \) are different types can be readily determined.

3.4.2.6. Anonymous Derived Types

The ADA semantics require that an integer type declaration is equivalent to a subtype declaration of an anonymously derived integer type (Section 3.5.5 of the ADA LRM [8]). To represent this in DIANA without normalizing the source program we have introduced the attribute \text{sm_base_type} for integer nodes that denotes a derived node that is created to give a unique type definition for the subtype. Similarly, this attribute is also present on float and fixed nodes.

3.4.3. Type Specifications in Expressions

DIANA records the result of overload resolution in every expression node: the \text{sm_exp_type} attribute denotes the result type of the expression. Additionally, if the value is statically evaluated, the value is recorded in the \text{sm_value} attribute (see Section 3.8.1).

As far as overloading resolution is concerned, only the base type of an expression is of interest. However, for expressions which denote values which are assured to satisfy a certain constraint, the constraint information is useful. For this reason \text{sm_exp_type} should refer to a constrained node for (only) the following nodes:

- conversion and qualified whose \text{as_name} denotes a subtype name,
- indexed and all.
• function_call if the function name is not a built-in operator, and

• used_object_id if the object is not declared using an array type specification and is not a single task.

There are three kinds of expressions which implicitly introduce an anonymous subtype: aggregates, slices, and string literals. The resulting subtype can be used to constrain an object if such an expression appears as an initial value for a constant object of an unconstrained array type (ADA LRM [8], Section 3.6.1). The *am_constraint* attribute is used in these cases to denote a corresponding subtype constraint. Unfortunately, this constraint does not exist in all cases, so it must be computed by creating a suitable structure outside the tree.

In the case of a record aggregate the discriminant values are extracted from the aggregate and used to build a descrmt_aggregate node as a constraint for the type to which the aggregate belongs.

In the case of an array aggregate the constraint attribute denotes a range whose bounds are computed as described in the ADA LRM [8], Section 4.3.2. This range can be used as a constraint for the Index type of the underlying array structure.

The *am_constraint* attribute of a string literal denotes a range whose bounds are computed from the underlying string type (denoted by *am_exp_type*) and the length of the string literal.

In the preceding two cases, the constraint must be constructed outside the tree. In the case of slices, it is already present; either it denotes the range of the slice itself or, if only a type mark was given, it denotes the range of the corresponding subtype.

Note that because DIANA creates structures outside of the tree, an obvious tree traversal (one that reaches only the structural, 'as_', attributes) will not yield all of the structural information. Tree traversals that yield all of the structural information do exist: these necessarily follow some semantic attributes as well as the structural attributes.

3.4.3.1. Examples for Constraints of Expressions

Figures 3-6 and 3-7 illustrates the DIANA structure for the following ADA source.
The figures provide examples for the value of the \textit{sm\_constraint} attribute for slices and aggregates.

Figure 3-8 illustrates the DIANA structure for the following ADA source.

\begin{verbatim}
type MY\_STRING is array (INTEGER range <> ) of CHARACTER;  
C : constant MY\_STRING := "ABC";
\end{verbatim}

\section*{Type Specifications for Names}

The DIANA class \texttt{EXP} includes the class \texttt{NAME} which can appear in contexts other than expressions (\textit{i.e.}, wherever a name can appear in an ADA program). In all contexts other than expressions, there is no type and no value which can be associated with the nodes representing the name. However, it is not possible to attach different attributes to the same node type depending on the context in which it is used. This section defines the values of these attributes for these cases. (It should be noted that those nodes in the class \texttt{NAME} that can never represent an expression, \textit{e.g.}, any node in the class \texttt{DEF\_ID}, do not have the attribute \texttt{sm\_value}. This discussion is limited to those names that may be used to represent an expression.)

We require that the value of \texttt{sm\_exp\_type} be void for name nodes which are not used to represent expressions. The \texttt{sm\_value} attribute in these cases must have a distinguished value (see 3.8.1) which indicates that the attribute has not been evaluated. This applies as well to \texttt{used\_char} when it appears in contexts other than expressions.

Consider the following two ADA fragments.

\begin{verbatim}
B := P.Q;
I := P.Q\_ADDRESS
\end{verbatim}

In both cases \texttt{P.Q} is represented by a selected node. In the first case it is used in an expression. A type can be attached to the selected node, indicating the type of the selected object. In the second case the selected node is used to denote an object for which an ADA attribute is to be computed. The node might have a type, as before, but this type is unnecessary since the evaluation of the attribute does not depend on it. A more convincing example is the appearance of a selected node in a \texttt{with} clause.

Note that the selected node does not have a \texttt{sm\_value} attribute and does not
Example 1: Representation of b(1..5)
(slice with range)

Example 2: Representation of b(1..5) := (0,0,0,0,0)
(array aggregate)

Figure 3-6: Constraints on Slices and Aggregates
Example 3: Representation of $b(i2)$
(slice with subtype)

```
slice
  sm_exp_type
    sm_constraint
  "b" constrained
    sm_constraint
    "i2" void
    dscrt_range_s
type
  "i1" integer
    range
      "1" "1000"
      void
      var
      "b" constrained
      "i" void

subtype
  "i2" constrained
    sm_constraint
    "i1" range
      "1" "10"
```

Figure 3-7: Constraints on Slices and Aggregates
Figure 3-13: Constraints on String Literals

Figure 3-8: Constraints on String Literals
record its value in the context of an expression. Only expressions of scalar
types can be static (ADA LRM [8] Section 4.9). Thus the DIANA nodes selected,
indexed, slice, all, and aggregate do not have the attribute \( \text{sm\_value} \).

3.5. Entities with Several Declaration Points

One of the basic principles of DIANA requires that there is a single definition
of each ADA entity. This conflicts with those ADA facilities that allow or require
more than one declaration point for the same entity:

- incomplete type declarations
- (limited) private type declarations
- deferred constants
- subprogram declaration and body
- package declaration and body
- subprogram formals (in the formal part of subprogram declaration and
  body)
- discriminants (in the discriminant part of incomplete or private types)

All instances of multiple defining occurrences are treated as consistently as
possible. The principles that apply in all cases are

1. The first defining occurrence of an entity is treated as the defining
   occurrence, and

2. all references to the entity should reference the first defining occur-
   rence.

All defining occurrences are represented with DEF_ID nodes (Section 3.3.3).
Multiple defining occurrences create multiple instances of the same DEF_ID
node. DIANA uses the attribute \( \text{sm\_first} \) to differentiate among defining occur-
rences and to allow references back to the first defining occurrence. The
attribute \( \text{sm\_first} \) references the first defining occurrence of the entity in the
same way \( \text{sm\_defn} \) denotes the defining occurrence for a used_id. The node
that is the first defining occurrence has an \( \text{sm\_first} \) that references itself.

Note that all used occurrences must reference the same defining occurrence,
the one that occurs first. This is the most consistent approach since this is the
occurrence that is elaborated in Ada semantics. This requirement allows for a
consistent treatment of all identifiers. The attributes for all defining occurrences must still be determined and for all defining occurrences the attributes must be identical. (The attributes may be different when separate compilation issues intervene: see Section 3.2.1).

There is only one case that deviates from these principles, the case of (limited) private types. Private types are given special treatment in DIANA, as they are in Ada (Section 3.5.1.2).

In the following paragraphs we show the details of the DIANA structure which preserves these principles. We present the details individually for all the cases where the language allows several declaration points of the same entity. (It should be noted that representation specifications are not treated as declaration points, although they do appear in declarative parts.)

3.5.1. Type Declarations

There are two forms of type declaration in which information about the type is given at two different places: private and incomplete types.

3.5.1.1. Incomplete Type Declarations

The notion of an incomplete type permits the definition of mutually dependent types. Only the new name is introduced at the point of the incomplete declaration. The structure of the type is given in a second type declaration which must appear in the same declarative part. (This restriction ensures that there is no interference from separate compilation.)

The defining occurrences of both types are described by type_id nodes which have the semantic attribute sm_type_spec. In both cases, the value of this attribute can denote the full type specification which satisfies the DIANA restriction. The defining nodes also have the attribute sm_first which refers to the first occurrence, the incomplete declaration. Note that if the incomplete type declaration includes a discriminant part, that becomes the defining occurrence of the discriminant identifiers (see Section 3.5.1.3 below).

Figure 3-9 illustrates the DIANA structure for the following incomplete type declaration.

type T;
...
type T is record ...;
3.5.1.2. Private Types

Private types are used to hide information from the user of a package: a private type declaration is given in the visible part of a package without any structural information. The full declaration is given in the private part of the package specification. (This restriction ensures that there is no interference from separate compilation). Unfortunately, we cannot adopt the solution used for incomplete types: if both defining occurrences had the same node type and attributes, we could not determine whether the type is a private one or not. This information is important when the type is used outside of the package.

DIANA views the declarations as though they were declarations of different entities—one is a private type and the other a normal one. Both denote the same type structure in their sm_type_spec attribute, however. The distinction is achieved by introducing a new kind of a defining occurrence, namely the private_type_id. It has the attribute sm_type_spec which denotes the structural information given in the full type declaration. Limited private types are treated in the same way, except that their defining occurrence is a l_private_type_id. In the case of (limited) private types the sm_first attribute of the type_id node refers to the private_type_id or l_private_type_id.

Figure 3-10 illustrates the DIANA structure for the following example.
Since we have introduced two distinct defining occurrences for the private type we must specify which of these definitions a used occurrence refers to. Any use outside of the package denotes the private_type_id or l_private_id (but nevertheless has structural information) and any usage inside the package denotes the full type declaration; in the interior context, there are no restrictions on the use of the type.

3.5.1.3. Discriminant Parts

When an incomplete type declaration or (limited) private type declaration contains a discriminant part, the discriminant part must also appear in the normal type declaration. This creates a multiple definition of the discriminant identifiers. Thus the descrm_id node also has an attribute sm_first that refers to the first definition point. ADA semantics demand that the discriminant part be elaborated at the first occurrence.

The attribute sm_discriminants exists for l_private and private nodes because for a generic formal private type declaration, the discriminants are not supplied until instantiation. After instantiation, this attribute denotes the discriminants.
supplied by the generic actual type.

When a discriminant part is supplied in the (limited) private type declaration, the \texttt{am\_discriminants} of the private node and the record node in the normal type declaration should always refer to the discriminants in the first, (limited) private, type declaration.

3.5.2. Deferred Constants

Deferred constants are a direct consequence of the concept of private types: since the structural details of a type are hidden, the structure of the initialization expression must be hidden as well. They are deferred to the private part. The deferred constant declaration (represented by the node \texttt{deferred\_constant}) and the full declaration of the deferred constant (a constant node) are both defining occurrence of the \texttt{const\_id}. The attributes of both defining occurrences of a deferred constant have the same values, satisfying our requirement. The attributes denote the type specification and the initialization expression. Both attribute values are equal to those of the full declaration of the deferred constant. Note that \texttt{const\_id} also has the attribute \texttt{sm\_first} to denote the first defining occurrence. Figure 3-11 illustrates the DIANA structure for the following example.

```haskell
  type T is private;
  A : constant T;
  ...
  type T is range 0..10;
  A : constant T := 0;
```

3.5.3. Subprograms

The declaration and body of a subprogram can be separate from each other. Moreover, in the case in which the body is compiled as a subunit, a stub declaration can also be given. All three declarations can appear in different compilation units: the declaration in a package specification, the stub in the package body, and the body as a compilation unit (subunit) itself. We first examine the simplest case where declaration and body appear in the same declarative part. Then we adapt the solution for the cases where separate compilation is involved.
3.5.3.1. Declaration and Body in One Declarative Part

The declaration and the body of a subprogram are viewed in DIANA as belonging to the same entity. Therefore, according to our restriction, both defining occurrences must reference the first defining occurrence (the subprogram declaration) and must have the same attribute values. Since the header of the first defining occurrence is used to elaborate the subprogram, the sm_spec attribute of both defining occurrences denotes the header of the declaration.

Both defining subprogram identifiers further reference the block which describes the body. This method leads to the structure shown in Figure 3-12.
3.5.3.2. Declaration and Body in Different Compilation Units

Since a subprogram body cannot appear in a package specification but must be declared in the package body, and since package bodies will often be separately compiled, the declaration and body of the subprogram will often be in separate compilation units.

Updates to previously compiled units are forbidden in DIANA. Therefore, it is not possible to insert the value of \textit{sm\_body} in the declaration. The reasons for this decision are discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.1. Therefore, in all cases where the body is in a separate unit, the value of \textit{sm\_body} is void. Nevertheless, if the DIANA tree for the declaration is processed, the attribute may be temporarily set to point to the corresponding body if it is present as well. Thus, during processing DIANA principles for multiple definitions are followed.

The permanent structure for a subprogram declaration and body in separate compilation units is as shown in Figure 3-13.
3.5.3.3 Subprogram Bodies as subunits

If a subprogram body is compiled as a subunit, it is possible for there to be a third defining occurrence, a stub declaration, making a defining occurrence in three different compilation units. We adapt the solution presented above, adding the stub declaration which makes the picture more complicated, as is shown in Figure 3-14.

The attribute `sm_stub` is used to refer to the defining occurrence of the stub. This attribute provides a quick means of finding the stub when it is in a separate compilation unit. Figure 3-15 shows the DIANA values for the attributes `sm_first` and `sm_stub`. (In subsequent figures the values for the attributes `sm_first` and `sm_stub` are not shown. The treatment of `sm_first` and `sm_stub` for other DIANA constructs does not differ significantly from the treatment shown in figure 3-15.)

Just as `sm_body` is prevented from forward references, the value of `sm_stub` is required to be void when the stub appears in a separate compilation unit.
3.5.3.4. Entries and Accept Statements

An entry declaration and its corresponding accept statements are not treated as different definition points of the same entity. The abstract syntax indicates a name for an accept statement which is viewed as a used occurrence: DIANA uses the same approach. Thus the entry_id is the unique defining occurrence: a used_name_id appears as a child of an accept statement and refers to the entry declaration. However, the formal part of the entry declaration and the accept statement multiply define the entry formals (see Section 3.5.3.5 below).

3.5.3.5. Subprogram Formals

When the declaration of a subprogram is separate from the subprogram body (and stub) the subprogram formal part is repeated. This creates a multiple definition of the subprogram formals. Thus the subprogram defining
occurrences (in_id, in_out_id, and out_id) have the attribute sm_first to refer to the first occurrence. ADA semantics require that the first occurrence is the one that is elaborated.

This treatment applies to formal parts in entry declarations and accept statements also.

3.5.4. Packages

Packages are declared by at least a specification and possibly a body; in the case of subunits, a stub declaration must also be given. Thus packages present the same situation as subprograms, and the DIANA treatment of packages is in principle the same as that for subprograms (except that the structure and the attribute names are different).
We restrict ourselves to the complicated case of having three different definition places for packages; the DIANA structure is shown in Figure 3-16.

![Diagram of DIANA structure for packages]

Figure 3-16: Example of a Package Body as a subunit

3.5.5. Tasks

Task specifications can appear in two contexts, as a task type and as a single task specification. The context is distinguished by the kind of the defined identifier (type_id, var_id). A task body is neither, so DIANA has additionally a task_body_id. This additional node implies that there are two defining occurrences and therefore two distinct DIANA entities which do not have the same attributes. Although there are different nodes, the DIANA structure looks similar to the solution for packages. In particular, the same principles are applied in the presence of separate compilation.
3.5.5.1. Task Types and Task Bodies

In the case of a task type and a corresponding body, we have the DIANA structure shown in Figure 3-17. In the presence of separate compilation, the \texttt{am\_body} attribute denotes \texttt{void} for the task specification and \texttt{stub} for the stub declaration. This approach parallels the approach used for packages and subprograms. Used occurrences of the task identifier denote the \texttt{type\_id}; the \texttt{sm\_first} for the \texttt{task\_body\_id} also references the \texttt{type\_id}.

![Figure 3-17: Example of a Task Type and Body](image)

3.5.5.2. Single Tasks and Task Bodies

Single tasks are represented by a \texttt{task\_decl} node with a \texttt{var\_id}. The task specification is given as an anonymous type specification. The DIANA structure, nearly the same as the structure used for task types, is shown in Figure 3-18. Used occurrences reference the \texttt{var\_id}; the \texttt{sm\_first} attribute of the \texttt{task\_body\_id} also references the \texttt{var\_id}.

Note that in the case of an address specification of a single task, the \texttt{am\_address} of the \texttt{var\_id} and the \texttt{task\_spec} are both set.
3.5.6. Generic Units

Like subprograms and packages, generic units can have several declaration points: the specification and the body (and possibly the stub as well). In order to have the same information at these declaration points, the identifier of the body of the generic unit has to be a generic_id with the same attribute values as the defining occurrence within the specification. Thus the attribute sm_generic_params points to the list of generic parameters given with the specification, and the attributes sm_spec and sm_body are set as in the case of simple subprograms or packages. Note that for generic subprograms the subprogram formals are treated as described in Section 3.5.3.5. The DIANA structure for a generic subprogram is illustrated in figure 3-19.
3.6. Treatment of Instantiations

In this section we describe how DIANA treats instantiations of generic units.

An obvious implementation would copy the generic unit and substitute the generic actual parameters for all uses of the generic formal parameters in the body of the unit. This substitution cannot be done if the body of the generic unit is compiled separately. A more sophisticated implementation may try to optimize instantiations by sharing code between several instantiations. Therefore the body of a generic unit is not copied in DIANA in order to avoid constraining an implementation. Indeed, an instantiation may occur in the absence of a generic body.

In DIANA the instantiation is performed in two steps. First, a normalized list of the generic parameters is created. The nodes of the type instantiation have the semantic attribute \texttt{sm\_decl\_s} with a sequence of declarations. This attribute is the normalized list of the generic parameters, including entries for all default parameters. The values of this attribute are determined as follows:

- For every generic formal in-parameter, a constant declaration is created (the \texttt{sm\_obj\_def} refers to either the expression given or to its default value).
for every generic formal in-out-parameter, a variable declaration is created (the sm_obl_def refers to a rename node which indicates the object in the actual list that is renamed by the new declaration).

for every generic formal type, a subtype declaration is created (the sm_type_spec attribute is a constrained node with a void constraint that references the type name given in the association list), and

for every generic formal subprogram, a new subprogram declaration is created (the sm_body attribute references a rename node which indicates that the newly created subprogram renames either the subprogram given in the association list or that chosen by the analysis as the default).

In the second step the specification part of the generic unit is copied. Every reference to a formal parameter in the original generic specification is changed to reference the corresponding newly created declaration. If a formal type has discriminants, references to them are changed to point to the corresponding discriminants of the base type of the newly created subtype.

Examples of instantiations are presented in the following two sections.

3.6.1. Instantiation of Subprograms

The generic instantiation of a subprogram is represented by the structure shown in Figure 3-20. We use procedures as an example; the structure for functions is similar. Figure 3-20 illustrates the instantiation of the following generic:

```
generic
LENGTH : INTEGER := 200;          -- default value
type ELEM is private;
procedure EXCHANGE (U : in out ELEM);
...
procedure SWAP is new EXCHANGE(ELEM => INTEGER);
```

The procedure node of the subprogram_decl contains no information: its parameter list is empty. The instantiation node represents the generic parameter associations: it is referenced by the sm_body attribute of the proc_id node. The instantiation node also has a normalized list of the generic parameters: it contains a constant declaration of "LENGTH" using the default and a type declaration of the subtype "ELEM" using the type name given in the association list. The sm_spec attribute of the proc_id node references the header of the instantiated subprogram. It is obtained by copying the generic subprogram's header and replacing references to the generic formal parameters with references to the new subtype declaration and constant declaration.
subprogram_decl

proc_id

sm_body

sm_spec
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Figure 3-20: Instantiation of a Generic Procedure
3.6.2. Instantiation of Packages

The generic instantiation of a package is represented in DIANA by the structure shown in Figure 3-21. The instantiation node is referenced by the \texttt{sm\_body} attribute of the package identifier. The package specification is constructed by copying the specification of the generic unit and replacing all references to generic formal parameters with references to their corresponding actual parameters. The resulting specification is denoted by the \texttt{sm\_spec} attribute of the package identifier.

3.7. Treatment of Renaming

The renaming of entities does not introduce further problems. However, the DIANA representation for some renamings may not be obvious. This section clarifies how DIANA treats entities introduced by a renaming declaration.

Renaming of objects and exceptions are simple and not discussed here. Note that an identifier which renames a constant object has to be a \texttt{const\_id}. Constant objects are constants, discriminants, and parameters of mode \texttt{In}, as well as components of constant arrays.

3.7.1. Renaming of Subprograms

The renaming declaration for a subprogram must repeat the header of the renamed item. This header can be denoted by the \texttt{sm\_spec} attribute of the newly-introduced subprogram identifier. The rename information is referenced by the \texttt{sm\_body} attribute, since the actual body can be obtained from the rename information. The structure is illustrated in Figure 3-22.

Note that an identifier which renames an entry or a member of an entry family has to be an \texttt{entry\_id}. It is possible in ADA to rename an enumeration literal as a function. In such a case the identifier that renames an enumeration literal has to be an \texttt{enum\_id}.

3.7.2. Renaming of Packages

The renaming declaration of a package does not repeat the package specification. The \texttt{sm\_spec} attribute of the new package identifier therefore references the original package specification, in order that the specification is always present for a package identifier. The \texttt{sm\_body} attribute denotes the rename node. The resulting structure is illustrated in Figure 3-23.
Figure 3-21: Instantiation of a Generic Package
Figure 3-22: Renaming a Procedure

Figure 3-23: Renaming a Package
3.7.3. Renaming of Tasks

Task objects can be renamed like other objects. The task renaming is treated just like the renaming of objects. Task types are renamed just like other types. Note that there is no other renaming declaration for tasks.

3.8. Implementation Dependent Attributes

Representation independence was a principal design goal of DIANA. DIANA does not force an implementation strategy on either a Front or Back End—or on any other tool for that matter. The description of DIANA deals with this problem (in part) by using private types for attributes that are to be implementation defined. An implementation has the freedom to choose a suitable representation, but it must support the corresponding attributes. Thus an implementation must provide appropriate packages in which the attribute types are defined, together with the necessary access operations.

In this section we describe the purpose of the attributes in detail and sketch possible internal and external representations of them.

3.8.1. Evaluation of Static Expressions

The language requires that static expressions be evaluated at compile time in particular contexts (see ADA LRM [8], Section 4.9). This evaluation can be done either by the code generator or by the Front End (with target and host independent arithmetic). Both ways are supported by DIANA. Since the DIANA structure may be used as input to the Front End in the case of separate compilation, the latter solution has the advantage that the previously evaluated expression can be used in the currently compiled unit. For this purpose every expression node that can have a static value has an attribute _am_value whose type is implementation dependent. Its external representation is discussed in Chapter 5. The implementation of the type must provide for a distinguished value of this attribute which indicates that the expression is not evaluated. DIANA does not provide for non-static values to be computed, even if an implementation's semantic analyzer is capable of evaluating some such expressions (see Section 1.1.3).

Note that only scalar types can have static expressions
3.8.2. Representation of Identifiers and Numbers

The attribute types *symbol_rep* and *number_rep* are not defined in DIANA. Their external representation is discussed in Chapter 5. Their internal representation is not specified, so that DIANA does not impose a special implementation.

3.8.3. Source Positions

Source position is important for error messages from the compiler. It may also be useful to other tools that work with the DIANA structure, such as interpreters or debuggers.

The structure of this attribute is not defined by DIANA since each computer system has its own notation of a position in a source file. Moreover this notation can vary between tools of the same environment: an interactive syntax-directed editor may have a different type of source position than a batch-oriented compiler for example.

DIANA does not require that this attribute be supported by every implementation (see Section 1.1.3). Any implementation that does support this attribute must define a distinguished value for this type for undefined source positions, which can be used if nodes are created which have no equivalence in the source file.

The library manager for certain implementations may need a value indicating which compilation unit a DIANA entity comes from. This information appropriately belongs with the source position, and should be incorporated into such an implementation's definition of the private type.

3.8.4. Comments

The *lx_comments* attribute is used for recording comments from the source program. The structure of this attribute is not defined by DIANA since every implementation may have its own method of attaching comments to DIANA nodes. A generalized method for attaching comments to nodes is impractical: there is no method that will be accurate for all commenting styles. We envision local commenting standards that will be enforced to match the implementation choices for attaching comments to tree nodes. Note that support of the *lx_comments* attribute is not required for an implementation to be considered a DIANA producer or a DIANA consumer.
3.8.5. Predefined Operators and Built-in Subprograms

The \texttt{sm\_operator} attribute is used to identify predefined operators and implementation-dependent built-in subprograms\(^2\). User-defined operators are treated as functions in DIANA and are not considered here. The predefined operators and built-in subprograms are treated specially because it is important information for the code generator and for an optimizer.

The type of this attribute is implementation-defined. A likely implementation is an enumeration type with at least one literal for each predefined language operator. The refinement of DIANA given in chapter 2 gives the minimum subset of operators that must be supported. An implementation can obviously support further operators which can be added to this enumeration.

The means by which this information is made known to the Front End is not specified in DIANA. We provide only for representing the result of semantic analysis: If the Front End recognizes that a compilation unit uses one of the built-in subprograms, then the \texttt{used\_name\_id} of the subprogram is changed to a \texttt{used\_builtin\_id} whose \texttt{sm\_operator} attribute is set to denote the particular built-in subprogram that was used.

3.9. Equality and Assignment

The DIANA representation assumes a well-defined notion of equality for all attribute types, including tree-valued attributes. An implementation must provide an equality comparison operation so that, for instance, the \texttt{sm\_type\_spec} attribute of two entities of the same type will be equal and will not be equal to the \texttt{sm\_type\_spec} attribute of any entity of different type.

If an implementation implements nodes as access types and tree-valued attributes as pointers, then the equality comparison can be a simple pointer equality. DIANA does not force this implementation, however. It is still possible for an implementation to make separate copies of a defining occurrence. For example, consider a situation where a separately compiled unit A defines a type, two other units B and C use this type to declare variables X and Y, and a fourth unit D references both X and Y. It is possible for an implementation to decide to copy some type information from A into B and C. However, a tool processing

\(^2\)For example, an implementation may "build in" knowledge of the \texttt{LOG} function from library package \texttt{MATH\_LIB}.
the representation for unit D must be able to compare the sm_type_spec attributes of X and Y for equality. Thus the implementation making the copies must keep enough information in its representations to be able to tell that the copies are copies of the same thing. One possible solution is to attach a unique key to every entry and to copy the key along with the other portions of the entity. The equality test can use this key for comparison.

DIANA imposes a further requirement on implementations of attribute-storing procedures. If an implementation stores an attribute of a defining occurrence or a type specification, this change must be visible to all uses of such entities. Once again, making the change visible is easy if the corresponding attributes in the uses are implemented as pointers. In the case where an implementation has copies of such entities, the store procedure must ensure that all copies which might be referenced are updated appropriately.

Note that the duplication of tree structures imposed by DIANA, especially those described in Sections 3.4.2.3 and 3.6, are not copies in the sense of this section. They represent information for new objects, either of derived types or of instantiated units. The new objects must be different from the original ones.

DIANA does make a requirement about the value of tree-valued attributes in the external ASCII form (Chapter 5). Tree-valued attributes that are equal must be represented externally by a reference to the same tree; they must essentially share the value. This issue is addressed more completely in Chapter 5.

3.10. Summary of Attributes

A short description of all attributes of DIANA closes the Rationale. We do not describe the structural attributes (for the tree); this description is in the AFD and can be deduced from the concrete syntax of ADA (which is included in the DIANA definition for convenience). The remaining three attribute classes are described. If they are already explained in the Rationale, then only a reference to that section appears.

3.10.1. Lexical Attributes

\texttt{ix_numrep:}\ \textit{Internal (or external) representation of a numeric literal. The type is implementation dependent. See 3.8.2.}

\texttt{ix_default:}\ \textit{Is of type Boolean. Indicates whether the mode of an in-parameter was specified (False) or defaulted (True).}
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**lx_prefix:**
Is of type Boolean. Indicates whether a function call was written using prefix (True) or infix (False) notation. See 3.3.4.

**lx_srcpos:**
Source position of the corresponding node. The type is implementation dependent. See 3.6.3.

**lx_symrep:**
Internal (or external) representation of a symbol (i.e., an identifier or a string). The type is implementation dependent. See 3.8.2.

**lx_comments:**
Representation of comments from the program source. The type is implementation dependent. See 3.6.4.

3.10.2. Semantic Attributes

**sm_actual_delta:**
Is of universal rational number type. Contains the value of the predefined attribute 'ACTUAL_DELTA.

**sm_address:**
Denotes the expression given in a representation specification for the predefined attribute 'ADDRESS. It is void if the user has not given such a specification.

**sm_base_type:**
Denotes the base type of a subtype. See 3.4.2.2.

**sm_bits:**
Is of a universal integer type. Contains the value of the predefined attribute 'BITS.

**sm_body:**
Denotes the body of a subprogram or package. It is void if the body or stub are not in the same compilation unit. See 3.2.1. For instantiated or renamed entities it has the type instantiation or rename (see 3.6 or 3.7, respectively). For generic formal subprograms it denotes the FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF. If the pragma INTERFACE has been applied to the subprogram, it denotes the defining occurrence of the given language name in the predefined environment (see Appendix I).

**sm_comp_spec:**
Refers to the representation specification for a record component or discriminant.

**sm_constraint:**
For expressions see 3.4.3. For subtypes see 3.4.2.2.

**sm_controlled:**
Indicates whether the pragma CONTROLLED has been applied to the type.

**sm_decl_s:**
Belongs to an instantiation node. It refers to a normalized parameter list which contains a declaration (DECL) node for all formal parameters. See 3.6.
sm_defn: denotes the defining occurrence of a used identifier, see 3.3.

sm_discriminants: denotes the sequence of discriminants given for a record or (limited) private type, may be empty, see 3.5.1.3.

sm_exception_def: denotes the EXCEPTION_DEF subtree of an exception declaration, which is void in normal cases and a rename node if it is a renaming declaration.

sm_exp_type: denotes the type of the expression as the result of overloading resolution, see 3.4.3.

sm_first: refers to the first occurrence of a multiply defined identifier, see 3.3.3.

sm_generic_param_s: denotes the list of generic parameters of a generic subprogram or package.

sm_init_exp: denotes the initialization expression given for numbers, in parameters, record components, and discriminants.

sm_location: denotes the location of a subprogram: it may be (a) void, (b) the identifier (pragma_id) of the pragma INLINE if that has been applied to the subprogram, or (c) an expression supplied by the user in an address specification for the subprogram.

sm_normalized_comp_s: denotes the normalized list of values for a record aggregate or for a discriminant constraint, including default values.

sm_normalized_param_s: denotes the normalized list of parameters for a procedure, function, or entry call, including the default parameters.

sm_obj_def: denotes the initialization expression of an object. It is void if none is given. In the case of a renamed object, it denotes the rename node of the declaration structure.

sm_obj_type: denotes the type specification of a declaration (constants, parameters, discriminants, numbers, variables, enumeration literals, and tasks). For deferred constants see 3.5.5. In case of numbers it denotes one of the universal types, see Appendix I.

sm_operator: denotes one of the predefined operators or built-in subprograms, see 3.8.5.
sm_packing: indicates whether the pragma PACK has been applied to that type.

sm_pos: is of universal integer type, contains the value of the predefined language attribute 'POS of an enumeration literal.

sm_record_spec: refers to the representation specification for a record.

sm_rep: is of universal integer type, contains the value of the predefined language attribute 'VAL of an enumeration literal, which can be set by the user. See also 3.4.2.3.

sm_size: denotes the expression given in a representation specification for the predefined language attribute 'SIZE; it is void if the user has not given such a specification.

sm_spec: denotes the specification of a subprogram or package. In the case of subprograms, it is its header (for instantiations, see 3.6). In the case of packages, it is the package specification. For instantiated packages, see Section 3.6 and for renamed packages, see Section 3.7. In the case of a generic unit, it is the generic header of the unit.

sm_stmt: denotes the statement to which a label, loop name, or block name definition belongs or the loop which is left by an exit statement.

sm_storage_size: denotes the expression given in a representation specification for the predefined language attribute 'STORAGE_SIZE; it is void if the user has not given such a specification.

sm_stub: refers to the defining occurrence of the stub, see 3.5.3.3.

sm_type_spec: denotes the specification which belongs to a type identifier; for private and incomplete types, see Section 3.5.1; for tasks and task body identifiers, see Section 3.5.5.

sm_type_struct: denotes the structural information of a subtype, see 3.4.2.2, or derived type, see 3.4.2.3.

sm_value: contains the value of the corresponding expression if it is statically evaluated. Its type is implementation dependent, see 3.8.1.
3.10.3. Code Attributes

cd_jmpl_size: of type universal integer, contains the value of the attribute 'SIZE for static subtypes. It may be less than a user defined size.

3.10.4. Unnecessary Attributes

There are a number of attributes one might expect of semantic analysis that are not explicitly represented in DIANA since they are very easy to recompute.

The floating point attributes corresponding to 'MANTISSA, 'EMAX, 'SMALL, 'LARGE, and 'EPSILON can all be computed from 'DIGITS, which is required to be a static expression. Formulae for these attributes are given in Sections 3.5.7 and 3.5.8 of the Language Reference Manual, and are reproduced here for convenience:

'MANTISSA = ceiling('DIGITS * ln(10) / ln(2))

'EMAX = 'MANTISSA * 4

'SMALL = .5 * 2**(-'EMAX)

'LARGE = (1.0 - 'EPSILON) * 2**'EMAX

'EPSILON = 2.0**(-'MANTISSA)

For fixed point types, all attributes can be defined in terms of 'ACTUAL_DELTA and 'BITS.
Recall that DIANA is an abstract data type. By the nature of an abstract data type as implemented in a programming language, all that need be known about the type are the functions and procedures that operate on objects of the type. Thus to realize the abstract type DIANA in some programming language, all that is needed is to write those functions and procedures. In a language like ADA it is possible to separate the specification of these functions and procedures from their implementation.

In this chapter we provide an ADA specification (but not implementation) of the interface to the necessary functions and procedures to define DIANA. Further, we suggest how, in general, an implementation-specific package may be derived from an IDL definition. Since the derivation of packages from an IDL description is a complex topic, we only sketch one possible derivation for one particular language. A detailed discussion of the package derivation process is given in the IDL Formal Description [9].

4.1. The DIANA Operations

Every object of type DIANA is the representation of some specific ADA program (or portion of an ADA program). Specifically, it may be thought of as the output from passing that program through the Front End of an ADA compiler. A minimum set of operations on the DIANA type must include the following functions and procedures:

- **type_getter**: Such a function permits the user to determine of a given object what its type is. In DIANA terms, if an object is known to belong to some specific node class, the function determines the object’s node type.

- **selector**: Such a function returns the value of a specific attribute of a node.

- **constructor**: Such a procedure builds a node from its constituent parts, or changes the value of an attribute of a node.

In addition, operators are necessary to determine the equality of DIANA objects. Specifically, are a given pair of instances of a DIANA type in fact the same
instance, as opposed to equivalent ones? In case there are variables of this abstract data type, an assignment operator is necessary as well.

4.2. DIANA’s Use of Other Abstract Data Types

An IDL definition (such as the definition of DIANA in Chapter 2) is built upon subsidiary abstract data types. These include those used in the IDL notation (such as Integer, Boolean, Seq Of) as well as implementation-defined attribute types (such as source_position, symbol_rep, and so on). All of these except Seq Of have the same operations as described above. It must be carefully noted that for the scalar types (Integer, Boolean) there is usually no distinction drawn between equality and equivalence. Whenever doing so is necessary, we carefully draw such a distinction.

The sequence type Seq Of can be considered as a built-in type that has a few special operators. Specifically, there must be a way to check if a sequence is empty and to fetch items from a sequence. Additionally, there must be operators for adding and removing items from a sequence.

The implementation-defined types must have all the operations appropriate to them as well as those described above for attributes and nodes.

4.3. Summary of Operators

This section summarizes the operations described above.

The operations on nodes are

- create a node;
- fetch the value of an attribute of a given node;
- set the value of an attribute of a given node;
- compare two nodes to see if they are the same node; and
- assign a specific node to a variable.

The operators defined for the IDL sequence type (an ordered list of nodes of the same class) are

- create a sequence of a given type;
- select an element of a sequence;
- add an element to a sequence;

This distinction is addressed further in Section 3.9 on page 123.
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- remove an element from a sequence;
- compare two sequences to see if they are the same sequence; and
- assign a sequence to a variable of sequence type.

The operators required for the IDL scalar types (Integer, Rational, and Boolean) are

- create a scalar;
- compare two scalars to see if they are equal (i.e., the same scalar); and
- assignment.

4.4. General Method for Deriving a Package Specification for DIANA

To derive a general package specification for defining this abstract data type called DIANA, further decisions concerning the implementation model need to be made. For example, one must decide how to represent the various DIANA objects. After these decisions have been made, a straightforward process can be applied to derive the package specification from the DIANA domain. A formal method for specifying these decisions is presented in the IDL formal description. Indeed, an IDL tool would produce such a package automatically from the definition of DIANA in Chapter 2. For the purposes of this document, the following discussion is sufficient.

The implementation model must deal with two separate areas of concern. First, there are the implementation restrictions imposed by the choice of the source language that the DIANA type is being implemented in. Secondly, there is the choice of corresponding entities in the implementation language for entities in the DIANA domain (i.e., how DIANA objects are represented). These decisions can be driven by the design considerations of tools that expect to use the DIANA type, as well as by specific restrictions of the host system.

The general steps are as follows:

- representation of IDL types. An implementation for each of the IDL types must be chosen. Normally for the scalar types, the implementation language supports an equivalent (or close enough) abstract type. For the sequence type and the implementation defined types, the same decisions need to be made, and an abstract data type for these derived and specified. (The DIANA domain specification provides a handle on the abstract data types for the implementation defined types.)

- representation of node classes. The class names of the DIANA language must be handled by the package derivation process, because
the types of the attributes are defined using these meta-variables.

- representation of nodes. The node representation choice must permit attribute values to be associated with the node, since each specific instance of a node may have different attribute values.

- method of defining operators. The operators in the language must be specified either as functions and procedures in the implementation language or by equating them to specific operations already in the implementation language.

4.5. Deriving a Specific ADA Package

To derive a specific ADA package, we apply the general method as outlined in the previous section. First, we choose an implementation model of an abstract data type defined as a single package. A single ADA private type is used to define all nodes in the DIANA domain. All operations are calls on procedures or functions specified in the package. Having made these decisions, we then address the following points:

- representation of IDL types. The IDL Boolean type could be implemented directly by the ADA BOOLEAN predefined type. However, the IDL Integer and Rational types would have to be represented somehow so as to be able to represent arbitrarily large quantities, and (in the case of rationals) to represent them exactly with no approximation. Using the ADA predefined types INTEGER and FLOAT would not be adequate.

For the sequence type Seq Of, we include a private type definition and primitive operations. The operations permit creation of an empty sequence (Make), functions to add an element at the beginning (Insert) and end (Append) of a sequence, and functions for selecting the first element of a sequence (Head) and the remainder of a sequence (Tail). There is also a function to determine if a list is empty (Is_Empty). Note that additional functions and procedures for this type could be added.

- representation of node classes. Since a single type is being used to represent all nodes in the domain, the distinction between different classes is not necessary.

- representation of nodes. A single private type (called Tree) is provided for all the node names defined in the DIANA domain. An enumerated type (called Node_Name) is defined which provides a

\[ \text{these requirements are spelled out in the Ada LRM, which requires that some arithmetic performed at compile time be done exactly.} \]
name for all the various nodes defined in the DIANA domain. An additional function (named Kind and returning a result of type Node_Name) is added to the Tree type to distinguish between different node kinds.

- method of defining operators. The create operator for the various nodes becomes a single function that takes a Node_Name and returns a new Tree node with most of its attributes not defined. Each of the DIANA attributes has a corresponding procedure and function in the package specification that respectively modify and fetch the value of an attribute. The procedure and function both take the specific Tree node as an argument. The procedure takes an additional argument which gives the new value for the attribute; the function returns the corresponding attribute value.

The comparison operators for the nodes and for sequences are the built-in ADA comparison operators (‘=', '/=') which are defined for private types. The comparison operators for the scalar types are not defined in this package. The ADA language provides all create operations for the scalar types. The assignment operators are the pre-defined ADA assignment operators for variables of the private types. Except for these assumptions on the use of built-in operations, the full ADA package is given.

A few facts are important:

- Because some of the DIANA node types conflict with ADA reserved words, we choose to prefix all node_names with the prefix "dn_" (short for DIANA).

- Remember that this specification defines a minimal set of operations; implementations may augment it with other useful ones for particular applications.

- We have added an additional type (ARITY_B) and several procedures and functions (ARITY, Son1, Son2, and Son3) which are mentioned in the ADA Formal Definition and which are very useful in the tree traversals essential to many phases of compilers, as well as other tools.

4.6. The DIANA Package in ADA

A summary of essential points of the ADA package specification for DIANA appears in Figure 4-1 on page 134. For ease of understanding, the figure contains only as much of the package as fits onto one page.

The package defines and makes available the following types, functions, and procedures:
package Diana is
  type Tree is private;  -- a Diana node
  type SEQ_TYPE is private;  -- sequence of nodes
  type NODE_NAME is  -- enumeration class for node names
    ( ... );  -- about 160 different node types

  -- Tree constructors.
  function MAKE (c: in NODE_NAME) return TREE;
  procedure DESTROY (t: in TREE);
  function KIND (t: in TREE) return NODE_NAME;

  -- Tree traversers from the Ada Formal Definition.
  type ARITIES is (nullary, unary, binary, ternary, arbitrary);
  function ARITY (t: in TREE) return ARITIES;
  function SON1 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  procedure SON1 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
  function SON2 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  procedure SON2 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
  function SON3 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  procedure SON3 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);

  -- Handling of list constructs.
  function HEAD (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return TREE;  -- LISP CAR
  function TAIL (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return SEQ_TYPE;  -- LISP CDR
  function MAKE return SEQ_TYPE;  -- return empty list
  function IS_EMPTY (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return BOOLEAN;
  function INSERT (l: in out SEQ_TYPE; i: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;
    -- inserts i at start of l
  function APPEND (l: in out SEQ_TYPE; i: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;
    -- inserts i at end of l

  -- Handling of LIST attribute of list constructs.
  procedure LIST (t: in out TREE; v: in SEQ_TYPE);
  function LIST (t: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;

  -- Structural Attributes.
  procedure AS_ACTUAL (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
  function AS_ACTUAL (t: in TREE) return TREE;  -- assoc

  ... followed by functions and procedures for about 100 attributes ...
  private
  -- To be filled in...
end Diana;

Figure 4-1: Sketch of the DIAA Package
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**type TREE**
An object of this private type is a node of the DIANA structure.

**type SEQ_TYPE**
An object of this private type is a sequence of nodes of the same class.

**type NODE_NAME**
This is an enumeration type providing an enumeration literal for each kind of DIANA node.

**function MAKE**
This function creates and returns a DIANA node of the kind which is its argument. Note that it is overloaded so as also to be able to create an empty list.

**procedure DESTROY**
This procedure indicates that a node is no longer required.

**function KIND**
Given a node, this function returns its node-kind.

**type ARITIES**
This enumeration type provides a literal for each number of structural children a node might have.

**function SON_k**
For \( k = 1, 2, 3 \), each such function returns the \( k^{th} \) offspring of a node.

**procedure SON_k**
For \( k = 1, 2, 3 \), each such procedure stores a new \( k^{th} \) offspring of the node.

**list processing**
A collection of functions and procedures implement the usual list-processing primitives.

**attributes**
For each possible attribute, there is a function to return the value of that attribute at a node, and a procedure to store a new value for the attribute.

A complete listing of the entire DIANA package specification concludes this chapter.
with USERPK; use USERPK;

-- Package USERPK provides the following items (see page 77):

-- source_position:  Defines source position in original source program.
-- symbol_rep:       Representation of identifiers, strings and characters.
-- value:            Implementation defined.
--                   Gives value of an expression.
-- operator:         Enumeration type for all operators.
-- number_rep:       Representation of numeric literals.
-- comments:         Representation of comments from source program.

package Diana is

    type TREE is private;

    type SEQ_TYPE is private;
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```c
typedef NODE_NAME is
{
    dn_abstract,
    dn_address,
    dn_alternative_s,
    dn_array,
    dn_attribute,
    dn_binary,
    dn_case,
    dn_comp_id,
    dn_comp_unit,
    dn_cond_entry,
    dn_const
```
— Tree constructors.

function MAKE (c: in NODE_NAME) return TREE;
procedure DESTROY (t: in TREE);
function KIND (t: in TREE) return NODE_NAME;

— Tree traversers from the Ada Formal Definition.

type ARITIES is (nullary, unary, binary, ternary, arbitrary);

function ARITY (t: in TREE) return ARITIES;
function SON1 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
procedure SON1 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SON2 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
procedure SON2 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SON3 (t: in TREE) return TREE;
procedure SON3 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);

— Handling of list constructs.

function HEAD (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return TREE; — LISP CAR
function TAIL (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return SEQ_TYPE; — LISP CDR
function MAKE
function IS_EMPTY (l: in SEQ_TYPE) return BOOLEAN; — return empty list
function INSERT (l: in out SEQ_TYPE; i: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;
— inserts i at start of l
function APPEND (l: in out SEQ_TYPE; i: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;
— inserts i at end of l
— Handling of LIST attribute of list constructs.

```
procedure LIST  (t: in out TREE; v: in SEQ_TYPE);
function LIST  (t: in TREE) return SEQ_TYPE;
  — aggregate   has Seq Of COMP_ASSOC
  — alternative_s has Seq Of ALTERNATIVE
  — choice_s    has Seq Of CHOICE
  — compilation has Seq Of COMP_UNIT
  — comp_rep_s has Seq Of COMP_REP
  — context     has Seq Of CONTEXT_ELEM
  — decl_s      has Seq Of DECL
  — discr Aggregate has Seq Of COMP_ASSOC
  — discr_range_s has Seq Of DISCR_RANGE
  — enum_literal_s has Seq Of ENUM_LITERAL
  — exp_s       has Seq Of EXP
  — generic_assoc_s has Seq Of GENERIC_ASSOC
  — generic_param_s has Seq Of GENERIC_PARAM
  — id_s        has Seq Of ID
  — item_record has Seq Of COMP
  — item_s      has Seq Of ITEM
  — name_s      has Seq Of NAME
  — param_assoc_s has Seq Of PARAM_ASSOC
  — param_s     has Seq Of PARAM
  — pragma_id   has Seq Of ARGUMENT
  — pragma_s    has Seq Of PRAGMA
  — record      has Seq Of COMP
  — select_clause_s has Seq Of SELECT_CLAUSE
  — stn_s       has Seq Of STN
  — use         has Seq Of NAME
  — variant_s  has Seq Of VARIANT
  — var_s      has Seq Of VAR
  — with       has Seq Of NAME

— Structural Attributes.
```

```
procedure AS_ACTUAL  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ACTUAL  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — assoc
procedure AS_ALIGNMENT (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ALIGNMENT (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — record_rep
procedure AS_ALTERNATIVE_s (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ALTERNATIVE_s (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — case
  — block
procedure AS_BINARY_OP  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_BINARY_OP  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — binary
procedure AS_BLOCK_STUB  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_BLOCK_STUB  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — package_body
  — task_body
  — subprogram_body
procedure AS_CHOICE_s  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_CHOICE_s  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — alternative
  — named
  — variant
procedure AS_COMP_REP_s  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_COMP_REP_s  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — record_rep
procedure AS_CONstrained  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_CONstrained  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — access | derived
  — array | subtype
procedure AS_CONSTRAINT  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_CONSTRAINT  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — constrained
procedure ASCONTENT  (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function ASCONTENT  (t: in TREE) return TREE;    — comp_unit
procedure AS_DECL_S1
function AS_DECL_S1
procedure AS_DECL_S2
function AS_DECL_S2
procedure AS_DESIGNATOR
function AS_DESIGNATOR

procedure AS_DESIGNATOR_CHAR
function AS_DESIGNATOR_CHAR
procedure AS_DESCRT_VAR_S
function AS_DESCRT_VAR_S
procedure AS_DESCRT_RANGE
function AS_DESCRT_RANGE

procedure AS_DESCRT_RANGE_S
function AS_DESCRT_RANGE_S
procedure AS_DESCRT_RANGE_VOID
function AS_DESCRT_RANGE_VOID
procedure AS_EXCEPTION_DEF
function AS_EXP
function AS_EXP

procedure AS_EXP1
function AS_EXP1
procedure AS_EXP2
function AS_EXP2

procedure AS_EXP_CONSTRANED
function AS_EXP_CONSTRANED
procedure AS_EXP_S
function AS_EXP_S

procedure AS_EXP_VOID
function AS_EXP_VOID

(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- task_spec  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- package_spec  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- package_spec  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- subprogram_body  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- selected  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- type  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- for | reverse  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- for | reverse  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- array  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- entry  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- exception  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- delay | case  
-- fixed | float  
-- membership | while  
-- address | assign  
-- code | conversion  
-- named | number  
-- qualified  
-- simple_rep  
-- unary | comp_rep  
-- parenthesized  

(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- binary | range  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- range  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- binary  

(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- allocator  
(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- indexed  

(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);  
(t: in TREE) return TREE ; -- return  

-- cond_clause  
-- in | out | exit  
-- out | record_rep
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procedure AS_GENERIC_ASSOC_3 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_GENERIC_ASSOC_3 (t: in TREE) return TREE; — instantiation
procedure AS_GENERIC_HEADER (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_GENERIC_HEADER (t: in TREE) return TREE; — generic
procedure AS_GENERIC_PARAM_3 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_GENERIC_PARAM_3 (t: in TREE) return TREE; — generic
function AS_HEADER (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_HEADER (t: in TREE) return TREE; — subprogram_body
procedure AS_ID (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ID (t: in TREE) return TREE; — for | attribute
　| labeled | reverse
　| named | pkg
　| package_body
　| package_decl
　| subtype
　| task_body
　| variant_part
　| type | task_decl
　| pragma

procedure AS_ID_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ID_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — exception
　| number | constant
　| in | in_out
　| out | var

procedure AS_ITEM_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ITEM_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — block
procedure AS_ITERATION (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_ITERATION (t: in TREE) return TREE; — loop
procedure AS_MEMBERSHIP_OP (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_MEMBERSHIP_OP (t: in TREE) return TREE; — membership
procedure AS_NAME (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function AS_NAME (t: in TREE) return TREE; — accept | address
　| procedure_call
　| all | comp_rep
　| constrained
　| indexed
　| instantiation
　| goto | index
　| qualified
　| selected
　| rename | slice
　| variant_part
　| attribute_call
　| entry_call
　| record_rep
　| allocator
　| assign
　| attribute | code
　| conversion
　| function_call
　| simple_rep
　| subunit
procedure AS_NAME_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_NAME_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — abort — with | use

procedure AS_NAME_VOID (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_NAME_VOID (t: in TREE) return TREE; — raise | exit

procedure AS_OBJECT_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_OBJECT_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE; — constant | var

procedure AS_PACKAGE_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_PACKAGE_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE; — package_decl

procedure AS_PARAM_ASSOC_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — procedure_call — entry_call

function AS_PARAM_ASSOC_S (t: in TREE return TREE; — procedure — function — entry | accept

procedure AS_PARAM_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_PARAM_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — comp_unit

procedure AS_RANGE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_RANGE (t: in TREE) return TREE; — integer — comp_rep

procedure AS_RANGE_VOID (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_RANGE_VOID (t: in TREE) return TREE; — fixed | float

procedure AS_RECORD (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_RECORD (t: in TREE) return TREE; — variant

procedure AS_SELECT_CLAUSE_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_SELECT_CLAUSE_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — select

function AS_STMT (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_STMT (t: in TREE) return TREE; — labeled — named_stat

procedure AS_STMT_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_STMT_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — alternative — cond_clause — loop | select — accept | block

procedure AS_STMT_S1 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_STMT_S1 (t: in TREE) return TREE; — cond_entry — timed_entry

procedure AS_STMT_S2 (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_STMT_S2 (t: in TREE) return TREE; — cond_entry — timed_entry

procedure AS_SUBPROGRAM_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_SUBPROGRAM_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE; — subprogram_decl

procedure AS_SUBUNIT_BODY (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_SUBUNIT_BODY (t: in TREE) return TREE; — subunit

procedure AS_TASK_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_TASK_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE; — task_decl

procedure AS_TYPE_RANGE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_TYPE_RANGE (t: in TREE) return TREE; — membership

procedure AS_TYPE_SPEC (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_TYPE_SPEC (t: in TREE) return TREE; — constant | in — in_out | out — var — type

procedure AS_UNIT_BODY (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_UNIT_BODY (t: in TREE) return TREE; — comp_unit

procedure AS_VARIANT_S (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); function AS_VARIANT_S (t: in TREE) return TREE; — variant_part
— Lexical Attributes.

procedure LX_COMMENT (t: in out TREE; v: comments);
function LX_COMMENT (t: in TREE) return comments;
procedure LX_DEFAULT (t: in out TREE; v: Boolean);
function LX_DEFAULT (t: in TREE) return Boolean;
procedure LX_NUMBER (t: in out TREE; v: number_rep);
function LX_NUMBER (t: in TREE) return number_rep;
procedure LX_PREFIX (t: in out TREE; v: Boolean);
function LX_PREFIX (t: in TREE) return Boolean;
procedure LX_SRCPOS (t: in out TREE; v: source_position);
function LX_SRCPOS (t: in TREE) return source_position;
procedure LX_SYMP (t: in out TREE; v: symbol_rep);
function LX_SYMP (t: in TREE) return symbol_rep;

— Semantic Attributes.

procedure SM_ACTUAL_DELTA (t: in out TREE; v: Float);
function SM_ACTUAL_DELTA (t: in TREE) return Float;
procedure SM_ADDRESS (t: in out TREE; v: TREE);
function SM_ADDRESS (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— v: EXP VOID
procedure SM_BASE_TYPE (t: in out TREE; v: TREE);
function SM_BASE_TYPE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— v: TYPE_SPEC
procedure SM_BITS (t: in out TREE; v: Integer);
function SM_BITS (t: in TREE) return Integer;
procedure SM_BODY (t: in out TREE; v: TREE);
— v: SUBP BODY_DESC,
— PACK BODY DESC,
— BLOCKStub VOID
function SM_BODY (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns SUBP BODY DESC,
— PACK BODY DESC,
— BLOCKStub VOID
procedure SM_COMP_SPEC (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_COMP_SPEC (t: in TREE) return TREE;
procedure SM_CONSTRAINT (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_CONSTRAINT (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— v: CONSTRAINT
procedure SM_CONTROLED (t: in out TREE; v: Boolean);
function SM_CONTROLED (t: in TREE) return Boolean;
procedure SM_DECL (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_DECL (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns DECL S
procedure SM_DEFN (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_DEFN (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns DEF OCCURRENCE
— v: DEF_OCCURRENCE
procedure SM_DISCRIMINANTS (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_DISCRIMINANTS (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— v: VAR S
procedure SM_EXCEPTION_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_EXCEPTION_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns EXCEPTION DEF
— v: EXCEPTION DEF
procedure SM_EXP_TYPE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_EXP_TYPE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— v: TYPE SPEC
procedure SM_EXP_TYPE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
function SM_EXP_TYPE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns TYPE SPEC
— v: DEF_OCCURRENCE
function SM_FIRST (t: in TREE) return TREE;
— returns DEF_OCCURRENCE
procedure SM_GENERIC_PARAM_S(t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
  — returns GENERIC_PARAM_S
  v: GENERIC_PARAM_S

function SM_GENERIC_PARAM_S(t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns GENERIC_PARAM_S

procedure SM_INIT_EXP (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: EXP_VOID

function SM_INIT_EXP (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns EXP_VOID

procedure SM_LOCATION (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: LOCATION

function SM_LOCATION (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns LOCATION

procedure SM_NORMALIZED_PARAM_S (t:TREE; v: in TREE); — v: EXP_S

function SM_NORMALIZED_PARAM_S (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns EXP_S

procedure SM_OBJ_DEF (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: OBJECT_DEF

function SM_OBJ_DEF (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns OBJECT_DEF

procedure SM_OBJ_TYPE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: TYPE_SPEC

function SM_OBJ_TYPE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns TYPE_SPEC

procedure SM_OPERATOR (t: in out TREE; v: operator);

function SM_OPERATOR (t: in TREE) return operator;

procedure SM_PACKING (t: in out TREE; v: Boolean);

function SM_PACKING (t: in TREE) return Boolean;

procedure SM_POS (t: in out TREE; v: Integer);

function SM_POS (t: in TREE) return Integer;

procedure SM_RED (t: in out TREE; v: Integer);

function SM_RED (t: in TREE) return Integer;

procedure SM_SIZE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: EXP_VOID

function SM_SIZE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns EXP_VOID

procedure SM_SPEC (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);
  — v: HEADER

  — GENERIC_HEADER,
  — PACK_SPEC

function SM_SPEC (t: TREE) return TREE;
  — returns HEADER

  — GENERIC_HEADER,
  — PACK_SPEC

procedure SM_STM (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: STM, LOOP

function SM_STM (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns STM, LOOP

procedure SM_STORAGE_SIZE (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: EXP_VOID

function SM_STORAGE_SIZE (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns EXP_VOID

procedure SM_STUB (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE);

function SM_STUB (t: in TREE) return TREE;

procedure SM_TYPE_SPEC (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: TYPE_SPEC

function SM_TYPE_SPEC (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns TYPE_SPEC

procedure SM_TYPE_STRUCT (t: in out TREE; v: in TREE); — v: TYPE_SPEC

function SM_TYPE_STRUCT (t: in TREE) return TREE;
  — returns TYPE_SPEC

procedure SM_VALUE (t: in out TREE; v: value);

function SM_VALUE (t: in TREE) return value;

  — Code Attribute.

procedure CD_IMPL_SIZE (t: in out TREE; v: Integer);

function CD_IMPL_SIZE (t: in TREE) return Integer;

private
  — To be filled in...

end Diana;
CHAPTER 5
EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF DIANA

This chapter describes how a DIANA tree may be represented in ASCII for communication between different computing systems. The presentation is informal; for a detailed discussion of the issues involved, see Chapter 4 of the IDL Reference Manual [9]. Although any conforming implementation of DIANA is required to be able to map to and/or from this external representation of DIANA, other internal representations are permitted. Indeed, we expect these latter (non-conforming) representations to be the preferred means of communication between tools on a single computing system. The standard external form is defined to assist debugging and to allow communication between computing systems, not as the typical communication between tools.

The design of this external representation was guided by three principles:

- There must be a relatively straightforward way of deducing the external representation from the DIANA specification of Chapter 2.

- The external representation must not unduly constrain the implementation options outlined in Chapter 6.

- It must be possible to map between the external representation and a variety of internal representations in a reasonably efficient manner.

We expect that each installation that wishes to communicate with others via an ASCII representation of DIANA will create a reader/writer utility to map between the external representation and whatever internal representations are in use at the installation.

The external representation is described in Figure 5-1 on page 146. It is the usual sort of recursive construction. Note that square brackets [...] surround the attributes of a node and angle brackets <> surround items of a sequence.

We illustrate the external representation using the IDL example from Section 1.4.1, repeated here as Figure 5-2 on page 147. From this example, nodes plus, leaf, and tree might be represented externally as follows:

```
plus       — a node with no attributes
leaf [ name "A"; src representation_of_source_position ] — leaf for A
tree [ left leaf [name "A"], right leaf [name "B"], op plus ] — A + B
```
DEFINITION OF EXTERNAL DIANA

node represented by the name of its type, followed by '[', followed by
the representation of its attributes (separated by semicolons),
followed by ']'. If there are no attributes, the ']' may be
omitted.

attribute represented by the name of the attribute, followed by the
representation of the value of the attribute.

comment start with double hyphen ('--'); terminate with the end of the
line.

REPRESENTATION OF BASIC TYPES

Boolean represented by the tokens TRUE and FALSE.

Integer represented by a sequence of digits with an optional sign. The
value is interpreted as being a decimal integer.

Rational represented as a decimal or based number (in the ADA sense
and using the ADA syntax), or as the quotient of two unsigned
integers, decimal numbers, or based numbers.

String represented as the sequence of ASCII characters representing
the value of the string, surrounded by double quotes. Any
quotes within the string must be doubled. The nonprinting ASCII
characters are represented as in ADA.

Sequence represented by a sequence of representations for individual
values of the sequence, separated by spaces, and surrounded
by angle brackets ('<...>').

Private types are provided by the structure definition. For our purposes,
the external representations of the private types used in DIANA are provided
in a refinement of the DIANA abstract structure.

Spaces are not significant except to separate tokens.

Case distinctions between identifiers (such as node names) are significant,
as in IDL.

Figure 5-1: External DIANA Form
Note that no representation is shown for the value of the attribute src, which is the private type Source_Position: this point is addressed further below. Note also that, because these examples show external DIANA which is expected to be ASCII text, the usual typographic conventions for node names and attributes are not followed in them.

Structure ExpressionTree Root EXP Is

— First we define a private type.
Type Source_Position;

— Next we define the notion of an expression, EXP.
EXP ::= leaf | tree;

— Next we define the nodes and their attributes.
tree => op: OPERATOR, left: EXP, right: EXP;
tree => src: Source_Position;
leaf => name: String;
leaf => src: Source_Position;

— Finally we define the notion of an OPERATOR as the
— union of a collection of nodes; the null => productions
— are needed to define the node types since
— node type names are never implicitly defined.
OPERATOR ::= plus | minus | times | divide;
plus => ; minus => ; times => ; divide =>;
End

Figure 5-2: Example ExpressionTree of IDL Notation

The external representation also provides a means for sharing attribute values between nodes. This fact does not necessarily imply that the corresponding internal representation is shared: for some attributes, the sharing in the external representation can be viewed simply as a technique for compressing space.
However, any attribute value which is inherently shared internally\(^1\) must be represented externally in shared form. All of the tree-valued attributes of DIANA fall in this category.

In order for an attribute value to be shared in the external representation, one occurrence of the value must be labeled and all other occurrences must refer to that label. Any attribute value may be labeled, including node-valued attributes. The labeled occurrence of the value is represented in a normal way, except that it is preceded by a label identifier and a colon (':'). Each label reference consists of the label identifier followed by a caret ('\^'), rather than the usual representation of the attribute value. A label identifier is a sequence of letters, digits, and isolated underscores starting with a letter; case distinctions among the letters are significant. For example, the tree for A+A could be represented in any one of the following four ways (among others):

\[
\text{tree [ left leaf [ name "A" ]; op plus; right leaf [ name "A" ] ]}
\]

\[
\text{tree [ left leaf [ name y; "A" ]; op plus; right leaf [ name y^ ] ]}
\]

\[
\text{tree [ left x;leaf [ name "A" ]; op plus; right x^ ]}
\]

\[
\text{tree [ left x^; op plus; right x;leaf [ name "A" ] ]}
\]

Additionally, a node-valued attribute can be written free standing without being nested within some other node. For example, a fifth representation for the preceding example is

\[
\text{tree [ left x^; op plus; right x ]}
\]

\[
x; leaf [ name "A" ]
\]

Note that in these examples we have consistently avoided giving a representation for the source position attributes. Recall that source position is a private type whose representation must be supplied as part of the structure definition or a refinement of the structure. One way to represent the source position is to use the representation defined in the example refinement in Section 1.4.3 on page 28, repeated here for convenience in Figure 5-3 on page 149. Using this external form, a source position might be represented using the node structure:

\[
\text{leaf [ name "A" ;}
\]

\[
\text{src source_position}
\]

\[
\text{[ file "<user>test.ada" ; line 3 ; char 15 ]}
\]

\(^1\)The phrase 'inherently shared internally' is intentionally loose. We believe that the phrase captures the essence of the situations where it is convenient to use sharing in the external representation. For a complete discussion of this issue, see the IDL Reference Manual.
Structure AnotherTree Renames ExpressionTree Is

— first the internal representation of Source_Position

For Source_Position Use Source_Package;

— next the external representation of Source_Position
— is given by a new node type, source_external_rep

For Source_Position Use External source_external_rep;

— finally, we define the node type source_external_rep

source_external_rep = [ file : String, line : Integer, char : Integer];

End

Figure 5-3: Example AnotherTree of IDL

Alternatively, a specification could define the source position to be represented externally as a string:

leaf [ name "A"; src "<user>/test.ada/15/3"]

Each of these particular external representations in some sense contains the same information in that either one could be mapped to the same internal representation by the reader utility. Each installation must establish conventions for communicating between the reader/writer utility and its user-supplied packages to allow such user-supplied types to be mapped to and from the external form. Of course, other representations for the source position attribute are possible, many containing quite different information. A more complete treatment of the external representation of private types may be found in the IDL Reference Manual.

The refinement of the DIANA structure defines the external representation for four private types, symbol_rep, number_rep, operator, and value. Types symbol_rep and number_rep are represented as strings externally, and operator is represented by an enumeration type.

The type symbol_rep is a string that contains the source representation of identifiers. The type symbol_rep also represents character literals, which are distinguished from other identifiers by surrounding the character with single quote
marks, as in ADA. An implementation must decide how to treat upper and lower case characters: it can normalize the representations of identifiers to use the basic character set, all lower case letters changed to upper case, or it can preserve the case used in the source, so that source can be reconstructed accurately.

The type `number_rep` is a string that has the source representation of numeric literals. An implementation may choose to normalize `numeric_literals` by removing underscores.

The type `operator` is represented by an enumeration type. In the refined DIANA specification a minimum enumeration set is given; it may be expanded by an implementation to include any other built-in subprograms.

The type `value` is represented as an integer or rational type if a value has been computed, or with a distinguishing node for the cases where the value has not yet been computed. A representation for ADA strings and arrays is also provided: a sequence of values.

A complete external representation starts with an indication of the root node of the corresponding structure, followed by a sequence of zero or more representations of nodes. The root indication can be either a label referencing a node elsewhere in the external representation or the root node itself. Since the representation of subnodes can be contained within the representation of the parent node, it is possible for the entire external representation to be given by the root (a compilation node in DIANA). It is permissible, on the other hand, to represent the DIANA tree in a flat form, where node-valued attributes are always represented by labels referencing non-nested representations of the nodes.

Following are two examples, both in flat form. In each case a short ADA fragment is followed by the external form of the DIANA. Note that these examples, like the figures in Chapter 3, are incomplete in that some attributes are omitted for expository convenience.
-- From package STANDARD (sort of)

type BOOLEAN is (FALSE, TRUE);

type INTEGER is range MIN_INT .. MAX_INT;

---------

PD0: type
  [ as_id PD1* :
    as_var_s PD2* :
    as_type_spec PD3* ]

PD1: type_id
  [ ix_symrep "BOOLEAN" :
    sm_type_spec PD3* ]

PD2: var_s
  [ as_list <> ]

PD3: enum_literal_s
  [ as_list < PD4* PD5* >
    sm_size void ]

PD4: enum_id
  [ ix_symrep "FALSE" :
    sm_obj_type PD3* :
    sm_rep 0 :
    sm_pos 0 ]

PD5: enum_id
  [ ix_symrep "TRUE" :
    sm_obj_type PD3* :
    sm_rep 1 :
    sm_pos 1 ]

PD6: type
  [ as_id PD8* :
    as_var_s PD7* :
    as_type_spec PD9* ]

PD7: var_s
  [ as_list <> ]

PD8: type_id
  [ ix_symrep "INTEGER" :
    sm_type_spec PD9* ]

PD9: integer
  [ as_range PD10* :
    sm_type_struct PD9* :
    sm_size void ]

PD10: range
  [ as_exp1 PD11* :
    as_exp2 PD12* :
    sm_base_type PD9* ]

PD11: used_object_id
  [ ix_symrep "MIN_INT" :
    sm_defn xxx* :
    sm_value xxx* :
    sm_exp_type PD9* ] -- def for MIN_INT

PD12: used_object_id
  [ ix_symrep "MAX_INT" :
    sm_defn xxx* :
    sm_value xxx* :
    sm_exp_type PD9* ] -- def for MAX_INT
package REPORT is
  function EQUAL ( X, Y : INTEGER ) return BOOLEAN:
end REPORT:

---------
A01: comp_unit [ asPragma_s A02** :
  as_context A03** :
  asUnit_body A04** ]
A02: pragma_s [ as_list <> ]
A03: context [ as_list <> ]
A04: package_decl [ as_id A05** :
  as_package_def A06** ]
A05: package_id [ lx_symrep "REPORT" :
  sm_spec A06** :
  sm_body void :
  sm_address void ]
A06: package_spec [ asDecl_s1 A08** :
  asDecl_s2 A07** ]
A07: asDecl_s [ as_list <> ]
A08: asDecl_s [ as_list < A09* > ]
A09: subprogram_decl [ asDesignator A10** :
  as_header A11** :
  asSubprogram_def void ]
A10: function_id [ lx_symrep "EQUAL" :
  sm_spec A11** :
  sm_body void :
  sm_location void ]
A11: function [ asParam_s A12** :
  as_name A18** ]
A12: param_s [ as_list < A13* > ]
A13: in [ as_id_s A14** :
  as_name A17** :
  as_exp void void ]
A14: id_s [ as_list < A15* A16* > ]
A15: In_id [ lx_symrep "x" :
  sm_init_exp void :
  sm_obli_type PD9** ]
A16: In_id [ lx_symrep "y" :
  sm_init_exp void :
  sm_obli_type PD9** ]
A17: used_name_id [ lx_symrep "INTEGER" :
  sm_defn PD8** ]
A18: used_name_id [ lx_symrep "BOOLEAN" :
  sm_defn PD1** ]
CHAPTER 6
IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS

One obvious implementation of a compiler using the DIANA intermediate form is to produce the complete DIANA abstract tree as the result of semantic analysis, representing each abstract tree node by a variant record on a heap and using pointers to implement those attributes that reference other nodes. In some applications such an implementation may be completely appropriate; in others, it may not. The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate some other implementation options that are possible. We cannot, of course, describe all conceivable options; our goal is merely to describe enough of them to make the point that the obvious implementation is not the only possible one.

At the risk of repeating the point once too often, we stress that DIANA is representation independent. Possible implementations include any of the schemes mentioned below, many others, and combinations of them. Each possibility makes good sense in certain applications or for certain implementation environments.

A Coroutine Organization: The Front and Back Ends of the compiler might be organized in a coroutine manner, in which the Front End produces a portion of the intermediate form after which the Back End produces code for this portion and then discards the unneeded pieces of its input. In this organization there would never be a DIANA representation of the entire compilation unit at any one time. Instead, only a consistent DIANA subtree for the portion being communicated is needed. Although this type of organization may limit the amount of optimization that can be done, it is often useful and is completely consistent with the DIANA model. To use this style of compiler organization, the user needs only to ensure that the values of all of the attributes for the portion of the tree being communicated are defined properly.

Non-Tree Structures: Many simple compilers use a linear representation, such as Polish postfix, for the intermediate form. Such a representation has the advantage of simplifying certain tree traversals, and indeed may be obtained from the DIANA tree by just such a traversal. Such representations may also have an advantage in that they are more efficient where storage is limited or paging overheads are high. Again, such representations are fully within the spirit of DIANA. Where DIANA requires a (conceptual) pointer, it may be replaced by an
index into the linear representation.

**DAG Representation:** The structural attributes of DIANA define a tree corresponding to the abstract syntax of ADA. So long as the processing algorithms do not require distinct copies of identical subtrees, such subtrees may be shared to save memory space. The resulting storage structure is a directed acyclic graph, or DAG. This observation is especially important with respect to leaves of the tree and to certain attribute values. Typically, for example, about half the nodes in a tree are leaves; thus, substantial space can be saved by using a single instance of a `used_name_id` node to represent all of its logical occurrences in the DIANA tree. Similarly, occurrences of the attributes that represent literal values and the string name of identifiers in the program can be pooled.

**Attributes Outside the Nodes:** There is no need for the attributes of a node to be stored contiguously. As there are many variations on this theme, we illustrate just one here. Suppose that the general storage representation to be used involves storing each node as a record in the heap and using pointers to encode the structural attributes. Because there are a number of different attributes associated with each node type, one may not wish to store these attributes directly in the records representing the nodes. Instead, one might define a number of vectors (of records) where the records in each vector are tailored to the various groupings of attribute types in DIANA nodes. Using this scheme, the nodes themselves need contain only an index into the relevant vector. Such a scheme has the advantage of making nodes of uniform size as well as facilitating the sharing of identical sets of attribute values.

**General Set of Attributes:** All nodes can be implemented with a general set of attributes, and all other attributes could be kept outside the nodes. A Boolean-valued attribute in the node can then be used to indicate that an attribute outside the node exists. This method is useful for attributes that may be on several nodes but is generally void (such as `ix_comments`).

**Nodes Inside Other Nodes:** Although an attribute of a node may reference another node, there is no implication that a pointer is required; the referenced node may be directly included in the storage structure of the outer node so long as the processing permits this. This approach is especially important where the referenced node has no attributes. For example, the binary node of DIANA has an attribute called `as_binary_op` which references one of a number of possible nodes—all of which have no attributes. In effect, this attribute's value is an
enumeration type and can be implemented as a small integer stored in the binary node's storage area.

 Copies of Attribute Values: An implementation may choose to copy the value of an attribute, e.g., if the attribute value is stored in another compilation unit. The implementation must, of course, preserve the semantics of the equality test and assignment operations for attribute values, as discussed in Section 3.9.

 Separate Symbol Tables: The collection of nodes types which constitute DEF_OCCURRENCES are effectively a symbol table. This presentation discusses such nodes as if they were part of the tree, but an implementation may elect to collect these nodes together into a compact structure, physically separate from the tree.
APPENDIX I
THE PREDEFINED ENVIRONMENT

The semantics of ADA provide that an ADA program may reference certain entities that are not defined within the program itself. There are four cases:

universal types These cannot be mentioned by the programmer but are referenced only implicitly. For example, they are referenced in describing the type of a number, or in describing the result of certain ADA attributes.

predefined language environment
This is essentially the package STANDARD.

attributes These include both those predefined by ADA as well as those defined by the implementation.

pragmas These include both those predefined by ADA as well as those defined by the implementation.

In the following four sections of this appendix we describe how the DIANA form for each of these is derived.

1.1. Universal Types

The notion of universal types is used in ADA to associate a type with a number declaration and to define the result type of certain attributes. To represent these notions, DIANA extends the class TYPE_SPEC by three nodes:

```plaintext
TYPE_SPEC ::= universal_integer | universal_real | universal_fixed;
```

These nodes, which have no attributes, can be referenced only by semantic attributes of a program; they never appear directly in the tree. The type universal_real covers both fixed and float types in cases where they cannot be distinguished, as in number declarations.

1.2. The Predefined Language Environment

The predefined environment of ADA is specified by the package STANDARD, given in Appendix C of the ADA LRM. The DIANA tree for it may be obtained by simply compiling this package with a Front End, though the compilation must be
done in a special mode since some attributes must be determined by special rules. In a few cases (such as cd_impl_size for numeric types), the attributes must be explicitly assigned: they cannot be derived from any further environment inquiry. Note that this operation need be done only once: the DIANA form can then be preloaded into all programs that process the DIANA form of ADA.

Since the Front End and Back End must be able to agree on the operator type (see Section 3.8.5) and the Front End must be able to communicate this information to the Back End, the two must agree on how the representation of package STANDARD is to be augmented to include this information.

1.3. Attributes

Appendix A of the ADA LRM describes a set of predefined language attributes; these may be extended by an implementation, see LRM Section 4.1.4. DIANA requires a unique definition point for each of these attribute identifiers. DIANA does not define additional information for checking that attributes are used correctly: the design of this information is a choice for each implementation. We also need a string representation of the attribute name (to reconstruct the source, for example). The resulting structure looks like:

```
DEF_U ::= attr_id;
attr_id => lx_symrep : symbol_rep;
```

The complete definition of an ADA program requires nodes for all the implementation supported attributes; these are easily constructed. Using the external form of DIANA defined in Chapter 5, for example, two of the predefined attribute nodes are:

```
atr_id [ lx_symrep "BITS" ]
atr_id [ lx_symrep "SMALL" ]
```

1.4. Pragmas

Appendix B of the ADA LRM lists the language-defined pragmas for ADA. An implementation is free to expand this set by defining additional pragmas. DIANA provides a definition point for the identifiers needed to represent the complete set of pragmas known to an implementation. The DIANA representation of these is similar to its representation of attributes described above: in the predefined environment, diana provides the information necessary to identify the pragma
names and their names of its arguments. In addition, where the possible values
of a pragma's arguments are named (e.g., for pragma LIST the values "ON"
and "OFF"), a defining occurrence for the names of the values is also provided.

The defining occurrence for an identifier used in conjunction with a pragma in
DIANA has the following structure:

```
DEF_ID ::=  pragma_id | ARGUMENT ;
pragma_id ::=  as_list : Seq Of ARGUMENT ;
ARGUMENT ::=  argument_id ;
pragma_id ::=  lx_symrep : symbol_rep ;
argument_id ::=  lx_symrep : symbol_rep ;
```

A list of argument names is introduced for those situations where multiple
argument names are possible, as for example for the various check names for
the SUPPRESS pragma. Note that the list is also used to introduce the names of
the values the pragma's arguments may take.

As with the attributes, an implementation must supply a set of nodes for the
various language-defined and implementation-defined pragmas. Here are two ex-
amples in external DIANA form:

```
pragma_id [ lx_symrep "LIST" ; as_list <L1 L2> ]
L1: argument_id [ lx_symrep "ON" ]
L2: argument_id [ lx_symrep "OFF" ]
pragma_id [ lx_symrep "PRIORITY" ]
```

All checks concerning the correct use of a pragma are assumed to have
been done during semantic analysis, and performing these checks will neces-
sarily require knowledge of the semantics the pragma that DIANA cannot supply.
The predefined environment merely provides the defining occurrences for the
identifiers used.

For language-defined pragmas, DIANA requires that the pragma subtree
represents a correct pragma: that is, for each pragma the proper semantic
checking has been done. For pragmas not supported by an implementation
DIANA requires that the structure of the pragma subtree is present and contains
the lexical information but does not require that the semantic attributes are
correct. In most cases this requirement means the pragma name and argument
names are represented by used_name_id nodes whose sm_defn attribute is void.
There are several situations where the arguments to a pragma are types or objects defined by the user. The **pragma** node has a structural attribute which represents the list of actual arguments to a particular pragma; the list in the **pragma_id** corresponds in a sense to formal parameters. Figure 1-1 shows the tree for the fragment

```plaintext
type C is array(1..10) of CHARACTER;
pragma PACK(C);
```

![Example of a Pragma](image)

**Figure 1-1:** Example of a Pragma
APPENDIX II
THE ABSTRACT PARSE TREE

ADA's Formal Definition assumes a parse tree that is structurally quite similar to the DIANA tree described in Chapter 2. This appendix shows the IDL representation for this parse tree.

Following are the principal differences between the parse tree and the DIANA tree:

- The parse tree has no semantic or code attributes.
- The parse tree has apply nodes instead of function call, procedure call, entry call, attribute call, indexed, conversion, and slice nodes.

IDL provides a means for deriving a structure from a previously defined structure by describing the new structure in terms of changes or edits to the old structure. This form of structure declaration has the following basic form:

```
Structure new_structure Root root
From old_structure Is
   — "edits" to old structure
End
```

There are two sorts of edits: additions to the original structure and deletions from it. Additions are indicated by simply including the additions within the structure declaration as normal IDL definitions. Deletions are indicated by clauses beginning with the keyword Without, followed by a list of items to be deleted from the original structure in forming the new one. Five kinds of deletions can be made:

- Deletion of a particular element from the right side of a class definition is indicated by an entry of the form
  ```
  class_name ::= element_name
  ```
  Here an "element" can be either a class or a node. Here is an example:
  ```
  — old
  EXP ::= foo | leaf | tree
  — without clause
  Without EXP ::= leaf
  — new
  EXP ::= foo | tree
  ```

- Deletion of a particular attribute from the right side of a node definition is indicated by a line of the form
node_name -> attribute_name

Here is an example:

- old
  - tree => left:EXP, op:OP, right:EXP
- without clause
  - Without tree => left
- new
  - tree => op:OP, right:EXP

• Deletion of an entire class definition is indicated by giving just the class name followed by `::=', as in
  FOO ::=

• Deletion of an entire node definition is indicated by giving just the node name followed by `=>', as in
  foo =>

• Deletion of an attribute name is indicated by writing
  * => foo

The attribute is thereby deleted from all nodes which named it.

Using this notation, we now derive from Diana the structure ParseTree, with root COMPILATION.
The Abstract Parse Tree Section

Structure ParseTree Root COMPILATION From Diane is

- ParseTree has APPLY nodes instead of function call, procedure call, entry call, attribute call, indexed, conversion, and slice nodes.

Without

  function_call =>,
  procedure_call =>,
  entry_call =>,
  attribute_call =>,
  indexed =>,
  slice =>,
  conversion =>,

  NAME ::= attribute_call,
  NAME ::= function_call,
  NAME ::= slice,
  NAME ::= indexed,
  EXP ::= conversion,
  STM ::= procedure_call,
  STM ::= entry_call;

- additions for APPLY

  STM ::= NAME;
  NAME ::= apply;

  apply =>
    as_name : NAME,
    as_srcpos : source_position,
    as_comments : comments,
    as_paras_assoc_a : GENERAL_ASSOC;

  GENERAL_ASSOC ::=
    general_assoc_a ;
    as_list :
      Seq Of GENERAL_ASSOC,
    as_srcpos : source_position,
    as_comments : comments,
    as_paras_assoc_a :
      GENERAL_ASSOC;

  GENERAL_ASSOC помещения A

- ParseTree has only one kind of USED_ID

Without

  used_name_id =>,
  used_object_id =>,
  used_number_id =>,
  used_bitn_id =>,
  USED_ID ::= used_name_id,
  USED_ID ::= used_object_id,
  USED_ID ::= used_bitn_id;

- additions for USED_ID

  USED_ID ::= used_id;
  used_id =>
    as_srcpos : source_position,
    as_comments : comments,
    as_symrep : symbol_rep;

- ParseTree has only one kind of USED_OP

Without

  used_op =>,
  string_literal =>,
  used_bitn_op =>,
  DESIGNATOR ::= used_op,
  EXP ::= string_literal;

- additions for USED_OP

  DESIGNATOR ::= used_string;
  used_string =>
    as_srcpos : source_position,
    as_comments : comments,
    as_symrep : symbol_rep;
— ParseTree has no semantic attributes

Without
* => sm_actual_delta,
* => sm_address,
* => sm_base_type,
* => sm_bits,
* => sm_body,
* => sm_comp_spec,
* => sm_constraint,
* => sm_controlled,
* => sm_decl_s,
* => sm_def,
* => sm_discriminants,
* => sm_exception_def,
* => sm_exp_type,
* => sm_first,
* => sm_generator_paras,
* => sm_init_exp,
* => sm_location,
* => sm_normalized_comp_s,
* => sm_normalized_param_s,
* => sm_obj_def,
* => sm_obj_type,
* => sm_operator,
* => sm_packing,
* => sm_pos,
* => sm_record_spec,
* => sm_rep,
* => sm_size,
* => sm_spec,
* => sm_stmt,
* => sm_storage_size,
* => sm_stub,
* => sm_type_spec,
* => sm_type_struct,
* => sm_value;

— ParseTree has no code attributes

Without
* => od_impl_size;

End
One of the basic principles of DIANA is that the structure of the original source program is to be retained in the DIANA representation. DIANA has been designed so that the front end of an ADA compiler (or any other tool that produces DIANA from ADA) can include in the DIANA sufficient information so that, to a first approximation at least, the original ADA text can be recreated from the DIANA. This ability enables an APSE tool such as a pretty-printer to work directly from the DIANA form, or a syntax-directed editor to operate directly on it. The DIANA form can stand alone without reference to the original source; some APSE designs might elect to discard the source and keep just the DIANA form, using a pretty-printer when a source listing is required.

DIANA’s design deliberately includes certain normalizations of source programs. These are omissions from the DIANA of enough information to reconstruct the original program exactly, and the effect of omitting these data is that the reconstructed source program is of necessity normalized in certain ways. (The normalizations are discussed in Section III.3.) Although the information lost by making these normalizations could be retained by providing additional lexical attributes, DIANA’s design is predicated on the assumption that the value to the user of this information does not justify imposing on all DIANA users the cost in processing time to record the additional data or in space to store them.

III.1. General Principles

The structure of DIANA’s original design followed the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the ADA Formal Definition (AFD), which was designed to include adequate information to permit source reconstruction. Unfortunately, the AFD is based on ADA-80, and DIANA’s (present) design is based on the syntax of on ADA-82, which differs from that of ADA-80 in important ways.

In Chapter 2, we showed the connection between the ADA-82 syntax and the DIANA structure by including the former with the description of the corresponding nodes and attributes. There is a close correspondence between ADA’s syntax and DIANA’s structural attributes, as shown in the examples in the next section. It is this correspondence that permits source reconstruction.
The discussion on formalization of DIANA in Section 1.1.4 on page 14 is also relevant. Any technique to solve the problem addressed in that section will shed light on source reconstruction.

III.2. Examples

A few examples illustrate the reconstruction process. Consider first the ADA assignment statement, with syntax and DIANA structural attributes as follows:

**Ada Syntax (Section 5.2 of the Ada LR1):**

```
assignment_statement ::= ...
   name := expression ;
```

**Diana rules:**

```
assign -> as_name : NAME,
   as_exp : EXP;
```

The ADA text corresponding to an assign node is thus the text that led to the NAME (i.e., the value of the as_name attribute), followed by `:=`, followed by the text that led to the EXP (i.e., the value of the as_exp attribute, followed by `;`). We can summarize by writing that the source text for an assign node is

```
<NAME> := <EXP> ;
```

Here the angle brackets (°) indicate that the the text for the corresponding subtrees must be filled in.

As a second example, consider an ADA block:

**Ada Syntax (Section 5.6 of the Ada LR1):**

```
block_statement ::= ...
   [block_simple_name]
   [declare
declarative_part]
   begin
   sequence_of_statements
   [exception
   exception handler (exception_handler)]
   end [block_simple_name] ;
```

**Diana rules:**

```
block -> as_item_s : ITEMS_S,
   as_stmt_s : STM_S,
   as_alternative_s : ALTERNATIVE_S;
```

Thus for an unlabeled block node used as a statement the following text is generated.
In a few places the text to be generated depends on the structural child. In the block statement example, it is important that the text exception be generated only when the sequence of alternatives is non-empty (i.e., the as_alternative_s child is empty), since the syntax of ADA-82 requires at least one exception handler after the word exception. (ADA-80 permitted an empty list of handlers.) Similarly, a private part should be generated only for a package that contains a non-empty list of private declarations.

Similarly, a private part should be generated only for a package that contains a non-empty list of private declarations.

In a similar vein, sometimes the text to be generated depends on the structural parent. Again the block node provides a good example. When block appears as the descendant of a subprogram_body node, the word declare should not be generated.

III.3. Normalizations of the Source

A normalization of the source is a deliberate omission from the DIANA structure of information that would be required to produce an exact recreation of the source text. Most of the normalizations are imposed by the AFD. DIANA includes the following normalizations:

- The optional identifiers following the reserved word end are not represented in DIANA. This decision means that during reconstruction the program is normalized either always to include the end labels or always to omit them.

- DIANA does not require that extra spaces between lexical tokens be preserved.

- Variant spelling of an identifier, as for example "FOO" and "Foo" and "foo", need not be recorded in DIANA. This is a lexical issue that does not affect the semantics.

- Alternate writings of numeric constants need not be preserved. For example, in
  
  2 002 0.0.2
  201111.11110 16#FF# 016#0FF# 255
  12.1 1.2e2 0.12e+3 01.2e02

  all the values on each line would be represented identically in the
DIANA and so would be reconstructed identically. This issue is essentially the same as the variant spelling of identifiers: DIANA does not require that variations be preserved.

A few normalizations of the AFD are no longer in DIANA, because of changes in ADA-82's syntax from the ADA-80 syntax used in the AFD.

- In the AFD (and therefore in the original design of DIANA), all infix operators (except the short circuit and membership operators) are converted to function calls. That is, each of
  
  \[ X + Y \]
  \[ "+"(X, Y) \]

  gave rise to the same DIANA structure. Thus the original program could not be reconstructed, since it could not be determined whether the original had an infix or prefix form for these operators. ADA-82 requires that this distinction be maintained to meet the conformance rules for initial values of default formal parameters, stated in ADA LRM Section 6.3.1.

- In formal parameter declarations for subprograms, the mode in is optional. Originally, the presence of the word in in a formal part was not recorded in the DIANA. The conformance rules of Section 6.3.1 requires that this information be maintained.

- The AFD omits parenthesized nodes if the parentheses are redundant. The conformance rules just referred to require retention of these nodes.

III.4. Comments

In order properly to reconstruct the source, DIANA must be capable of recording comments. To this end, every DIANA node that has a source position attribute (i.e., all those which correspond to points in the source program) has the additional attribute

```plaintext
ix_comments : comments;
```

which is an implementation-dependent type. The implementation may choose how accurately comment positions are recorded and how to associate comments with particular nodes.

The way a user chooses to comment a program greatly affects the ability of any internal representation to make a meaningful association of comments to nodes. When there is a coding standard that enforces a commenting style, assumptions can be made that make the association easier. Since standards such as these are likely to be only enforced locally, comments are treated as an implementation-dependent type. DIANA makes no requirement about either the
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Internal or the external representation of comments, and an implementation does not have to support the \textit{ix\_comments} attribute to be considered a DIANA producer or DIANA consumer.

One method for attaching comments to tree nodes is described in [1]. It distinguishes between comments preceding or following the subtree which is represented by the node.
This appendix contains a list of all the class and node definitions sorted by the name of the class or node. Class definitions are given first: all class names are upper case. Node definitions follow: node names are lower case. With each definition is listed the section number and page number within Chapter 2 where the corresponding concrete syntax can be found.

```plaintext
ACTUAL ::= EXP; 6.4 61
ALIGNMENT ::= alignment; 13.4.A 74
ALTERNATIVE ::= alternative |
                      pragma; 5.4 53
ALTERNATIVE_S ::= alternative_s; 5.4 53
ARGUMENT ::= argument_id; App. I 76
BINARY_OP ::= SHORT_CIRCUIT_OP; 4.4.A 48
BLOCK_STUB ::= block; 6.3 60
BLOCK_STUB ::= stub; 10.2.B 70
BLOCK_STUB VOID ::= block |
                      stub |
                      void; 9.1.A 65
CHOICE ::= EXP |
          DISCRT_RANGE |
          others; 3.7.3.B 43
  CHOICE_S ::= choice_s; 3.7.3.A 43
  COMP ::= pragma; 3.7.B 41
  COMP ::= var |
          variant_part |
          null_comp; 3.7.B 41
  COMPILATION ::= compilation; 10.1.A 69
  COMP_ASSOC ::= named |
                  EXP; 4.3.B 47
  COMP_REP ::= comp_rep; 13.4.B 75
  COMP_REP ::= pragma; 13.4.B 75
  COMP_REP ::= comp_rep_s; 13.4.B 75
  COMP_REP VOID ::= COMP_REP |
                  void; 3.7.B 41
  COMP_UNIT ::= comp_unit; 10.1.B 69
  COMD_CLAUSE ::= cond_clause; 5.3.A 53
  CONSTRAINED ::= constrained; 3.3.2.B 36
  CONSTRAINT ::= RANGE |
                 fixed |
                 disct_rng_s |
                 disctr aggregates; 3.3.2.C 37
  CONSTRAINT ::= void; 3.3.2.B 36
  CONTEXT ::= context; 10.1.1.A 69
  CONTEXT_ELEM ::= pragma; 10.1.B 69
  CONTEXT_ELEM ::= use; 10.1.1.A 69
  CONTEXT_ELEM ::= with; 10.1.1.B 70
  DECL ::= REP |
          use; 3.9.A 44
          use;
  DECL ::= constant |
          var |
          number |
          type |
          subtype |
          subprogram_decl |
          package_decl |
          task_decl |
          generic |
          exception |
          deferred_constant;
  DECL ::= pragma; 3.1 33
```
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DECLS := decl_s;
DEF_CHAR := def_char;
DEF_ID := attr_id 
    | pragma_id 
    | ARGUMENT;
DEF_ID := comp_id;
DEF_ID := const_id;
DEF_ID := decmt.id;
DEF_ID := entry_id;
DEF_ID := enum_id;
DEF_ID := exception_id;
DEF_ID := function_id;
DEF_ID := generic_id;
DEF_ID := in_id;
DEF_ID := in_out_id 
    | out_id;
DEF_ID := iteration_id;
DEF_ID := label_id;
DEF_ID := named stm_id;
DEF_ID := number_id;
DEF_ID := package_id;
DEF_ID := private_type_id 
    | private_type_id;
DEF_ID := proc_id;
DEF_ID := subtype_id;
DEF_ID := task_body_id;
DEF_ID := type_id;
DEF_ID := var_id;
DEF_OCCURRENCE := DEF_ID | 
    DEF_OP | 
    DEF_CHAR;
DEF_OP := def_op;
DESIGNATOR := ID | 
    OP;
DESIGNATOR.CHAR := DESIGNATOR 
    | used_char;
DSCMT_VAR := decmt_var;
DSCMT_VAR_S := decmt_var_s;
DSCRT_RANGE := constrained 
    | RANGE;
DSCRT_RANGE := index;
DSCRT_RANGE_S := decmt_range_s;
DSCRT_RANGE_VOID := DSCRT_RANGE  
    void;
ENUM_LITERAL := enum_id 
    | def_char;
EXCEPTION_DEF := rename;
EXCEPTION_DEF := void;
EXP := NAME 
    | numeric_literal 
    | null_access 
    | aggregate 
    | string_literal 
    | allocator 
    | conversion 
    | qualified 
    | parenthesized;
EXP := aggregate;
EXP := binary;
EXP := membership;
EXP := EXPR 
    | CONstrained;
EXP := exp_s;
EXP_VOID := EXP  
    void;
FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF := NAME 
    | box 
    | no_default;
FORMAL_TYPE_SPEC := formal_decmt 
    | formal_integer 
    | formalixed 
    | formal_host;
GENERAL_ASSOC := ACTUAL;
GENERAL_ASSOC := assoc;
GENERAL_ASSOC := assoc;
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3.7.A 41
void;
SELECT_CLAUSE ::= pragma;
SELECT_CLAUSE ::= select_clause;
SELECT_CLAUSE ::= select_clause_s;
SHORT_CIRCUIT_OP ::= and_then | or_else;
STM ::= if |
    case |
        named_stmt |
        loop |
        block |
        accept |
        select |
        cond_entry |
        timed_entry;
STM ::= labeled;
STM ::= null_stmt |
    assign |
    procedure_call |
    exit |
    return |
    goto |
    entry_call |
    delay |
    abort |
    raise |
    code;
STM ::= pragma;
STM ::= terminate;
STM ::= stmt_s;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= instantiation;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= rename;
SUBPROGRAM_DEF ::= void;
SUBP_BODY_DESC ::= block |
    stub |
    instantiation |
    FORMAL_SUBPROG_DEF |
    rename |
    LANGUAGE |
    void;
SUBUNIT_BODY ::= subprogram_body |
    package_body |
    task_body;
TASK_DEF ::= task_spec;
TYPE_RANGE ::= RANGE | NAME;
TYPE_SPEC ::= CONSTRAINED;
TYPE_SPEC ::= FORMAL_TYPE_SPEC;
TYPE_SPEC ::= enum_type | |
    integer | |
    held | |
    float | |
    array | |
    record | |
    access | |
    derived;
TYPE_SPEC ::= _private;
TYPE_SPEC ::= private;
TYPE_SPEC ::= task_spec;
TYPE_SPEC ::= universal_integer | |
    universal_fixed | |
    universal_real;
TYPE_SPEC ::= void;
UNIT_BODY ::= package_body |
    package_decl |
    subunit |
    generic |
    subprogram_body |
    subprogram_decl |
    void;
USED_ID ::= used_object_id |
    used_name_id |
    used_id;
USED_OP ::= used_op I
used_btrim_op; 4.1.A 45

VARIANT ::= variant;
VARIANT S ::= variant s;
abort => as_name s:NAME S,
abort => bx_arcpo:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;
accept => as_name:NAME,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
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accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
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accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
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accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
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accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
accept => bx_arcpo:source_position,
attribute call => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
   sm_value:value;
binary => as_exp1:EXP,
   as_binary_op:BINARY_OP,
   as_exp2:EXP;
binary => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
binary => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
   sm_value:value;
block => as_item:ITEM_S,
   asstm_s:STM_S;
binary => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
block => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
box => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
case => as_exp:EXP,
   as_alternative:AUTOMATICALLY_S;
case => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
choice => as_list:seq of CHOICE,
   bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
choice => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
code => as_name:NAME,
   as_exp:EXP;
comprehension => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
comp_id => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments,
   bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
comp_id => sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
   sm_unit_exp:EXP VOID,
   sm_comp_spec:COMP REP VOID;
comprehension => as_name:NAME,
   as_exp:EXP,
   as_range:RANGE;
comprehension => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
comprehension => as_list:seq of COMP REP;
comprehension => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
comp_unit => as_context:CONTEXT,
   as_unit_body:UNIT_BODY,
   as_pragma:PRAGMA_S;
comp_unit => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
compilation => as_list:seq of COMP_UNIT;
compilation => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
cond clause => as_exp VOID:EXP VOID,
   asstm_s:STM_S;
cond clause => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
cond_entry => asstm_s:STM_S,
   asstm_s:STM_S;
cond_entry => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
const => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments,
   bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
const => sm_address:EXP VOID,
   sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
   sm obj_def:OBJECT DEF,
   sm_first:DEF OCCURRENCE;
const => as_id_s:ID_S,
   as_type_spec:TYPE_SPEC,
   as_obj_def:OBJECT DEF;
const => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
constrained => as_name:NAME,
   as_constraint:CONSTRRAINT;
constrained => obj_impl_size:integer;
constrained => bx_arcpos:source_position,
   bx_comments:comments;
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constrained => as_type_struct: TYPE_SPEC,
    as_base_type: TYPE_SPEC,
    as_constraint: CONSTRAINT;

context => as_list: seq of CONTEXT_ELEM;
    as_impl_size: Integer;
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    as_imp...
entry_call -> sm_normalized_param_s:EXP_S;
entry_id -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
\hspace{1em} sm_symrep:symbol_rep;
entry_id -> sm_spec:HEADER,
\hspace{1em} sm_address:EXP_VOID;
enum_id -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
enum_id -> sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
\hspace{1em} sm_pos:integer;
\hspace{1em} sm_rep:integer;
enum_literal_s -> *al_list:seq of ENUM_LITERAL;
enum_literal_s -> od_impl_size:Integer;
enum_literal_s -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
enum_literal_s -> sm_size:EXP_VOID;
exception -> *al_id_s:ID_S,
\hspace{1em} exception_def:EXCEPTION_DEF;
exception -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
exception_id -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
exception_id -> sm_exception_def:EXCEPTION_DEF;
exit -> *al_name void:NAM VOID,
exits -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
exits -> sm_stmt:LOOP;
exp_s -> *al_list:seq of EXP;
exps -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
fixed -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
fixed -> sm_size:EXP_VOID,
\hspace{1em} sm_actual_bits:Rational,
\hspace{1em} sm_bits:integer;
floes -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
float -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
float -> sm_size:EXP_VOID,
\hspace{1em} sm_type_struct:TYPE_SPEC,
\hspace{1em} sm_base_type:TYPE_SPEC;
for -> *al_id:ID;
\hspace{1em} for -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
formal_dscrt -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
formal_fixed -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
formal_float -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
formal_integer -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
function -> *al_param_s:PARAM_S;
function -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
function_call -> bx_arcpo:source_position,
\hspace{1em} bx_comments:comments;
function_call -> sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
\hspace{1em} sm_value:value,
\hspace{1em} sm_normalized_param_s:EXP_S,
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function_id => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

function_id => sm-spec:HEADER,
sm-body:SUBP BODY_DESC,
sm_location:LOCATION,
sm_sub:DEF_OCCURRENCE;

generic => as_id:ID,
as-generic_param_s:GENERIC_PARAM_S,
as-generic_header:GENERIC_HEADER;

generic => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

generic_assoc_s => as-list:seq of GENERIC_ASSOC;

generic_assoc_s => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

generic_id => bx_symrep:symbol_rep,
bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

generic_id => as-generic_param_s:GENERIC_PARAM_S,
as-generic_header:GENERIC_HEADER,
as-body:BLOCK_STUB VOID,
as_first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;

generic_param_s => as-list:seq of GENERIC_PARAM;

generic_param_s => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

go to => as_name:NAME;
go to => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

id_s => as-list:seq of ID;
id_s => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

if => as_list:seq of COND_CLAUSE;
if => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

in => as-id_s:ID_S,
as-name:NAME,
as-exp_void:EXP_VOID;
in => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments,

in-id => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments,
bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
in-id => sm-obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
sm-init_exp:EXP VOID,
sm_first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;
in-op => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

in-out => as-id_s:ID_S,
as-name:NAME,
as-exp_void:EXP_VOID;
in-out => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

in-out-id => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments,
bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
in-out-id => sm-obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
sm-first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;

index => as-name:NAME;
index => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

indexed => as-name:NAME,
as-exp_s:EXP_S;
indexed => bx-srcpos:source_position,

indexed => sm-exp_type:TYPE_SPEC;
inner_record => as-list:seq of CONP;
ininner_record => bx-srcpos:source_position,
bx_comments:comments;

instantiation => as-name:NAME,
as-generic_assoc_s:GENERIC_ASSOC_S;
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12.3.A 73
instantiation => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  12.3.A  73
instantiation => sm_decl_s:DECL_S;
  sm_range:RANGE;
  12.3.A  73
integer => as_range:RANGE;
  3.5.4  38
integer => od_impl_size:integer;
  3.5.4  38
integer => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  3.5.4  38
integer => sm_size:EXP_VOID,
  am_type_struct:TYPE_SPEC,
  am_base_type:TYPE_SPEC;
  3.5.4  38
item_s => as_list:seq of ITEM;
  3.5.B  44
item_s => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  3.9.B  44
iteration_id => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments,
  bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
  5.5.B  55
iteration_id => am_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC;
  5.5.B  55
l_private => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  7.4.A  63
l_private => am_discriminants:DSCRRN_VAR_S;
  7.4.A  63
l_private_type_id => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments,
  bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
  7.4.A  63
l_private_type_id => am_type_spec:TYPE_SPEC;
  7.4.A  63
label_id => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments,
  bx_symrep:symbol_rep;
  5.1.B  51
label_id => sm_stm:STM;
  5.1.B  51
labeled => as_id_s:ID_S,
  as_stm:STM;
  5.1.B  51
labeled => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  5.1.B  51
loop => as_iteration:ITERATION,
  as_stm:STM_S;
  5.5.A  54
loop => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  5.5.A  54
membership => as_exp:EXP,
  as_membership_op:MEMBERSHIP_OP,
  as_range:TYPE_RANGE;
  4.4.B  48
membership => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  4.4.B  48
membership => am_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC;
  am_value:VALUE;
  4.4.B  48
name_s => as_list:seq of NAME;
  9.10  68
name_s => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  9.10  68
named => as_choice_s:CHOICE_S,
  as_exp:EXP;
  4.3.B  47
named => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  4.3.B  47
named_stm => as_id:ID;
  as_stm:STM;
  5.5.A  54
named_stm => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  5.5.A  54
named_stm_id => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  5.5.A  54
named_stm_id => sm_stm:STM;
  5.5.A  54
no_default => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  12.1.C  72
not_in => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  4.4.B  48
null accesses => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  4.4.D  48
null accesses => am_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC;
  am_value:VALUE;
  4.4.D  48
null_comp => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  3.7.B  41
null_stm => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
  5.1.F  52
number => as_id_s:ID_S,
  as_exp:EXP;
  3.2.B  35
number => bx_srcpos:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
number_id => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments,
  tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
number_id => sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_init_exp:EXP;
numeric_literal => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments,
  tx_numrep:number_rep;
numeric_literal => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_value:value;
or_else => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
others => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
out => as_id:s:ID_S,
  as_name:NAME,
  as_exp_void:EXP_VOID;
out => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
out_id => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments,
  tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
out_id => sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;
package_body => as_id:ID,
  as_block_stub:BLOCK_STUB;
package_body => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
package_decl => as_id:ID,
  as_package_def:PACKAGE_DEF;
package_decl => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
package_id => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments,
  tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
package_id => sm_spec:PACKAGE_SPEC,
  sm_first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;
package_spec => as_dec_s1:DECL_S,
  as_dec_s2:DECL_S;
package_spec => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
param_assoc_s => as_list:seq of PARAM_ASSOC;
param_assoc_s => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
param_s => as_list:seq of PARAM;
param_s => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
parenthesized => as_exp:EXP;
parenthesized => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
parenthesized => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_value:value;
pragma => as_id:ID,
  as_param_assoc_s:PARAM_ASSOC_S;
pragma => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
pragma_id => as_list:seq of ARGUMENT;
pragma_id => tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
pragma_s => as_list:seq of PRAAGMA;
pragma_s => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
private => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments;
private => sm_discriminants:DISCRMT_VAR_S;
private_type_id => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_comments:comments,
  tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
private_type_id => sm_type_spec:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_value:value;
prec_id => tx_escpos:source_position,
  tx_symrep:symbol_rep;
proc_id => sm_spec:HEADER,
  sm_body:SUBP_BODY_DESC,
  sm_location:LOCATION,
  sm_style:DEF_OCCURRENCE,
  sm_first:DEF_OCCURRENCE;
procedure => as_param_s:PARAM_S
  bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
procedure_call => as_name:NAME,
  as_param_assoc_s:PARAM_ASSOC_S;
procedure_call => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
procedure_call => sm_normalized_param_s:EXP_S;
qualified => as_name:NAME,
  as_exp:EXP;
qualified => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
qualified => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
  sm_value:value;
raise => as_name_void:NAME_VOID;
raise => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
range => as_exp1:EXP,
  as_exp2:EXP;
range => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
range => sm_base_type:TYPE_SPEC;
record => as_list:seq of COMP;
record => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
record => sm_size:EXP_VOID,
  sm_discriminants:DISCRIPT_VAR_S,
  sm_packing:Boolean,
  sm_record_spec:REP_VOID;
record_rep => as_name:NAME,
  as_alignment:ALIGNMENT,
  as_comp_rep_s:COMP_REP_S;
record_rep => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
rename => as_name:NAME;
rename => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
return => as_exp:void:EXP_VOID;
return => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
reverse => as_id:ID,
  as_disc_range:DISCRIPT_RANGE;
reverse => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
select => as_select_clause_s:SELECTCLAUSE_S,
  as stm_s:STM_S;
select => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
select_clause => as_exp:void:EXP_VOID,
  as stm_s:STM_S;
select_clause => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
select_clause => as_list:seq of SELECTCLAUSE;
select_clause => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
selected => as_name:NAME,
  as_designator_char:DESIGNATOR_CHAR;
selected => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
selected => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC;
simple_rep => as_name:NAME,
  as_exp:EXP;
simple_rep => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
slice => as_name:NAME,
  as_disc_range:DISCRIPT_RANGE;
slice => bx_arcpo:source_position,
  bx_comments:comments;
slice => sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
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am_constraint: CONSTRAINT;
stm_a => as_list: seq of STM;
stm_a => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
string_literat => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments,
bsymrep: symbol_rep;
string_literat => sm_exp_type: TYPE_SPEC,
sm_constraint: CONSTRAINT,
sm_value: value;
stub => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
subprogram_body => as_designator: DESIGNATOR,
as_header: HEADER,
as_block_stub: BLOCK_STUB;
subprogram_body => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
subprogram_decl => as_designator: DESIGNATOR,
as_header: HEADER,
as_subprogram_def: SUBPROGRAM_DEF;
subprogram_decl => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
subtype => as_id:id;
as_constrained: CONSTRAINED;
subtype => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
sub_type_id => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments,
bsymrep: symbol_rep;
sub_type_id => sm_type_spec: CONSTRAINED;
subunit => as_name: NAME,
as_subunit_body: SUBUNIT_BODY;
subunit => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
task_body => as_id:id,
as_block_stub: BLOCK_STUB;
task_body => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
task_body_id => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments,
bsymrep: symbol_rep;
task_body_id => sm_type_spec: TYPE_SPEC,
sm_body: BLOCK_STUB VOID,
sm_first: DEF_OCCURRENCE,
sm_stub: DEF_OCCURRENCE;
task_decl => as_id:id;
as_task_def: TASK_DEF;
task_decl => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
task_spec => as_decl_s: DECL_S;
task_spec => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
task_spec => sm_body: BLOCK_STUB VOID,
sm_address: EXP VOID,
sm_storage_size: EXP VOID;
terminate => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
timed_entry => as_stm_s1: STM_S,
as_stm_s2: STM_S;
timed_entry => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
type => as_id:id;
as_scramt_var_s: DSCRTM_VAR_S,
as_type_spec: TYPE_SPEC;
type => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments;
type_id => bx_arcpo: source_position,
bx_comments: comments,
bsymrep: symbol_rep;
type_id => sm_type_spec: TYPE_SPEC,
sm_first: DEF_OCCURRENCE;
universal_type => ;
universal_integer => ;
universal_real => ;
use => as_list:seq of NAME;

use => bx_arcpo:source_position,
     bx_comments:comments;

used_bitn_id => bx_arcpo:source_position,
               bx_comments:comments,
               bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_bitn_id => sm_operator:operator;

used_bitn_op => bx_arcpo:source_position,
               bx_comments:comments,
               bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_bitn_op => sm_operator:operator;

used_char => bx_arcpo:source_position,
            bx_comments:comments,
            bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_char => sm_defn:DEF_OCCURRENCE,
            sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
            sm_value:value;

used_name_id => bx_arcpo:source_position,
               bx_comments:comments,
               bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_name_id => sm_defn:DEF_OCCURRENCE;

used_object_id => bx_arcpo:source_position,
                 bx_comments:comments,
                 bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_object_id => sm_defn:DEF_OCCURRENCE;
                 sm_exp_type:TYPE_SPEC,
                 sm_value:value;

used_op => bx_arcpo:source_position,
          bx_comments:comments,
          bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

used_op => sm_defn:DEF_OCCURRENCE;

var => as_id_s:ID_S,
     as_type_spec:TYPE_SPEC,
     as_object_def:OBJECT_DEF;

var => bx_arcpo:source_position,
      bx_comments:comments;

var_id => bx_arcpo:source_position,
         bx_comments:comments,
         bx_symrep:symbol_rep;

var_id => sm_obj_type:TYPE_SPEC,
        sm_address:EXP_VOID,
        sm_obj_def:OBJECT_DEF;

variant => as_choice_s:CHOICE_S,
          as_record:INNER_RECORD;

variant => bx_arcpo:source_position,
          bx_comments:comments;

variant_part => as_name:NAME,
               as_variant_s:VARIANT_S;

variant_part => bx_arcpo:source_position,
               bx_comments:comments;

variant_s => as_list:seq of VARIANT;

variant_s => bx_arcpo:source_position,
            bx_comments:comments;

void =>

while => as_exp:EXP;

while => bx_arcpo:source_position,
        bx_comments:comments;

with => as_list:seq of NAME;

with => bx_arcpo:source_position,
       bx_comments:comments;
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>[6.4, 12.3.C]</th>
<th>61, 73</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>[13.4.A]</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td>[5.4]</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative_s</td>
<td>[3.4, 8.6]</td>
<td>53, 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argument</td>
<td>[App. I]</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary_op</td>
<td>[4.4.A]</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice</td>
<td>[3.7.3.A, 3.7.3.B]</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>choice_s</td>
<td>[3.7.3.A, 3.7.3.B, 5.4]</td>
<td>43, 47, 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comp</td>
<td>[3.7.3.A, 3.7.3.B, 3.7.3.A]</td>
<td>41, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compilation</td>
<td>[10.1.A]</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comp_assoc</td>
<td>[3.7.2, 4.3.A, 4.3.B]</td>
<td>42, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comp_rep_void</td>
<td>[3.7.B, 3.7.1]</td>
<td>41, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cond_clause</td>
<td>[5.3.A]</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constrained</td>
<td>[3.2.A, 3.3.2.A, 3.3.2.B, 3.4, 3.6.A, 3.6.8, 4.6]</td>
<td>34, 36, 37, 40, 44, 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constraint</td>
<td>[3.3.2.B, 3.3.2.C, 4.1.2, 4.3.A, 4.4.D]</td>
<td>36, 37, 46, 47, 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def_char</td>
<td>[2.3, 3.5.1.B]</td>
<td>32, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def_op</td>
<td>[2.3, 6.1.A]</td>
<td>32, 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>designator_char</td>
<td>[4.1.3]</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dscrmt_var</td>
<td>[3.7.1]</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dscrmt_var_s</td>
<td>[3.3.1.A, 3.7.A, 3.7.1, 7.4.A]</td>
<td>35, 41, 42, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dscrmt_range_s</td>
<td>[3.6.A]</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dscrmt_range_void</td>
<td>[9.5.A]</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enum_literal</td>
<td>[3.5.1.A, 3.5.1.B]</td>
<td>37, 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exception_def</td>
<td>[6.5, 11.1]</td>
<td>64, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp</td>
<td>[3.2.A, 3.2.B, 3.5, 3.5.7, 3.5.9, 3.7.3.B, 4.1.1, 4.1.4, 4.3.A]</td>
<td>47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffix</td>
<td>Number of References</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP_CONstrained</td>
<td>55, 61, 65, 74, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXP_VOID</td>
<td>34, 46, 47, 61, 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERIC_ASSOC</td>
<td>34, 37, 38, 40, 41,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERIC_ASSOC_S</td>
<td>42, 44, 53, 56, 57, 58,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERIC_HEADER</td>
<td>62, 65, 66, 67, 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERIC_PARAM_S</td>
<td>13.4.A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADER</td>
<td>57, 72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID_S</td>
<td>34, 35, 42, 51, 58, 63,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNER_RECORD</td>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM_S</td>
<td>4, 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITERATION</td>
<td>34, 36, 38, 47, 54,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGUAGE</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCATION</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOP</td>
<td>52, 54, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>35, 40, 42, 43, 45, 46,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME_S</td>
<td>47, 48, 49, 50, 52, 56,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME_VOID</td>
<td>59, 61, 63, 64, 65, 68,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT_DEF</td>
<td>70, 72, 73, 74, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKAGE_DEFIN</td>
<td>6.1.A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACKAGE_SPEC</td>
<td>10.1.A, 12.1.C, 12.3.A, 13.3,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAM</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAM_ASSOC</td>
<td>33, 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAM_ASSOC_S</td>
<td>33, 61, 65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARAM_S</td>
<td>59, 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGMA</td>
<td>33, 69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRAGMA_S</td>
<td>69, 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANGE</td>
<td>37, 38, 40, 48, 49, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANGE_VOID</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP</td>
<td>34, 42, 64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REP_VOID</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>62, 64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT_CLAUSE</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT_CLAUSE_S</td>
<td>69, 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT_CIRCUIT_OP</td>
<td>37, 38, 40, 48, 49, 75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM_S</td>
<td>38, 41, 44, 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBPROGRAM_DEF</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBP BODY_DESC</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBINIT BODY</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK_DEF</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE_RANGE</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYPE_SPEC</td>
<td>41, 42, 44, 46, 48, 47,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Names</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT_BODY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10.1.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USED_ID</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.3, 4.1.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22, 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USED_OP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2.3, 4.1.3.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIANT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.7.3.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARIANT_S</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.7.3.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abort</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.1.C, 9.10]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51, 66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accept</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.1.D, 9.5.C]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52, 66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>access</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.1.B, 3.8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36, 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13.1, 13.8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74, 75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aggregate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.3.A, 4.4.D]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47, 49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.1.A, 4.1.3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45, 46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>allocates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.1.A, 4.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argument_id</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5.1.A, App. 1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57, 76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>array</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.1.B, 3.6.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_actual</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_alternative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.5, 5.6]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53, 55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_binary_op</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_block_stub</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60, 63, 65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_choice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.3.A, 4.3.B, 5.4]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43, 47, 53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_comp_ref</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_constrained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.2.A, 3.4, 3.6.A, 3.8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36, 39, 40, 44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_constraint</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.2.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_context</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10.1.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_call</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9.1.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9.1.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7.1.D]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7.1.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7.1.A, 6.3, 6.4]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57, 60, 61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller_char</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.1.3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_caller_vers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.1.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_call_range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.1.2, 5.5.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46, 56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_call_range2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.5.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_call_range2_void</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11.1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_call_def</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 39, 47, 49, 50, 60, 52, 53, 55, 66, 74, 75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exp</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.5, 4.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37, 49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exp1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.5, 4.4.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37, 49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exp2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.8]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exp_constrained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.1.1]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exp_void</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53, 55, 56, 67, 74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generic_assoc</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12.3.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generic_header</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12.1.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generic_param</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12.1.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_header</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[6.1.A, 6.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67, 68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_id</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35, 36, 37, 47, 54, 65, 62, 63, 65, 71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_id2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34, 35, 42, 51, 59, 63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_item</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5.5.A]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_iteration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33, 35, 37, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 61, 62, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 72, 73, 75, 76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_member_op</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4.4.B]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3.3.2.B, 3.6.B, 3.7.1, 3.7.3.A, 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.8, 48, 49, 50, 60, 66, 61, 65, 68]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as_name_e [] 5.10
as_object_void [] 5.1.B, 11.3] 34, 42
as_package_def] 3.2.A, 3.7.1] 34, 42
as_parameter [] 7.1.A] 63, 64
as_parameter_s [] 2.8.A, 6.4, 9.5.B] 35, 61, 66
as_range [] 3.5.4, 13.4.B] 36, 75
as_range_void] 3.5.7, 3.5.9] 36, 75
as_record [] 3.7.3.A] 67, 74
as_select_clause_e] 9.7.1.A] 51, 54
as_etc_s [] 5.3.A, 5.4, 5.5.A, 5.6, 9.5.C] 53, 54, 55, 66, 67
as_etc_s1 [9.7.2, 9.7.3] 69
as_etc_s2 [9.7.2, 9.7.3] 69
as_element [] 10.2.A] 70
as_element_def] 3.1.A] 65
as_type_range] 4.4.B] 43, 44
as_type_spec] 3.2.A, 3.3.1.A] 34, 35
as_unit_body] 10.1.B] 69
as_variable_e] 3.7.3.A] 43
as_variable_s] 5.1.C, 5.2] 51, 52
as_var [] 6.4, 12.3.B] 61, 73
attrs [] 3.5, 4.1.A, 4.1.A] 37, 46, 47
attr_call [] 3.5, 4.1.A, 4.1.A] 37, 46, 47
binary [4.4.A] 49
box [12.1.C] 52, 53
case [5.1.D, 5.4] 36, 37, 38, 39
cc_impl_size [3.3.2.B, 3.4, 3.5.A, 3.5.4, 3.5.7, 3.5.9] 43, 44
choice_e [3.7.3.A] 43
code [3.1.C, 13.8] 51, 75
comp_id [3.7.6] 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40
comp_ref_s [13.4.B] 34, 35, 36, 37, 38
comp_ref_s1 [13.4.B] 34, 35, 36, 37, 38
compound [] 10.1.B] 69
compound_c [] 10.1.A] 69
const [] 5.3.A] 63, 64
const_def [] 5.1.D, 9.7.2] 34, 42
const_def_c [] 3.2.A] 33, 34
const_def_s [] 3.3.2.B, 3.6.C] 35, 40
covariance [] 10.1.A] 69
covariance_s [] 7.1.B] 69
def_op [6.1.A] 57
| Membership | [4.4.B] | 48 |
| name_s | [9.10] | 68 |
| named | [6.3.B] | 47 |
| named_sbn | [5.1.D.5.5.A] | 52, 54 |
| named_sbn_id | [5.5.A] | 54 |
| name_def | [12.1.E] | 72 |
| net | [4.4.B] | 49 |
| null_access | [4.4.D] | 49 |
| null_comp | [3.7.B] | 41 |
| null_sbn | [5.1.C.5.1.F] | 51, 52 |
| num | [3.1, 3.2.B] | 33, 39 |
| num_id | [3.2.B] | 39 |
| number_rep | [4.4.D] | 49 |
| numeric_literal | [4.4.D] | 49 |
| operator | [4.1.A] | 48 |
| or else | [4.4.A] | 48 |
| others | [3.7.3.B] | 43 |
| out | [6.1.C] | 49 |
| out_id | [6.1.C] | 49 |
| package_id | [7.1.A] | 62 |
| param_spec | [2.8.A] | 33 |
| parenthesis | [4.4.D] | 49 |
| pragma_s | [10.1.B] | 63 |
| private | [7.4.A] | 62 |
| private_type_id | [6.1.A] | 57 |
| raise | [6.1.C, 11.3] | 51, 71 |
| range | [3.5] | 37 |
| record | [3.3.1.B, 3.7.A] | 34, 41 |
| record_rep | [13.1, 13.4.A] | 74 |
| result | [8.5.B] | 58 |
| selected_dbase_e | [9.7.1.A] | 67 |
| selected_dbase_o | [4.1.A, 4.1.3] | 49, 49 |
| seq | [2.7.3.A] | 41, 49 |
| seq of argument | [App. [I] | 78 |
| seq of choice | [3.7.A, 3.7.3.A] | 41, 49 |
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41, 42
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3.1.A,
7.4.A] 11.1
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
4.7, 4.8, 5.4]
34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 46, 65, 50, 59, 62,
APPENDIX VI
DIANA ATTRIBUTES

This appendix is an index of all of the attributes which occur in DIANA tree
nodes. Each attribute is shown in the form

    label : type [section-number-list] page-number-list

The section number list gives all the sections of Chapter 2 which make use of
the attribute. The page number list gives pages of this document on which the
attribute may be found. Either list may be split across several lines. The
attributes are grouped into four sections: structural, lexical, semantic, and
code.

VI.1. Structural Attributes

Structural attributes define the basic shape of the DIANA tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Section/Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>as_actual:ACTUAL</td>
<td>[6.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_alignment:ALIGNMENT</td>
<td>[13.4.1A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_alternative_e:ALTERNATIVE_S</td>
<td>[6.4, 5.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_binary_op:BINARY_OP</td>
<td>[4.4.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_choice:CHOICE_S</td>
<td>[3.7.3.A, 4.3.B, 5.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_comp_rep:COMP_REP_S</td>
<td>[13.4.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_constrained:CONstrained</td>
<td>[3.3.2.A, 3.4, 3.6.A, 3.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_constr:CONSTRAST</td>
<td>[3.3.2.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_context:CONTEXT</td>
<td>[16.1.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_decl:DECL_S</td>
<td>[7.1.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_decl:DECL</td>
<td>[7.1.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_designator:DESIGNATOR</td>
<td>[8.1.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_designator_char:DESIGNATOR_CHAR</td>
<td>[6.3, 6.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_dec_ret_var:DEC_RET_VAR_S</td>
<td>[6.3.1.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_desc_ranges:DESCRIT_RANGE</td>
<td>[6.1.2, 8.5.B]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_desc_ranges:DESCRIT_RANGE_S</td>
<td>[8.6.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_desc_range:DESCRIT_RANGE_VOID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_exception_def:EXCEPTION_DEF</td>
<td>[9.8.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr:EXP</td>
<td>[11.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr:EXP</td>
<td>[8.5, 4.4.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr:EXP</td>
<td>[3.8, 4.4.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr:EXP</td>
<td>[13.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr_constrained:EXP_CONstrained</td>
<td>[6.6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_expr:EXP</td>
<td>[4.1.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generics:GENERIC_ASSOC_S</td>
<td>[12.3.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generic_header:GENERIC_HEADER</td>
<td>[12.1.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_generic_param:GENERIC_PARAM_S</td>
<td>[12.1.A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as_header:HEADER</td>
<td>[6.1.A, 6.3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Lexical attributes represent information provided by the lexical analysis phase.
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3.5.7, 3.5.9, 3.6.A, 3.6.B, 3.7.A, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
3.7.B, 3.7.1, 3.7.2, 3.7.3.A, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62,
3.7.3.B, 3.8, 3.9.B, 4.1.A, 4.1.1, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,
4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.3.A, 4.3.B, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74,
4.4.A, 4.4.B, 4.4.D, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 75
5.1.A, 5.1.B, 5.1.F, 5.2, 5.3.A
5.4, 5.5.A, 5.5.B, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8
5.9, 6.1.A, 6.1.B, 6.1.C, 6.2, 6.4,
8.4, 8.5, 9.1.A, 9.1.B, 9.5.A,
9.5.B, 9.6.C, 9.6, 9.7.1.A,
9.7.1.B, 9.10, 9.7.2, 9.7.3,
10.1.A, 10.1.B, 10.1.1.B,
10.2.A, 10.2.B, 11.1, 11.3, 12.1.A,

VI.3. Semantic Attributes

Semantic attributes represent the result of semantic analysis and provide
information on the meaning of the program represented by the DIANA tree.

sm_echar_delta: Rational [3.4, 3.5.8] 37, 39
sm_base_type: TYPE_SPEC [3.3.2.B, 3.5, 3.8.4, 3.8.7, 3.5.9] 36, 37, 38, 39
sm_body: SUBP_BODY_DESC [6.1.A] 57
sm_ctype: CONST [3.3.2.B, 3.7.1, 4.1.A] 41, 42
sm_const: CONSTRAINT [3.3.2.B, 4.1.2, 4.3.A, 4.4.D] 35, 46, 47, 48
sm_controlled: Boolean [3.4, 3.5] 37, 44
sm_def: DEC [12.3.A] 73
sm_decor: DEC [4.1.A] 45
sm_exception: DEC [11.1] 70
sm_expr: [4.7, 4.8, 6.4] 88, 71
VI.4. Code Attributes

Code attributes provide target-machine-specific information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Sections</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>am_init_exp</code></td>
<td><code>EXP</code></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_init_exp</code></td>
<td><code>EXP_VOID</code></td>
<td>41, 42, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_location</code></td>
<td><code>LOCATION</code></td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_normalized_comp</code></td>
<td><code>EXP</code></td>
<td>42, 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_normalized_parm</code></td>
<td><code>EXP</code></td>
<td>61, 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_obj_def</code></td>
<td><code>OBJECT_DEF</code></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_obj_type</code></td>
<td><code>TYPE_SPEC</code></td>
<td>34, 35, 36, 41, 42, 55, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_operator</code></td>
<td><code>operator</code></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_packing</code></td>
<td><code>Boolean</code></td>
<td>37, 40, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_psize</code></td>
<td><code>integer</code></td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_record_spec</code></td>
<td><code>REP_VOID</code></td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_repsize</code></td>
<td><code>integer</code></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_size</code></td>
<td><code>EXP_VOID</code></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_spec</code></td>
<td><code>GENERIC_HEADER</code></td>
<td>37, 39, 40, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_spec</code></td>
<td><code>HEADER</code></td>
<td>35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_spec</code></td>
<td><code>PACKAGE_SPEC</code></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_spec</code></td>
<td><code>LOOP</code></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_stmt</code></td>
<td><code>STM</code></td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_storage_size</code></td>
<td><code>EXP_VOID</code></td>
<td>37, 44, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_stub</code></td>
<td><code>DEF_OCCURRENCE</code></td>
<td>67, 62, 65, 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_type_spec</code></td>
<td><code>CONSTRAINED</code></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_type_spec</code></td>
<td><code>TYPE_SPEC</code></td>
<td>35, 63, 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>am_value</code></td>
<td><code>value</code></td>
<td>36, 38, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>cd_impl_size</code></td>
<td><code>integer</code></td>
<td>48, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>cd_impl_size</code></td>
<td><code>real</code></td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI.4.1. Code Attributes

- `am_init_exp` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `am_size` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `am_spec` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `am_stub` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `am_type_spec` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `am_value` provides target-machine-specific information.
- `cd_impl_size` provides target-machine-specific information.

**Note:** The sections listed are from the DIANA Reference Manual.
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